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ABSTRACT 

 

“Prehistoric Town Planning in Crete” was published in 1950 by Richard 

Hutchinson. He determined there was no evidence of town planning on Minoan Crete 

except for two instances. Hutchinson's approach compared the layout of the few 

excavated Minoan towns to other contemporary sites, such as Kahun, Egypt and 

Harrappa, India. These towns were laid out in grid-like squares, on flat, level ground. 

Compared to these sites the settlements on Crete appeared as an amalgamation of 

disorganized, organic growth.  

More than half a century has elapsed between Hutchinson's article and this study. 

Within that time many more Minoan sites and towns have been excavated and published. 

This greater corpus offered an opportunity to examine Minoan town planning with a new 

eye. This greater number of excavated Minoan towns allowed for a study of town 

planning by comparing Minoan communities to one another. When an investigation was 

done comparing sites within Crete only, a pattern started to emerge. To accomplish this 

analysis nine elements of Minoan town planning were defined, examined at individual 

sites, and compared among settlements. These nine elements were: 

1. A street system that adhered to the natural contours of the land 
2. Buildings arranged in irregular, attached blocks defined by the street system 
3. A large plateia or centrally located community court easily accessible from all 

parts of the town 
4. Other open public spaces throughout the settlement 
5. An elite building near the plateia 
6. Public buildings in which there was no habitation 
7. Semi-public buildings 
8. Fortifications 
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9. Extramural dependencies, which were structural features or natural areas 
outside the borders of the town proper but were an integral part of the 
community 

 

This comparison elucidated a very specific and existing type of Minoan town 

planning. It began at least as early as Early Minoan II and reached its apogee in Late 

Minoan I. What at first glance looked random, is not. Minoan towns were laid out within 

the constraints of the local landscape and with the desired aesthetic. The result was a 

lifestyle in LM I far beyond subsistence living.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION  
  

Following Francis Haverfield in his work Ancient Town Planning, town planning 

is defined as, “the art of laying out towns with due care for the health and comfort of 

inhabitants, for industrial and commercial efficiency, and for reasonable beauty of 

buildings” (Haverfield 1913, 11). Although this is an adequate working definition, it is 

too limited in its scope. It omits the inclusion of major urban focal points (like religious 

buildings or open spaces) that are often major concerns for urban populations. 

Nevertheless, according to this definition, town planning can be demonstrated on Late 

Minoan I Crete. As Todd Whitelaw wrote regarding Bronze Age urbanism, “all of the 

defining characteristics are relative rather than absolute, but the principal value of such a 

definition is not in providing a classificatory tool, but rather in focusing attention on 

general characteristics relevant to understanding specific cases” (Whitelaw 2004a, 161). 

His comment is applicable to this study. Minoan town planning is difficult for writers of 

general ancient town planning to deal with because it does not fit plainly into the 

“definite principle of town planning” against which a town’s layout is often compared. 

According to Haverfield, this principle is that town planning is “based on the straight line 

and the right angle” (Haverfield 1913, 14). The straight line and the right angle cannot be 

regarded as major goals in Minoan architecture, either in the layout of an individual 

building or of an entire town. The plentiful remains of Minoan architecture clearly show 

this. Extant remains also show that Minoans had the technology and knowledge to create 
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straight lines and right angles, but when designing their buildings and towns they broke 

free of the restrictions imposed by them. The uniqueness of Minoan town planning does 

not negate its existence. 

Another aspect of Minoan town planning is also considered in this study, and that 

is how communities utilized specific areas outside of the borders of the town. When 

examining a Minoan community, if one considers all the understood structures and other 

spaces used by the Minoans, it becomes obvious that they attached importance to some of 

the areas that were not within the enclave of buildings clustered together. It appears that 

the life of the residents extended outside of the cluster to include parts of the landscape 

important to their daily lives. The areas outside the urban centers used in this study are 

called extramural dependencies. 

These extramural dependencies were sometimes used in their natural state, while 

in other cases they were constructed, and they often included both natural and man-made 

aspects. The community almost always tailored the landscape to create its extramural 

dependencies. As part of the creation of cemeteries, natural features such as caves and 

rock ledges were modified to house burials. The landscape of a quarry was cut to create 

blocks for use in construction. The rocky and hilly terrain of Crete was terraced for 

agriculture. Ravines and rivers were dammed to catch and hold sizable quantities of 

water. Areas at the tops of mountains were flattened to accommodate cultic rituals. This 

analysis of the Minoan town planning process was only complete when it included the 

outlying dependencies around the town and how they were modified for human use. 
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The issue of who or what group was doing the planning is not addressed in this 

dissertation. The political structure of Minoan Crete is beyond the scope of this study, 

and it would have involved several unanswered questions: who was in charge, how the 

towns were ruled, was there a central authority over a region or the entire island. The 

Minoans left no written records of political or religious organization, and their visual 

imagery did not include figures that can be confidently identified as rulers. Entire 

conferences and books are dedicated to this topic of state formation. Thus, the only 

comment on the subject here is that the author recognizes that interaction and cooperation 

between people certainly existed to accomplish the goals of town planning. 

This dissertation expresses the views of the author on fully developed Late 

Minoan I town planning. The author has spent many field seasons excavating and 

working on Crete as well as visiting Minoan sites. Her fieldwork included multiple 

seasons on Pseira, two seasons at the industrial textile dyeing installation at Pefka, and 

multiple seasons at the cemetery of Petras. During visits to other Minoan sites, which 

included the majority of sites in this study, she recorded types of architecture, measured 

and photographed structures, and observed relationships among architectural remains and 

between buildings and the landscape and environment. In addition to having examined 

the physical remains at a site, a detailed examination of site plans was accomplished. 

From this analysis, came the interpretation and conclusions of Minoan town planning. 

The beginnings of town planning are evident as early as Early Minoan II, and they 

evolved until reaching their height in Late Minoan I. Massive destructions of sites across 

Crete at the end of LM IB, coupled with substantial reductions in population, brought an 
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end to the planned Minoan towns discussed in this study (Betancourt 2007, 67). Some 

rebuilding and reoccupation took place during LM III, but vast differences in the 

architecture suggested influences from outside of the island. Therefore, this study did not 

include architecture and sites dated after Late Minoan I.  

To clearly introduce the topic, the beginnings of town planning in the Early 

Bronze Age are shown both on Crete and on the Greek mainland. The chronology on the 

mainland is referred to as 

the Helladic periods. Two 

extensively excavated and 

well published Early 

Aegean Bronze Age towns 

are used to show the early 

existence of Minoan town 

planning. The EM II town 

of Myrtos Fournou Koriphi, 

which is located on the 

south coast of Crete, and a 

contemporary site on the 

mainland of Greece, Lerna, 

provide good examples 

(Fig. 1.1). A comparison of 

the physical layout of these 
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two sites shows that the seeds of Minoan town planning already begin to germinate as 

early as the Early Bronze II period.  

Myrtos Fournou Korifi sits on the summit of Phournou Koriphi hill 66 m above 

the sea on the southern coast of Crete. At the base of this hill is a narrow beach. On the 

eastern side of the settlement the hill drops away precipitously, while on the northern 

boundary the hill drops sharply and then the ridge rises. To the west is a small marl plain 

that extends to another hill (Warren 1972, 1). All paths up to the site are steep.  

Excavation of the site clearly showed occupation in only a single period though in 

two distinct and consecutive phases (Fig. 1.2). In the first phase, EM IIA, the site 

consisted of a small complex of buildings 

on the summit. In EM IIB the site 

expanded and many more architectural 

spaces were added. At its greatest size the 

site consisted of almost 100 small rooms, 

passages, and open areas surrounded by 

an outer wall constructed during the 

second phase. At the end of the EM II 

period the settlement was destroyed 

completely by fire. The only later 

occupation may have occurred in EM III, 

and it did not substantially change the EM 

II layout (Warren 1972, 22; 1973, 370; 
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1983, 241).  

The site of Myrtos Phournou Koriphi was surveyed in 1962 by Sinclair Hood, 

Gerald Cadogan, and Peter Warren. Excavations of the site were undertaken by Warren 

in 1967 and 1968 under the auspices of the British School at Athens. The entire 

settlement within the walls was excavated. The 90 plus rooms or areas covered 

approximately 1,250 square meters of the hilltop (Warren 1972, 1; 1973, 369; 1983, 239).  

Lerna, located on the Gulf of Argos in the Peloponnese, sat on the fertile Argive 

plain that narrowed at this point between the sea on the east and the foothills to the west 

(Wiencke 2000, 1). The site was occupied over an extended period of time with only one 

interruption (Fig. 

1.3). Two distinct 

layers of Neolithic 

occupation were 

discovered, with the 

only break in 

occupation at the 

end of the Final 

Neolithic period. 

The site was 

resettled in the 

Early Helladic 

period: a period in 
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which the settlement had six distinct architectural stages. The EH settlement came to an 

end when the House of the Tiles, the largest building on the site, was destroyed by fire. 

The next era of occupation, Early Helladic III followed by Middle Helladic, was a long 

one with many successive construction levels. The Late Helladic period followed the 

Middle Helladic without any obvious signs of interruption in habitation between the two 

periods. The site remained occupied through LH IIIC and the end of the Bronze Age in 

the Aegean (Caskey 1958, 143–144). Due to its extended occupation and constant 

building and rebuilding, much less of the entire site of EH II Lerna has been located 

compared to the EM II site of Myrtos Phournou Koriphi. 

Excavations at Lerna were conducted from 1952 through 1958. They were 

directed by John Caskey under the auspices of the American School of Classical Studies 

at Athens (Caskey 1958, 126; 1959, 202). The well preserved settlement of EH II Lerna 

was labeled Lerna III by the excavators (Wiencke 2000, ix). The settlement of Lerna III 

was occupied during the middle phases of the Early Bronze Age in southern Greece, 

which makes it contemporary with Myrtos Phournou Koriphi. 

A comparison between the typical Aegean Bronze Age towns of Myrtos 

Phournou Koriphi and Lerna highlight the differences in the communities and their 

layouts. At Myrtos Fournou Korifi, two main entrances into the settlement connect to 

main arteries. These main thoroughfares unite the main streets to minor streets, lanes, and 

passages and divide the buildings into irregular blocks (Warren 1973, 370). At Lerna, no 

street system is visible within the excavated areas, and with the variety of freestanding 

buildings placed at varying angles, there does appear to be any kind of plan or an 
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integrated street system. The buildings at Myrtos Phournou Koriphi share walls and 

create a structural continuum, whereas at Lerna, the buildings are isolated architecturally. 

One of these freestanding buildings at Lerna, the House of the Tiles, contrasts greatly in 

its elite architecture compared to the other buildings in the settlement, as did its 

predecessor Building BG. The building measures approximately 25 m north–south by 12 

m east–west (Caskey 1956, 163). The largest room at Myrtos Phournou Koriphi, Number 

80, measures only approximately 5 x 5 m. The elite nature of the House of the Tiles 

exemplifies the heights that Early Helladic architecture achieved. To create the long 

straight lines and squared corners of the building a specific type of surveying knowledge 

was required. The fired roof tiles give the house its name. Constructing a pitched, tiled 

roof requires an extensive knowledge of carpentry, unlike the skill necessary to build the 

flat roofs at Myrtos Phournou Koriphi (Betancourt 2007, 58). Building BG is considered 

the predecessor and precursor to the House of the Tiles. The two plans are similar, each is 

a rectangular structure with a series of rooms in a row down the center flanked by narrow 

rooms and corridors on the sides. This building design, known as a Corridor House, is 

characteristic of the Early Helladic II period. Monumental public buildings such as these 

two at Lerna are not only architecturally but functionally different from the structures at 

Myrtos Fournou Koriphi (Wiencke 2000, 1; Betancourt 2007, 57).  

All of the rooms in the town of Myrtos Phournou Koriphi are generally similar 

architecturally. They form about five simple domestic buildings (Whitelaw 1983, 332). 

The largest room at Myrtos Phournou Koriphi, Number 80, is located within a block of 

rooms, and it share walls with other structures at the southern end of the settlement. A 
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sizable open space is located centrally, while other open areas, easily accessible to all 

inhabitants, are clearly visible at Myrtos Phournou Koriphi. At Lerna there is no 

centralized sizable open space in the excavated part of the site, but open areas are 

scattered throughout the community. For example, adjacent to the eastern entry into the 

House of the Tiles and to the southern end of the earlier Building BG is an area paved 

with layers of pebbles and stone slabs creating an open public space of approximately 

100 square meters (Fig. 1.3). This open space is very near a fortification wall, not near 

the center of town (Wiencke 2000, 213).  

Other evaluations highlight the disparities even further, specifically in relation to 

the built fortifications. It is obvious that far greater attention and economic assets were 

given to the fortifications at Lerna than to those at Myrtos Phournou Koriphi. The 

fortification walls and towers at Lerna are constructed tightly around the settlement. They 

are built as double walls and are large and extremely sturdy. According to Caskey, the 

entire settlement was a citadel (Caskey 1958, 132–136). No such overwhelming and 

grandiose fortifications exist at Myrtos Phournou Koriphi. When building its fortification 

wall, the builders constructed it in the same building style as if it were a simple retaining 

wall in the community. Room 62 at Myrtos Phournou Koriphi projects out in front of the 

southern façade and overlooked the South Entrance to the settlement. The room’s 

location directly east of the Southern Entrance, its curving southwestern wall, and the 

lack of an apparent entrance on the ground floor suggest this is a bastion or tower for 

guarding the entrance to the settlement (Warren 1972, 57, 261; 1973, 369; Alušík 2007, 

95). It appears other defensive towers may have been constructed at the southwestern 
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corner of the settlement, Rooms 86 and 87 (Warren 1972, 79–80, 261; 1983, 255). 

Richard Tomlinson noted that the massive fortifications visible at some of the later 

mainland sites are a major difference compared to the defensive systems on Crete 

(Tomlinson 1992, 36–37). Though he is referring to sites such as the later citadels of 

Mycenae and Tiryns, elementary mainland town planning and its conflicting approach to 

Crete’s are apparent in the fortifications of Lerna. 

The comparison outlined above between the plans of two Aegean towns from the 

middle of the third millennium B.C. illuminates differences in the layouts of the two 

settlements. Though not all of the elements of mature town planning are in place, by this 

time it is already apparent that the Minoans and the mainland Greeks approached the 

layout and planning of their towns differently. The examination of the Early Minoan 

settlement of Myrtos Phournou Koriphi indicates clearly that the concept of town 

planning had already begun on Crete, and it exercised different priorities from other 

communities in the Aegean. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ELEMENTS OF MINOAN TOWN PLANNING 
 

Introduction 

There are nine distinct elements that identify Minoan town planning. They include 

a well organized street system that follows the contours of the land, houses arranged in 

irregular blocks as defined by the street system, a plateia or large open court near the 

center of the community, open spaces available to the public other than the plateia, an 

elite building situated adjacent to the plateia, public buildings, semi-public buildings, 

fortifications, and extramural dependencies. These elements interact and work in tandem 

to define a Minoan community.  

This chapter uses two extensively excavated and well published Late Minoan I 

communities, Pseira and Gournia, to define, explain, and exemplify each element of 

Minoan town planning. Minoan town planning reaches its height of development in LM 

I, and by utilizing the layout and plan of these two towns the apogee of Minoan town 

planning is elucidated. In this chapter each separate element is defined and explained 

briefly. Subsequent chapters examine each factor in greater detail and include evidence 

from other sites in addition to that from Pseira and Gournia. 

The small island of Pseira (measuring about 2 km long and 1 km wide), situated 

approximately 2.5 km off the north coast of east Crete at the eastern end of the Gulf of 

Mirabello (Fig. 2.1), was home to a Minoan community. When the first settlers arrived on 

Pseira in the Final Neolithic period they found an island comprised of a rocky landscape  
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of sheer cliffs, steep hills, and shallow soil cover (Betancourt and Hope Simpson 2004, 

1). The Neolithic settlers stayed and the island remained almost continuously inhabited, 

though with great fluctuations in population, until the end of LM IIIB. The Minoan 

settlement on the peninsula was almost completely destroyed at the end of MM IIB, and 

when it was rebuilt in LM I, it reached its largest size, a town of over sixty buildings. At 

this time the population expanded and houses were also built on the western side of the 

harbor (Fig. 2.2). It has been theorized that as many as seventy-five houses existed in 

total. After the Minoans left the island Pseira remained deserted until the Byzantine era 

when a small group of monks lived on the island for a few hundred years. After the last 
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Byzantine inhabitants left the island it was used to graze flocks of sheep until the entire 

island became an archaeological park in 1976 (Betancourt 1995, xix; Betancourt and 

Davaras 1988, 210; 2000, 40–42). 

 

Pseira was excavated in two campaigns. Richard Seager was the first to excavate 

the Minoan settlement on the island in 1906 and 1907. A second project took place 

between 1985 and 1991 under the co-direction of Philip Betancourt and Costis Davaras 

(Betancourt 1995, xix). These excavations concentrated on the settlement located on the 

Katsouni peninsula northeast of the harbor. Seager's excavation of the western section 

concentrated on individual structures and never uncovered the street system, so the well 
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excavated Minoan settlement on the peninsula provided better examples for this study. In 

addition to the extensive excavations, a survey of the entire island was conducted over 

five seasons from 1985 to 1989. The survey team walked the full extent of the island 

systematically except where the steep terrain and precipitous cliffs prevented access. 

During the Pseira Survey selected sites outside of the main Minoan settlement were 

excavated (Clark 2004, 35; Betancourt and Davaras, eds., 2002, xv; Betancourt and Hope 

Simpson 2005, 4–5). 

The Minoan town of Gournia was located in a small basin opening north toward 

the Gulf of Mirabello (Fig. 2.1). Foothills surrounded the other three sides of the town’s 

position. The site was on a low limestone ridge approximately 61 m or 200 feet above sea 

level. The site's physical location placed it on the isthmus of Ierapetra, a narrow strip of 

lowland lying between the mountains. The isthmus was a north–south thoroughfare 

across the island at a point where only 12 km separated the two coasts. The town was 

situated on the top of the Gournia Ridge and on its slopes to the east and northeast (Fig. 

2.3) (Boyd Hawes 1904, 8, 22, 31; 1905, 564; Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 20). Settlers first 

arrived at the site during the Final Neolithic, but it was not until the beginning of EM II 

that the first substantial occupation was witnessed (Hall 1912, 46–48; Soles 1979, 150). 

Gournia was excavated in 1901, 1903, and 1904 by Harriett Boyd Hawes. She 

brought to light a Minoan town with over sixty houses (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 19; 

Soles 1979, 149). In addition to the excavation, numerous subsequent studies of the site 

have been published over the years. Furthermore, the Gournia Project surveyed the region 

around Gournia from 1992 to 1994. Following the survey, the limits of the settlement 
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were redefined as 

approximately four hectares, 

or about six times larger than 

the community Boyd Hawes 

excavated. The Gournia 

Project was co-directed by L. 

Vance Watrous and Costis 

Davaras (Watrous and Blitzer 

1999, 905, n. 1; Watrous and 

Heimroth 2011, 204). In 2008 

and 2009 the project cleaned 

and mapped the area of the 

Gournia harbor. They 

elucidated several structures 

and facilities related to the Minoan town of Gournia (Watrous 2010, 12). The town was 

destroyed at the end of LM IB, and it was only reoccupied minimally during the LM III 

period (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 23). 

 

1. The Street System 

The Minoan street systems of Pseira and Gournia (Figs. 2.2, 2.3) follow the 

natural landscape and divide the communities into irregular blocks of buildings (Boyd 

Hawes et al. 1908, 24; Betancourt 2004, 21). Streets are designed primarily for foot 
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traffic and pack animals; rarely is there any space for wheeled vehicles. The major 

arteries of the towns, usually the widest streets, are intended to provide access to 

important locations in the community, while secondary and tertiary streets complement 

them.  

The street systems provided more than just avenues for traffic. When the 

topography permitted, streets were used to drain water and rain runoff. The paving stones 

and bedrock acted as the conduit for the water.  

The street system is placed on and within the natural contours of the land as much 

as possible. Main arteries are built in central positions, and many of them are surprisingly 

long and straight. Secondary and tertiary streets are built at a 90 degree angle to the main 

road where possible. Since much of Crete is hilly, many of these side streets are sloped or 

stepped. It is apparent that the Minoans worked with the landscape; they altered it as little 

as possible to construct the street system.  

Streets are constructed of packed earth, cobbles, and paving stones. Additionally, 

bedrock is at times the surface of the street. Both primary and secondary routes are 

constructed using any of these methods. It is clear that the method chosen usually 

depended more upon the specific site rather than employing a single concept such as 

main thoroughfares paved, while lesser streets were not. 

 

2. Attached Buildings Arranged in Blocks 

The Minoan towns of Pseira and Gournia are comprised of clusters of houses 

arranged within the blocks defined by the street systems (Figs. 2.2, 2.3). The houses 
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conform overwhelmingly to the lay of the land just as do the street systems (Boyd Hawes 

et al. 1908, 21, 24; Betancourt 2004, 21). Houses vary greatly in size. Some consist of 

just a few rooms while others are quite large and contain over 30 interior spaces. The 

larger houses are often two or more stories high. It is known from archaeological 

evidence that Minoan roofs were flat, creating extra space for living and working. The 

construction technique consisted of placing layers of wooden beams across the top of the 

walls and then covering these with layers of reeds, leaves, and damp earth (Shaw 1977, 

229–231, ill. 1.1). The houses usually share walls. It appears few freestanding buildings 

were ever constructed in either Pseira or Gournia. Each building has access to a street, 

either to a main street or a side street. Entrances into the buildings are not directly across 

from each other. The Minoans desire to adhere to the natural landscape as much as 

possible when planning and constructing both the houses and the street system results in 

the irregularity of the blocks.  

 

3. Plateias and Large Central Community Courts 

Plateia or platia (πλατεία) is the Greek word for town square. A plateia is located 

near the center of both the Pseiran and Gournia communities (Figs. 2.2, 2.3). The plateia 

on Pseira is located slightly north of the center of the peninsula where the well excavated 

remains of the LM I town reside (Betancourt 1995, xix). The Plateia at Gournia is sited 

on the top of the ridge slightly south of the center of the excavated town (Boyd Hawes et 

al. 1908, 20). This type of always accessible, open architectural feature serves the 

populace by providing a location for information sharing, education, trade and exchange, 
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and participation and viewing of festivities and events. The plateias of Pseira and Gournia 

have hard surfaces making it suitable for varied uses and large numbers of people. The 

major and lesser streets lead to this open central area, and important domestic and public 

buildings are located nearby.  

 

4. Public Open Spaces Other Than the Plateia 

Also visible in Minoan towns are other public open spaces that are almost always 

smaller than the plateia or main court. These smaller open areas vary greatly in size, from 

a space able to accommodate only a few people to those that can handle a considerable 

number. The activities taking place in the small courts could mirror the activities in the 

major plateia by simply downsizing to include fewer participants. One benefit of these 

smaller courts is that they allowed people to engage in activities with others in the 

community outside of the household without having to go to the central plateia.  

 

5. An Elite Building Adjacent to a Large Community Court 

A large elite building is located adjacent to the plateia or large court at both Pseira 

and Gournia (Boyd Hawes et al.1908, 24–25, fig. 10; Hood 1977, 167). The Palace at 

Gournia is the largest structure in the community (Fig. 2.3). It is constructed of the most 

expensive materials in both labor and cost of material, and it has elaborate architectural 

features not normally fabricated in other structures. Evidence shows that varied activities 

involving the public took place within the elite buildings.  
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The elite building on Pseira was destroyed, but evidence indicates where it was 

located. It was adjacent to the southern end of the Plateia, situated in a preeminent 

position on the peninsula. The Byzantine monks chose this site to build their chapel. The 

monks reused stones from the elite building that included expensive, imported ashlar 

blocks and paving slabs. The elite building on Pseira almost certainly shared features 

with the elite building at Gournia. It would have been the largest building on the island, it 

was likely involved with certain public activities, and judging from the stones that were 

reused in the Byzantine structures, it used materials that were expensive and atypical for 

the island. 

 

6. Public Buildings 

True Minoan public buildings are rarities on Crete. Following Clairy Palyvou, a 

public building by definition is always open and available to the public with unrestricted 

access (Palyvou 2004, 209). The most commonly identifiable public buildings at Pseira 

and Gournia are freestanding, serving a ritual function. Building AC on Pseira is the 

Shrine (Betancourt 1998, 1; McEnroe 1998a, 7). It is the only known structure in the 

town to be isolated architecturally. The discovery of a figural fresco inside of the Shrine 

is part of the evidence for the building’s public function. The only freestanding building 

discovered at Gournia is also a shrine, but it dates to the LM III period of reoccupation, 

and therefore, it does not qualify as a public building within LM I town planning (Boyd 

Hawes et al. 1908, 47–48). The limited number of public buildings in the settlements of 

Pseira and Gournia are defined by their function. They share the trait of having fewer 
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rooms than the typical structure in the community and of not being used for habitation. 

Their existence as a public structure shows that they were open to the inhabitants of the 

community, and the activities taking place within were of service to the populace. 

 

7. Semi-Public Buildings 

It is difficult to identify a semi-public building on Pseira or at Gournia because 

there is no clear architectural separation between a building used as a residence or for 

other purposes. It appears that most buildings on Pseira were probably used as dwellings 

even though there is evidence of light industrial activities in structures throughout the 

community (Betancourt 1999, xix). This same discovery of light manufacturing within 

domestic buildings is also attested at Gournia (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 22–23; Watrous 

and Heimroth 2011, 204–206, fig. 18.4). Therefore, evidence of function and production 

is used to recognize semi-public buildings. 

Certain workshops existing within residential dwellings in both Pseira and 

Gournia make identifying the structure as a semi-public building possible. Specific 

circumstances allow this type of identification. One situation is if the quantity of objects 

manufactured in the building was greater than what was required for use by the 

household (though the author recognizes the difficulties in making this type of 

determination), then these goods must have been available to trade and exchange with 

people outside of the domestic unit. Furthermore, when buildings are shown to contain 

large quantities of imported raw materials, they are also put into the category of semi-

public because of the interaction required to obtain the imported resources. Another 
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community function requiring a household’s sharing of some of its space to serve the 

town’s inhabitants is attested by the identification of selective storage areas for cult 

equipment, as well as of areas for ceremonial activities in buildings with evidence of 

domestic occupation. 

 

8. Fortifications 

Fortifications were rare on Minoan Crete, but they did exist, more so before LM I 

than during LM I. No evidence has been uncovered to indicate that Pseira was ever 

fortified. The community was on an island where landing by boat was not always 

possible, and perhaps this served as sufficient defense for the community. The original 

excavator of Gournia, Boyd Hawes, concluded that Gournia was not a fortified site (Boyd 

Hawes, 1904, 8, 34; 1905, 566; Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 20). Her excavations 

encompassed just the town on the top and slopes of the Gournia ridge where no 

fortifications were evident. Subsequent survey in the Gournia region, and later cleaning 

and mapping, have discovered fortifications near the Gournia harbor (Watrous 2010, 12–

14). Thus it appears that where defensive installations did exist, they were not as 

commonly integrated into the town as were those in the contemporary sites outside of 

Crete, or even those in earlier periods on Crete. 

 

9. Extramural Dependencies 

An extramural dependency is a structure, natural feature, or area situated outside 

of the boundaries of the town, but integrated and involved in the life of that community. 
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In the Early and Middle Bronze Ages, Minoan towns like Pseira and Gournia had a 

cemetery nearby. Burial customs changed in the Late Bronze Age with the result that a 

town cemetery was no longer a requisite. No Late Minoan I cemetery has been found on 

the island of Pseira, and the only possible LM I cemetery discovered in the area of 

Gournia is not definitively associated with the town (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 56; Hall 

1912; Soles 1992, 1–2; Betancourt 2002, 19). 

Other extramural dependencies were also associated with Pseira and Gournia. 

Quarries were close enough to the towns that a sea or overland route for transporting 

large quantities of blocks was practical. This offered the settlements sufficient quantity of 

construction materials to build the towns (Soles 1983, 42; Betancourt 2001b, 90). Arable 

land and agricultural fields, within reasonable walking distance to the settlements so that 

they could be regularly maintained, were an indispensable feature of any successful 

Minoan community (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 20–21; Betancourt and Hope Simpson 

1992, 47). To insure the productive nature of the land, Minoan engineers in LM I 

constructed dams at both Pseira and Gournia to catch and contain large amounts of water 

(Betancourt and Hope Simpson 1992, 50; Betancourt 2004, 25; Watrous 2010, 12; 

Watrous and Blitzer 1999, 905; Betancourt 2012, 23–51). Industrial installations and 

workshops outside of the town of Gournia helped support the community economically 

(Watrous 2010, 12–13; Apostolakou 2008, 1–3). 

One additional extramural dependency required to sustain the socio-economic 

health of Pseira and Gournia was one that they shared, a Peak Sanctuary. The highest 

peak in eastern Crete on the mountain of Ephendis Stavromenos was visible from both 
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Pseira and Gournia. Finds from the excavation showed this was a Peak Sanctuary used in 

LM I (Watrous and Blitzer 1999, 907). Thus, extramural dependencies were not required 

to be geographically adjacent or close by a community to serve the lives of the 

inhabitants. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE STREET SYSTEMS OF MINOAN TOWNS 
 

Introduction 

The Minoan town street system is one of the principal elements of fully developed 

Late Minoan I town planning. This network of streets and lanes within a settlement 

defines irregular blocks of buildings and is often interconnected to a large open public 

space. The design of the street systems blends with the hilly and often rocky and steep 

terrain of Crete. The landscape and street systems define each other. The hill slopes 

require the construction of stepped streets, and in return the engineers and architects 

sometimes highlighted the hilly contours with their designs. One such example of the 

blending of the natural and the man-made is the Grand Staircase on Pseira. When a town 

is located on a level plain the same network of streets and lanes is still planned. Major 

arteries run through the settlements with minor streets and lanes connecting to it at 90 

degree angles or close to it. The only difference between a street system on a hilly 

landscape or on level ground is the incorporation of slopes or steps into the streets. 

The nascent concept of an interconnected street system began as early as Early 

Minoan II. By this time, the settlement at Myrtos Phournou Koriphi (Fig. 1.2) displayed 

major arteries running across the settlement, connecting to smaller lanes, creating 

irregular blocks of buildings, and leading to a sizable open space near the center of the 

community. By Middle Minoan I, the larger towns of Knossos and Gournia contained far 

more developed street systems than the rudimentary one at Myrtos Phournou Koriphi and 
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included the paving of some streets with undressed stones. The fully developed Minoan 

town street system existed in settlements across the island by Late Minoan I, and 

included the paving of streets with quarried and dressed slabs, built gutters that ran along 

the sides of the streets, and interconnected easy access to all buildings and areas in town 

as well as beyond the settlement’s borders. 

This chapter analyzes the fully developed Late Minoan I street systems of six 

sites: Palaikastro, Zakros, Pseira, Gournia, Knossos, Kommos. The sites are presented in 

geographic order from east to west across the island of Crete. Additionally, specific 

sections of the street systems of Phaistos, Malia, and Myrtos Pyrgos, all earlier than LM 

I, are part of the examination to elucidate specific types of Minoan streets. Conclusions 

are drawn from the data to determine what constitutes a planned Minoan street system, 

and what priorities are involved in determining the layout. 

 

Palaikastro  

The Minoan town of Palaikastro is located at a harbor on the eastern shore of 

Crete (Fig. 2.1). At the natural harbor is a long, approximately 3.22 km or two mile, 

curved sandy beach. The landscape and curve of the bay in this area create relatively 

calm waters in the harbor. The settlement is on a plain at the eastern end of a broad 

windswept valley. The plain extends for approximately 4.83 km or three miles between 

the sea to the east and to the foothills in all other directions (Bosanquet 1901/1902, 286–

287, fig. 1; Bosanquet et al. 1902/1903, 356; MacGillivray et al. 1984, 129–130; fig. 1). 
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 The town reached it largest size during the LM I period, and it covered an 

estimated total area of almost two thirds of a square kilometer. The limits of the town 

were measured at roughly 600 m north–south by about 600 m east–west (MacGillivray et 

al. 1984, 129, 135). The area was inhabited during the Final Neolithic and the entire 

Bronze Age. The town was first settled in EM I and was occupied continuously through 

LM IB, when the town was essentially destroyed. Partial reoccupation took place in Early 

LM III and lasted until the end of the Bronze Age in LM IIIC (Sackett et al. 1965, 249; 

MacGillivray and Driessen 1990, 395). 

Several excavations have taken place at the town and in the region of Palaikastro. 

All of the work was done under the auspices of the British School at Athens. The first 

series of excavations took place from 1902 to 1905 under the direction of Robert 

Bosanquet. It was at this time that a sizable town with a street system and irregular blocks 

of buildings was uncovered. The excavations were supposed to close in 1905, but eight 

days of excavation were carried out in 1906 under Richard Dawkins to clear up a few 

questionable issues. The next excavation was undertaken almost 60 years later, from 

1962 to 1963 and was directed by L. Hugh Sackett. A survey of the region was carried 

out in 1983 and conducted by Sackett, J. Alexander MacGillivray, and Jan Driessen. The 

results of the survey defined the limits of the town and supplied a better understanding of 

its plan and layout. The most recent excavations took place between 1986 and 1996, 

again under the direction of Sackett. Sackett then directed a regional geomorphological 

survey of the Palaikastro area from 1999 to 2001 (Dawkins 1905/1906, 1; Sackett et al. 
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1965, 248; Sackett and Popham 1970, 210; MacGillivray et al. 1987, 135; MacGillivray 

and Driessen 1990, 396; Boyd, Whitbread, and MacGillivray 2006, 89, 92–94). 

The excavated town of Palaikastro shows a well developed and well defined grid-

like street system (Figs. 3.1, 3.2). Main Street is the main artery in town. It runs east–west 

and has multiple secondary and tertiary streets that join it. The streets that connect to  
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Main Street do so at a 90 degree angle or close to it, which results in the creation of 

irregular blocks of buildings. Main Street is paved and has built gutters along its side 

(Bosanquet et al. 1902/1903, 277; Platon 1971, 50, 247; 1974, 43, 236). Down the center 

of some sections of Main Street are a paved, raised walkway that takes up more than half 

the width of the street, which varies from 1.4 to 2.5 m (Bosanquet et al. 1902/1903, 278).  
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Excavation shows that the built drain originally ran along the northern side of the street 

from its creation until the LM IB destructions, after which the drain was moved to the 

southern side of the street (MacGillivray et al. 1998, 265).  

Three successive building phases of Main Street came to light during the course 

of excavations. The layout of the main thoroughfare followed the same line through the 

town in all three phases. These three building phases were dated to MM III to Early LM 

IA, LM IB, and LM II–IIIA. The three succeeding surfaces were each paved streets 

(MacGillivray et al. 1998, 244–245). The earliest street was paved with closely set, 

rounded cobbles (Bosanquet et al. 1902/1903, 278). The later layers of paving used 

purple schist slabs acquired from the quarry at Giophares Hill, about a half an hour’s 

walk southwest of the site (MacGillivray et al. 1984, 143). 

Main Street was traced westward across the plain as far as the eastern and 

northern slopes of a small hill. Trial trenches were excavated around this western section 

of Main Street. Evidence from these trenches to the west of Block Δ showed this area had 

been part of the town (Dawkins and Currelly 1903/1904, 202–203). Just west of Block Δ 

Main Street made a quick turn north and then turned west. Finds of the remains of steps 

and a threshold at this location indicated that this was the corner of a house, and the road 

ran around it. Farther down the street was a setback in the wall. Several meters beyond 

this point were five steps built into the street. A gutter ran along the left side of the steps 

between the street and the wall. After the steps the street turned sharply south and 

continued straight to the houses excavated over 50 meters away. The street on this 

western side averaged 2 m in width and had very little paving. All along this western part 
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of Main Street beyond the excavated town, entrances to buildings were evident on both 

sides of the street by steps and thresholds. The end of the traceable street was in very bad 

condition so it was impossible to tell if another street connected to it from the southern 

side of Block Δ (Dawkins, Hawes, and Bosanquet 1904/1905, 259, pl. XIV B). The total 

traceable length of Main Street was about 313 m (Warren 1994, 194). 

The north–south streets in the town that connect with Main Street and the lesser 

east–west streets together create the irregular blocks of buildings. Each of these streets is 

named for the two blocks through which it runs. For example, Street γ–δ runs between 

the northern boundary of Block Γ and the southern boundary of Block Δ. Street ε–ξ Runs 

between the western boundary of Block Ε and the eastern boundary of Block Ξ. This 

naming convention is also utilized to differentiate specific sections of Main Street as 

well. Main Street δ–μ and Main Street π–χ Are two such areas. The width of the 

secondary streets varies even within a single street. The average width is between 1.6 and 

2.0 m. Many of the minor streets in town are paved with schist slabs taken from the same 

quarry as the material used to pave Main Street (MacGillivray et al. 1984, 143). 

 Harbour Road runs directly from the harbor to between Buildings 1 and 4 on its 

northwestern side and Buildings 3 and 5 on its southeastern side. At the southwestern 

corner of Building 5 Harbour Road connects to another street at a 90 degree angle. This 

street leads southeast along the southwestern sides of Buildings 5 and 7. It eventually 

connects at a 90 degree angle with the street that runs south along the northern boundary 

of Block Β and then to Main Street. Both of these roads are partly paved with schist 

slabs. The width of Harbour Road varies from 1.6 m near the water to 2.7 m as it 
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approaches Buildings 1 and 3. The very slight slope of Harbour Road from west to east 

serves to channel water runoff from the buildings (MacGillivray et al. 1987, 151–152).  

Discoveries of different streets beyond the excavated areas in town indicate how 

far the town extends past the visible remains. The street, traceable to the remains of 

buildings in Blocks Σ and Υ, show how far south the settlement reached (MacGillivray et 

al. 1984, 136). Furthermore, many of the streets in town continue beyond its borders. One 

route that leads south out of town turns east and can be traced for over 150 m. This 

stretch of road may connect with the ancient path to the Peak Sanctuary at Petsofas. 

Another street leads southeast to the cemetery at Patema and to the quarries at Ta Skaria. 

One well preserved section of this road is 2.8 m wide and has walls lining both of its 

sides (MacGillivray et al. 1984, 136–137, figs. 1, 3, pl. 9b) 

Rebuilding in the town after the MM IIB destruction resulted in some changes 

made to what became the LM I street system. Buildings were moved to accommodate the 

plan of the new street system. The southern wall of a MM house in Block Χ, Rooms 1–

17, was moved slightly north so that Main Street could continue eastward unimpeded. 

Another change made to Block Χ as part of the rebuilding was the construction of a new 

street, Street β–χ, which ran north from Main Street to the east of Rooms 51–66 

(Dawkins, Hawes, and Bosanquet 1904/1905, 275). 

 

Zakros  

The Minoan town of Zakros is in the valley at the base of a gorge and located on a 

harbor on the eastern side of Crete (Fig. 2.1). The town is separated on the slopes of 
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multiple hills. The Palace sits on the level floor of the valley and was constructed after 

the town already existed. The deep bay protects the waters in the harbor and keeps them 

relatively calm (Hogarth 1900/1901, 121–123, fig. 37; Platon 1971, 36–41; 1974, 30–34). 

In Minoan times access to the site was easiest by sea, since the surrounding mountains 

are bare and the foothills are steep at times, making land routes to the town more difficult 

(Platon 1971, 37; 1974, 30). 

There have been two major excavations at Zakros. The first excavation was 

accomplished by David Hogarth in 1901 under the auspices of the British School of 

Archaeology at Athens. Hogarth excavated only visible walls. He found remains of 

buildings on two hills (Hogarth 1900/1901, 121–149; Platon 1971, 24–25, 27; 1974, 16–

17). Since there was no area of continuous excavation, the street system was not 

uncovered. Sixty years after Hogarth’s excavation, in 1961, a detailed survey of the area 

by Nicholas Platon convinced him excavation was worthwhile. Trial excavations began at 

the end of 1961, and a full scale excavation was undertaken from 1962 through the end of 

the decade (Platon 1971, 52, 55; Graham 1987, 46, 250). Platon’s excavations uncovered 

the area of the Palace and more of the area of town adjacent to the Palace on the 

Northeast Hill. The excavations did not encompass the entire area of town on the 

Northeast Hill where Hogarth had excavated individual structures farther north on the 

hillside. The town was first settled in the EM III–MM IA period. The Palace was 

constructed in Late Minoan I at a time when the town was expanding. The structures 

became denser in all sections of town. New buildings were constructed in some of the 

previously open spaces including some of the alleyways. Both the town and the Palace 
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were destroyed at the end of LM IB. There was some minor reoccupation during LM 

IIIA2, but only in parts of the buildings on the Southwest Hill (Hogarth 1900/1901, 126–

128; Platon 1966a, 143, 151; 1966b, 163; Chryssoulaki and Platon 1987, 77).  

The town spreads over three hillsides above and around the Palace below. The 

street system of the part of town adjacent to the Palace on the Northeast Hill is visible 

because it was excavated in a continuous area. The street systems of town areas on the 

Southwest and Northwest Hills are not visible because the buildings in these areas were 

excavated as isolated structures. Therefore, the sections of town on these two hills are not 

part of this study. 

Excavation shows that the street system of the town of Zakros had its beginnings 

in MM IB–II, with the town and its street system reaching its largest size during LM I 

(Figs. 3.3, 3.4). Harbor Road is a main artery of the town, connecting the town directly to 

the sea. This street leads from the harbor to the Northeast Gate of the Palace. It is paved 

and has a built gutter along its northern side. The width of the street including the gutter 

averages from 2.2 to 3.3 m wide. The center of the street is paved in one type of stone 

and the edges are paved in a different color of stone making for a dramatic entrance into 

the town and to the Palace for visitors arriving by sea (N. Platon 1971, 89, ills. pp. 90, 91; 

1972, 229–230, 234, pl. 345; 1974, 76, fig. 38; L. Platon 1990, 390). The town and the 

Palace are farther from the sea today than in Minoan times. A 1973 study shows that the 

shoreline during Minoan times was immediately adjacent to the site (Becker 1975, 271). 

The street system on the Northeast Hill has two streets that terminate at the 

Northeast Gate. One of them is a major route that circles the town on the Northeastern  
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Hill by following the natural contours of the land. This paved, stepped street averages 1.7 

to 2.0 m in width. This ring road begins at the northern boundary of the West Court of the 

Palace. The street ascends northward then turns east and runs past buildings higher up on 

the slope. The street then turns south and descends, making a few turns that eventually 

lead it to the Northeast Gate of the Palace (Platon 1971, 94; 1974, 81; Chryssoulaki and 

Platon 1987, 77–78). Several streets run east–west, cutting through the area surrounded 

by the ring road. They average 1.5 to 1.9 m wide. Other streets run north–south 

throughout the town. Streets and lanes connected blocks and buildings in all directions on 

the Northeast Hill.  
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Not much remains 

of the streets connecting 

the southern end of the 

Palace to the areas of 

town on the southern 

hillsides. One of the 

streets known to exist 

runs east–west along the 

southern boundary of the 

Palace, and it connects to a corridor giving direct access to the southwestern corner of the 

Central Court of the Palace at Entrance 49. At the southwestern corner of the Palace this 

street appears to turn north and continue up a series of stepped terraces to the West Court 

(Platon 1971, 94; 1974, 81; Chryssoulaki and Platon 1987, 77–78).  

 

Pseira 

The small island of Pseira, which sits off the north coast of east Crete (Fig. 2.1), 

has a Late Minoan I settlement located on two sides of a small, protected harbor. The 

majority of buildings cover a hilly peninsula that has been well excavated, and therefore 

the street system is visible in this part of the settlement. This is not the case for the 

buildings west of the peninsula on the other side of the harbor, because this area was 

excavated as individual structures, and therefore little of the street system in the western 

section of town came to light. It is obvious that the island’s rocky and sometimes steep 
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terrain had a great influence on the design of the town’s street system. The network of 

streets and lanes either follow or are perpendicular to the natural contours of the site, 

resulting in numerous sloped and stone built stepped streets (Figs. 3.5, 3.6). The main 

entrance into town is up an impressive staircase leading from the harbor. The Grand 

Staircase is composed of 39 

wide steps, averaging 1.3 to 

1.5 m wide, with many of 

the steps constructed from a 

single large slab. It is wide 

enough for two people to 

walk side by side. 

Uninterrupted stone walls 

run along both sides of the 

staircase funneling the 

traffic directly to the heart 

of the town, the Plateia. 

Plateia Road South 

(averaging 1.2 to 1.5 m 

wide) is one of the main 

north–south arteries of the 

town. It starts at the 

confluence of the top of the 
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Grand Staircase and the southwestern corner of the Plateia and runs south along the 

western contours of the hilly peninsula. The street is not paved though bedrock is the 

street surface in some sections. Bedrock also borders parts of the eastern side of the 

street, and in specific sections the bedrock wall is faced with rubble masonry (McEnroe 

1995, 6). 

Plateia Road North is another main north–south artery, starting at the 

northwestern corner of the Plateia and 

running north through town and up the 

peninsula (Betancourt 1999, xix). At its 

entrance from the Plateia it is wide at 1.32 

m, but it narrows to 1.1 m as it proceeds 

northward. Revma Road (averaging 1.2 to 

1.5 m wide) loosely parallels Plateia Road 

North. It runs along the western side of 

town next to the eastern side of a ravine. 

Revma Road begins at the harbor, it turns 

east briefly, then turns north and proceeds 

up a few stairs, continues up the slope, 

and ends at the northern edge of town 

where paths then lead into the agricultural fields (Betancourt 1999, 45, 59).  

The fourth major north–south artery in the settlement, Ridge Road, starts at the 

southern end of town and runs north along the ridge line. The entrance to Ridge Road 
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directly opposite the top of the Grand Staircase is very wide at 1.75 m, but quickly 

narrows to an average of 1.1 to 1.4 m. A part of the street in its northern area is lost 

below the Byzantine structures (Betancourt and Davaras 1988, 221–224; Albani and 

Poulou-Papadimitriou 1990; Albani 1995; Betancourt 1995, xix). 

One more key north–south street runs along the western side of the southern part 

of the peninsula. It is unnamed, and it measures an average of 1.1 to 1.3 m in width. It 

gives access to buildings in the area and connects them to the top of the ridge and to other 

parts of town (Betancourt 1995, 103, 142).  

The North Staircase is a short street with steep steps running uphill. It averages 

slightly less than 1 m in width at 0.87 m. It connects Revma Road to Buildings BE and 

BO to the east. The staircase connects to another street that continues eastward, ascends 

several more steps, then levels out to join Plateia Road North (Seager 1910, 12–13; 

Betancourt 1999, 47).  

Another stepped street, the South Staircase, connects the town to the sea. It 

averages 0.95 m wide. This stepped street leads uphill toward the east from the sea in 

Area AS. It is located about midway between the Grand Staircase and the southern end of 

the peninsula (Betancourt 1995, 85). Boats can anchor in this area of the harbor as well as 

at the beach. This staircase links Buildings AB, AM, AD North, and AD Center to the 

harbor and other nearby buildings via its connection to Plateia Road South and the north–

south street along the western side of town at the south (Betancourt 1995, 12, 87).  

Other public streets run east and west along the length of the town. These lanes 

allow easy access to the main north–south streets from the buildings on the sloping 
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contours of the peninsula. A small lane runs from the western side of the peninsula 

eastward between buildings to allow access to Building AB (Betancourt 1995, 15, 25). A 

street that runs west off of Ridge Road leads to the entrance of Building AM and then 

turns north to the entrance of Building AP where it terminates (Betancourt 1995, 61, 73). 

Another stepped street emerges between Buildings AA and AB and proceeds to the sea in 

a curved route. There are eight stone steps in this street varying in width from 1.02 to 1.3 

m wide. 

Few of the east–west streets survive along the eastern side of the peninsula due to 

the destruction of the center of town by the Byzantine constructions and from the erosion 

along the steep cliffs on the eastern side of the peninsula. One of these is a narrow lane 

(ca. 0.69 m) that runs between the Plateia Building and Building Y at the eastern side of 

the Plateia (Betancourt et al. 1999, 139). 

During the final architectural phase of the town, the construction of an important 

building, AF North, the House of the Rhyta, was constructed against the east side of 

Building AU and the north side of Building AF South. The building cut off Ridge Road 

from the southern end of the peninsula. Therefore, a new street was constructed farther 

east, which linked to a new covered, stepped street. A small street continued to the 

western end of the town giving access to Buildings AE, AU, and AT (McEnroe 2001, 13, 

24; Betancourt 2009, 159–160; Betancourt, Nikolaidou, and Velona, 2009, 11; 

Betancourt et al. 2009, 25–26). 
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Gournia 

Gournia is located on the northeastern coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1). The majority of 

the excavated town sits on top of the Gournia Ridge and its slope toward the sea. This 

location on the natural slope affects the layout of the street system (Figs. 3.7, 3.8), which 

was basically defined in the 

early town of Gournia in 

MM I–II (Boyd Hawes et 

al. 1908, 24). The Palace 

and several other buildings 

are positioned along the top 

of the Gournia Ridge. A 

ring road, consisting of 

West Ridge Road 

(averaging 1.4 to 1.8 m 

wide) and East Ridge Road 

(averaging 1.4 to 1.8 m 

wide), runs around the high 

part of the ridge. Warren 

estimates that the maximum preserved length of West Ridge Road is approximately 136 

m (Warren 1994, 194). Another major street, Valley Road, runs along the base of the 

eastern slope. It averages from 1.1 to1.3 m wide (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 21, plan 

following p. 22). 
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 Between Valley Road and East Ridge Road are three connecting roads ascending 

the slope. East Ascent A (ca. 1.2 m wide) connects the northern end of Valley Road to 

East Ridge Road between Blocks A and C. East Ascent C (ca. 1.2 m wide) runs between 

Blocks C and D, connecting to East Ridge Road at the northeastern corner of the Plateia. 

The southernmost road, East Ascent D (ca. 1.8 m wide), leads up the slope at the southern 

end of Block D, connecting 

Valley Road to the 

southeastern end of the 

Plateia (Boyd Hawes et al. 

1908, 21, plan following p. 

22). Many other small 

lanes exist throughout the 

community, allowing each 

building to have access 

directly to a street. West 

Lane is one of these. It runs 

between Buildings EB and 

EC (Boyd Hawes et al. 

1908, 23). 

Great time, attention, labor, and economic assets were given to the construction 

and maintenance of the Gournia street system. All of the main streets and many of the 

minor ones were paved with water worn, fairly smooth stones. These paving stones had 
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to be carried up to the town from the sea nearby. The paving was carefully laid, but since 

the stones were not dressed they did not fit tightly. In addition to the paving, the sloping 

terrain required that sections of stone steps were incorporated into the streets. For 

example, East Ascent A was paved in several graded sections for a total of 30 steps. Even 

the smaller lanes were often paved, such as the paved lane between Buildings Cb and Cc 

(Boyd Hawes 1904, 8, 33–34; 1905, 565–566; Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 21, 24). The 

maintenance of the street system was continual. The insuring of an open and available 

street system to the settlement must have been paramount for it to have been so well 

maintained. 

The Plateia was an integral part of the street system. Three paved streets led to the 

Plateia located at the southern end of the ridge. In addition to the two streets, East Ascent 

C and East Ascent D, connecting Valley Road to the northeastern and southeastern 

corners of the Plateia, a third street entered the Plateia coming from the west. This street 

ran along the South Wing of the Palace until it reached six steps that led up into the open 

court (Boyd Hawes 1905, 568; Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 25; Soles 1991, 41). Thus, the 

Plateia could be reached from multiple streets, crossed in any direction, and exited via a 

choice of almost any direction to town. 

The western façade of the Palace was remodeled in LM I, and it caused a change 

to the street system. As part of the remodeling, the portion of West Ridge Road that ran 

past the western façade was widened and a court was incorporated into the roadway, 

measuring approximately 15 x 5 m (Boyd Hawes 1905, 568; Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 25; 

Soles 1991, 35). As part of the same remodeling some changes were made to the roadway 
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south of the West Court. Two parallel corridors were laid out against the southern part of 

the west wall of the Elite Building. The eastern one, bordered by the wall, was paved and 

roofed and named the Paved Corridor. Boyd Hawes called the corridor to the west the 

Terrace or Loggia. To enter from the north there were two steps down from the West 

Court. From the southern end the Terrace was accessed via three steps down from a small 

court in the roadway. Its length was paved with tarrazzo and unroofed (Boyd Hawes 

1904, 8, 37; Soles 1991, 36). After the two corridors proceeded south the road forked. 

The eastern fork was discussed earlier as the western entrance into the Public Court. The 

other fork turned southwest and continued through the town (Boyd Hawes 1904, 8, 37; 

Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 25).  

In LM IB the remodeling of the northeastern corner of the Palace affected the 

street system. A tower was constructed that blocked the existing ring road. Room 31 was 

built directly on top of some of the paving stones of East Ridge Road resulting in the 

elimination of access to the Elite Building from the northeast (Soles 1991, 29–30, 66–67; 

2002, 124–125).  

Also during LM I, the addition of the South Wing of the Palace required the street 

to be pushed farther south (Soles 1991, 27). The new building was constructed on top of 

the earlier street, which necessitated repaving this section of West Ridge Road. It was the 

earlier, lower street that forked southwest while the newer road ran east to the Plateia 

(Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 24; Soles 1991, 36).  
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Knossos 

Knossos, the largest known Bronze Age site on Crete, was inhabited during the 

entire Minoan era and suffered massive destructions in different periods. The first Early 

Minoan buildings were constructed on top of several layers of Neolithic occupation. The 

town of Knossos reached its largest size in the Late Minoan I period and suffered a 

similar fate to that of many other Late Minoan I towns: a massive destruction at the end 

of LM IB. After the destruction Knossos was rebuilt, and it remained occupied through 

the end of the Minoan era (Evans 1921, 56; Manning 1999, 472). Knossos was located on 

the north coast of Crete in the central part of the island (Fig. 2.1). It sat back from the sea 

on a low hill, and was surrounded on the other three sides by larger hills and mountains. 

Excavations and research at Knossos have gone on for over a century, since Sir 

Arthur Evans first began to excavate the site in 1900 (Evans 1921, 1). While Evans’s first 

excavations concentrated on the Palace, Hogarth dug approximately 300 trial trenches, 

whereby he began to determine the extent of the town (Hogarth 1899/1900, 70–85). 

Evans continued to excavate at Knossos over the next three and a half decades. 

Eventually he transferred all of the property he had purchased in the area of Knossos to 

the British School at Athens, and all work since the end of Evans’s excavations has taken 

place under the auspices of the school (Whitelaw 2004b, 147). Regardless, the town has 

still not been excavated comprehensively. Both major and minor excavations have been 

undertaken throughout the valley, but each of these concentrated on a specific limited 

area or structure. For example, excavations have been undertaken at the Unexplored 

Mansion (Popham et al. 1984), the South House (Mountjoy 2003), the Little Palace 
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(Hatzaki 2005), the houses along the left riverbank, the quarter on the right bank of the 

Kairatos River, the terraced roadway, and the inner residential quarter among others 

(Evans 1928b, 545–563). Though the entire town of Knossos has not been excavated 

comprehensively, an interconnected part of the street system has been unearthed directly 

west and south of the Palace. 

Royal Road at Knossos is the major east–west thoroughfare of the city (Fig. 3.9). 

It connects the town and the Palace. Its original construction dates to MM IIA (Hood 

1959/1960, 23; Warren 1994, 201). Thus far excavations show the road continues west 

from the Theatral Area approximately 346 m (Warren 1994, 194; pl. 27).  

  

Evans’s initial excavation of the road unearthed about 160 m of paved street 

running west from the Theatral Area. About 60 m beyond the western end of the 
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excavation he dug a test trench. Paving similar to that of the excavated portion of Royal 

Road was uncovered leading Evans to conclude that Royal Road continued at least this 

far and probably farther (Evans 1903/1904, 49; 1928b, 576; Warren 1994, 192, 194, pl. 

26). Excavations at the Stratigraphical Museum from 1978 to 1982 uncovered a 

continuation of Royal Road even farther west (Warren 1980/1981, 92, fig. 64; Warren 

1994, 194). 

Royal Road is wide. Its total width of 3.8 m is comprised of a 1.4 m slab paved 

center section and a wing on each side measuring 1.2 m each. The paving of the center 

section consists of two slabs side by side. Each slab is dressed to be 0.7 m wide but the 

lengths vary. This central section is a raised walkway or causeway. A stone drainage 

channel runs along at least a part of the southern side of the road (Evans 1928b, 572–578, 

figs. 357, 360; Warren 1994, 192, 194). The street farther west, uncovered most recently, 

is somewhat less grand. This street averages 1.7 to 2.2 m in width, and the surface is 

irregularly paved with earth and small pebbles (Warren 1980/1981, 92, fig. 64; Warren 

1994, 194). 

The eastern end of the street reaches the Theatral Area and then branches to the 

southeast. Off of this branch is a narrow paved lane branching to the northeast, possibly 

continuing to the north entrance of the Palace. Also from the southeastern branch is a 

stepped street descending toward the West Court to the south (Warren 1994, 190–192, 

fig. 1). Below the Theatral Area is an earlier paved large North Court. The raised central 

walkway of Royal Road continues east across this earlier court and most likely leads to a 

Palace entrance. This early paving dates to MM IB (Tomkins 2012, 62). 
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In Minoan times, both sides of Royal Road were lined with buildings. The portion 

of Royal Road closest to the Palace appeared to be fronted by public buildings. The 

Arsenal or Armory and an ivory workshop stood on the north side. The structures along 

the south side were platforms and possibly a long grandstand. At the western end of 

Royal Road the remains showed that buildings fronted both sides of the street here as 

well, with doors that opened directly onto the road, but the functions of the buildings are 

unknown (Warren 1994, 192, 194). 

The north–south street, which cuts across Royal Road, is named Royal Road 

West. The construction of this street dates to MM IB–MM IIA (Warren 1994, 202). The 

construction of Royal Road West is similar to the construction of Royal Road. The center 

section of Royal Road West is also a raised walkway or causeway and is the same width 

as that of Royal Road, 1.4 m, but the total width is larger at 4.88 m. On the eastern side of 

the road is a 0.58 m drain constructed of irregular flat cobbles. On the western side of the 

road is a 2.9 m wide cobbled area that cannot be explained. Walls border both sides of the 

street (Warren 1994, 192, 202, pl. 29). 

Where Royal Road West reaches Royal Road from the south it creates a T-

junction. This is because Royal Road West continues north from a point along Royal 

Road slightly to the west of the southern intersection. The northern section of Royal Road 

West, which leads to the Little Palace, is angled more to the northwest than is the 

southern section. It is possible that the street running north from Royal Road is not a 

continuation of Royal Road West, but a separate street entirely (Warren 1994, 192, 194, 

202). It is known that at least the southern portion of Royal Road West went out of use in 
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MM IIIB–LMIA. At this time the junction of Royal Road West and Royal Road was 

filled in and a staircase was built from Royal Road up to a probable platform on the east 

(Warren 1994, 192, 202, pl. 28). 

Several streets direct traffic to and across the West Court. In addition to the 

stepped street approaching the West Court from the Theatral Area in the north, raised 

walkways cross the West Court starting from the west and proceeding east in multiple 

directions (Vansteenhuyse 2002, 238). To assist in reaching these raised walkways from 

the part of town located west of the Palace, a ramp ascends from the west up into the 

West Court (Evans 1935, 56, 59–61, figs. 33, 34) Thus the town and Palace unite via the 

open expanse of the West Court. Excavation shows that the raised walkways were 

originally planned and laid in MM IB when the West Court was expanded westward from 

its original relatively narrow, terraced form (Tomkins 2012, 62–63). The raised walkways 

funnel traffic across the West Court. One of them guides traffic directly into the Palace 

via the entrance at the north end of the Corridor of Processions (Warren 1994, 198, pl. 

33; Tomkins 2012, 49). 

In 1937 Richard Hutchinson discovered three streets west of the Palace and the 

West Court, labeled as Minoan Roads under Car Park on the plan (Fig. 3.9). The digging 

of trial trenches uncovered three separate roads all constructed and paved similarly to 

Royal Road and Royal Road West, and all dated to MM IB or MM IIA. The center of 

each road was 1.4 m wide and paved with side by side limestone slabs. The centers were 

flanked by irregular paving on both sides. The streets ran across a large section of paving 

resembling that of the West Court. This paving was found over almost the entire area 
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excavated (Warren 1994, 198). One street or processional way ran from west to east 

toward the ramp that ascended into the West Court. Another of the streets paralleled the 

modern road. The third street led southeast toward the South House, the Stepped Portico, 

and the bridge over the Vlychia Stream by the Caravanserai (Young 1937, 137; 

Hutchinson 1950, 210; Warren 1994, 196, pl. 34). 

 Evans discovered more of the town's street system southwest of the Palace and 

just north of the Vlychia Stream. His explorations showed the Vlychia Stream was 

bridged by a stone construction. Once the bridge(s) was crossed into town from the south, 

the Stepped Portico was traversed as part of the ascension of the hill up into the town and 

to the Palace. From the top of the Stepped Portico Evans found three separate routes that 

offered access to this area of the settlement. This southwestern approach to the hilltop 

was constructed in MM IA, though whether it was the Stepped Portico as reconstructed 

by Evans is debatable. From the Stepped Portico the streets ran north, northeast, and 

northwest. The southern boundary of the Palace was reached via the street to the 

northeast, though in LM I the South House was built on top of this street near the 

entrance to the Palace. The street proceeding north ascended the slope up to the southern 

side of the West Court. The street running northwest was wide at 3.5 m and angled up the 

slope of the hill into town (Evans 1928a, 141–153, figs. 75, 76; Warren 1994, 200; 

Tomkins 2012, 59). Recent excavations in the upper area of the street running northeast 

suggested a date of EM III/MM IA for the paving in this area (Tomkins 2012, 59; 

Macdonald 2012, 92).    
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A viaduct was constructed on the southern side of the Vlychia Stream. It ran 

northwest–southeast and joined with the bridge funneling traffic into the settlement north 

of the stream. Evans excavated the viaduct and estimated its size based on the remains. 

He calculated it to be about 10 m high and the width of the road running across it to be 

about 5.25 m wide (Evans 1928a, 96–100, figs. 46, 47; Warren 1994, 200, pl. 35). 

Warren observed that the plan and creation of the street system in the areas 

directly west and south of the Palace took priority over some of the existing structures, 

forcing them to be moved or remodeled (Warren 1994, 209). This precedence was also 

attested in the rebuilding and remodeling efforts at Palaikastro, Pseira, and Gournia. 

Warren concluded that the only way Royal Road could have been constructed in such a 

long, straight line was if the decision to build the town's street system was more 

important than the buildings already existing (Warren 1994, 209).    

  

Kommos  

Kommos is located on the coast of the Libyan Sea in southern Crete (Fig. 2.1). 

The Minoan town sits at the western end of the Messara plain (Gifford and Reese 1995, 

61, pls. 3.5, 3.11; Shaw 1995, 9, Frontispiece). The southern part of the settlement is on 

level ground near the sandy beach of the harbor. Other buildings are located on the slopes 

of the hill rising to the north. A small islet provides protection for the harbor, while the 

location on the hillside offers protection from the prevailing northwest winds (Shaw 

2002, 100). Studies show that sea level in this area was lower in Minoan times than it is 

today, and the buildings in the southern area of the site would not have been as close to 
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the sea (Gifford and Reese 1995, 76–80; Shay et al. 1995, 124). The landscape around 

Kommos is diverse, and it ranges from sparsely covered steep, craggy hills that form 

cliffs above the sandy beach to small plots of arable land on the inland edges of the beach 

(Shay et al. 1995, 95). This combination of factors is shown to affect the town’s layout. 

Occupation at Kommos was continuous throughout almost all of the Minoan era. 

The Kommos area was first inhabited as a small settlement in the Final Neolithic and 

Early Minoan periods. The town expanded in the MM IB period, and habitation remained 

until LM IIIB. At the end of the LM IIIB period the site was virtually abandoned. There 

was no massive LM IB destruction of Kommos as is known to have happened at many 

other Minoan sites, though some buildings did go out of use. In contrast to what 

happened in many areas throughout Crete, Kommos continued to thrive after LM IB, 

reaching its largest size during LM III (Shaw 1982, 192; Hope Simpson et al. 1995, 394, 

396–397; Shay et al. 1995, 128; Shaw 2002, 99).  

The local area provided the Minoans with a variety of materials for construction. 

There were two types of limestone bedrock plus some red schist nearby. Soil sediments, 

clay, and sand were used for mudbrick and mortar and as packing material. An 

abundance of beachrock boulders, slabs, and pebbles were available and incorporated 

into the architecture (Gifford and Reese 1995, 64–65). A variety of wood was also 

available for use in construction, including cypress, pine, and oak (Shay et al. 1995, 126, 

Table 4.12). 

  One brief survey and one major excavation have taken place at the town of 

Kommos. Evans briefly surveyed Kommos in 1924. He believed he had found a Minoan 
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site that was the principal Minoan port in the Messara plain (Evans 1924, 15). Joseph 

Shaw directed an excavation of Kommos from 1976 to 1990 under the auspices of the 

American School of Classical Studies at Athens (Shaw 1995, 12, 14–23). His excavations 

uncovered a sizable town that was an active trading port. Finds showed that Kommos was 

trading with other parts of Crete, nearby islands, Cyprus, Anatolia, Syro-Palestine, and 

Egypt as well as other areas (Shaw 2002, 104).  

There were three distinct excavated areas of architecture at Kommos. These were 

the Southern Area, with its large public buildings, the houses on the Central Hillside, and 

the Houses on the Hilltop. Parts of the street system (Fig. 3.10) were visible within each 

of these sections, but the lack of continuous excavation between them made it impossible  

to view the entire system plan. Although what was available offered insight into the 

similarity of planning and construction of street systems on the southern coast of Crete as 

compared to other parts of the island.  

The streets in the Southern Area are well preserved. Road 17 is the main east–

west route in and out of town and to the harbor. Smaller streets, lanes, and passages 

connect and lead to this major thoroughfare (Shaw 1982, 192–193; Shaw, Costaki, and 

Murphy 2006, 19). The street is paved with large, irregular limestone slabs, and in some 

sections bedrock is used as the road surface (Shaw 1982, 175–178). Road 17 slopes 

markedly down to the north. This is part of the street’s design so that water runoff flows 

into the open drain bordering the northern side of the road. The road averages 2.85 m 

wide including the drain, which is dug out of the bedrock. A retaining wall built of large 

slabs is constructed along the northern side of the drain (Shaw 1982, 178, 180; Shaw,  
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Costaki, and Murphy 2006, 19). The southern side of the street is shown to have bordered 

Building AA’s northern façade from MM IIB–MM III (Shaw 2002, 100) until its 

destruction when it was replaced by Building T in LM I. The original line of Road 17 

continues through the end of LM IIIB (Shaw 1982, 180; 1992, 562). It is impossible to 

determine the extent of the street to the east due to the construction of a Greek Temple on 

top of the road.  

Secondary and tertiary streets also exist in the Southern Area. Road 17 comes to a 

crossroads at the eastern side of Building T. At this intersection Road 17 is renamed Road 

33 as it continues eastward. From this junction Road 34 runs southward along Building T 

while Road 32 runs northward past the eastern side of House X (J. Shaw 1996, 4; 2002, 

103; M. Shaw 2012, 1, fig. 1.2). A street runs parallel to Road 17 to the south along the 

southern edges of the large court and structures. There is also some LM I paving parallel 

to and in between these two streets, which indicates it may have led to the eastern side of 

the large court, but later constructions have obfuscated its complete plan. Excavation also 

shows that a paved walkway or causeway crossed the area of the large court prior to MM 

IIB. This walkway was parallel to the later Road 17 and probably served a similar 

purpose, leading eastward from the sea into and through the town (Shaw, Costaki, and 

Murphy 2006, 10–11, 17). 

  Only a few streets are visible in the LM I houses of the Central Hillside. One of 

the earliest streets in this section of town probably began as a shortcut down to the sea as 

a ramped path heading south to Road 17 (J. Shaw 1996, 3–4). As the town grew the path 

was covered by a rough, steep, and stepped lane leading to and from the Central Hillside. 
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Space 41 is the northern section of the lane. It connects to Road 1, called the Rampa del 

Mare.  Road 1 runs along the western side of the Central Hillside houses and averages 

from 0.8 to 1.2 m wide (Shaw 1980, 213; 1982, 175–179, 192–194, figs. 5, 7, 9; Wright 

1996, 167; Shaw, Costaki, and Murphy 2006, 18–19). The Rampa del Mare leads north 

along the western wall of the House with the Snake Tube before turning northeast. Two 

suggestions exist for this change in direction: it may have been due to the orientation of 

the North Building (Wright 1996, 143, 148, fig. 3.1), or it may have simply been the most 

convenient direction for the road to continue up to the hilltop. The east side of the street 

is defined by a wall or series of walls. The west side of the street is lined by a wall along 

only part of it. Elsewhere bedrock runs along the west side of the street and drops steeply 

in places (McEnroe 1996, 207). 

The Hilltop Houses are reached by a continuation of Road 1 northward. The street 

follows the western line of the buildings in the Central Hillside, changes direction from 

north to northeast, and continues up to the area of the Hilltop Houses. The street is 

blocked by Room O19 in the Oblique House, but it continues north on the other side of 

the room. The East Road, as it was named in the Hilltop Houses area, runs along the east 

side of the Oblique House and the North House and along the west side of the Northeast 

Building (Nixon 1996, 69; J. Shaw 1996, 3–4). The width of East Road varies from 1.5 to 

2.6 m. At the southeastern corner of the North House, East Road intersects with Road O2, 

which runs east–west. Where the roads intersect they are paved with slabs. East Road 

dates to at least as early as LM I (M. Shaw 1996, 56–57). Road O2 borders the southern 

wall of the North House and varies from 0.9 to 1.2 m in width. In this street are a few 
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paving slabs directly outside of one of the thresholds, but elsewhere the surface of the 

street is hard packed earth (Nixon 1996, 78; M. Shaw 1996, 58–59). A street runs south 

from the western side of Road O2, Lane O4–Space 011, down to the public court, Space 

21, and continues south from the opposite side of the court, Lane 7/4, to the entrance of 

the House with the Press (Nixon 1996, 90–92, pl. 2.142). 

  

Conclusions 

The Late Minoan I town street systems offered some of the best preserved and 

most compelling evidence for the goals and successes of Minoan town planning. The 

goals of a successfully planned and implemented street system included placing streets to 

efficiently connect all parts of town to each other and to the large, open public court 

where one is known to exist. Another aim was to create separated tracts of land to allow 

for construction of multiple attached structures within the defined area while giving direct 

entrance to each building. Supplying efficient access to the harbors of all towns located 

on the sea was another objective (Chryssoulaki 1990, 375–380). An additional purpose 

was to develop a network of streets and lanes to permit not only expeditious access in and 

around town, but also to the extramural dependencies of the settlement (see Chapter 11 

for a discussion of extramural dependencies). 

A further goal of street system planning was to achieve the previously stated 

objectives while working within the natural contours of the land whenever possible. 

Minoan engineers chose to work with the landscape instead of against it, and 

consequently the landscape helped determine the placement, shape, and size of the 
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streets. The hilly landscape and the lack of importance attached to symmetry, as attested 

within almost all aspects of Minoan architecture, resulted in irregular blocks of buildings 

created within the confines of the streets. Where geographically possible, long, 

continuous roads were planned and built. Even though only a small percentage of Minoan 

streets have been excavated, discoveries have included over 300 m of a continuous paved 

street at both Knossos and Palaikastro, and just slightly less than 150 m of a continuous 

paved street at Gournia. These long stretches of streets required not only the availability 

of the land, the materials, and the labor, but the foresight and cooperation of the 

community. That these planned street systems were desirable is attested by the evidence 

from Palaikastro, Pseira, Gournia, and Knossos for the moving or remodeling of existing 

structures to accommodate the planned street.  

The average width of Minoan streets in the study sample depended on the 

individual town, though there were some consistencies. The major thoroughfares in the 

six towns analyzed all fell within the same average range of 1.2 to 1.8 m wide. This did 

not include the width of the gutters that ran along the sides of some of the streets. At this 

width of between 1 to 2 m, people walking could have easily passed each other or two 

people could have walked side by side. People walking side by side could have engaged 

in conversation or participated in a ritual of the processional type represented in and on 

numerous objects including frescoes, stone vases, rings, and seals (Evans 1928b, pl. XII, 

figs. 443, 450). Also at this width a pack animal could be led along the street. The 

secondary and tertiary streets averaged 1 m in width or less, allowing for foot traffic only. 

Passing someone on a street of this width at times required one party to slow down, move 
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over, or stop altogether to allow the other party to pass. Therefore, streets of these 

narrower widths were confined to areas less traveled and to streets culminating in dead 

ends.  

Minoans almost certainly incorporated their knowledge of the local climate into 

their street and building plans. Throughout history this has happened in all parts of the 

world. Narrow streets between buildings created shade for protection from the heat and 

sun. Other streets were likely located to the best environmental advantage as well. They 

could be designed to catch breezes in the warm summers and to protect people from 

harsh winter winds. 

Streets needed to be wider than 2 m to accommodate wheeled vehicles. With very 

few exceptions wheeled vehicles were not a regular part of town traffic. The reason for 

this was probably a combination of circumstances. Wheeled vehicles could not easily 

traverse stepped streets, and so there was no need to build wider streets when it was the 

most economically efficient to build the narrowest street that served the purpose. 

Secondly, many of the town street systems had already been planned and built before 

wheeled vehicles became common on Crete. There was one exception to this in the study 

sample, at Knossos. On the southern side of the Vlychia Stream a viaduct was 

constructed and joined to a bridge that led into town. The width of the road running 

across the viaduct was 5.25 m. Not enough remains of the bridge to determine its width, 

but once across the bridge the street running northwest across the slope into town was 3.5 

m wide. Thus, wheeled vehicles almost certainly traveled between towns, even though 

they could not be accommodated within some of the Cretan communities.  
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The widest streets discovered in the study sample were constructed on basically 

level ground and were the streets with the built gutters. The entire excavated town of 

Palaikastro was on a flat plain. All of the streets in the settlement had widths at the high 

end of the averages. Constructing buildings and streets on level ground was much easier 

than on a hilly terrain. The plain was sizable and therefore land was not at such a 

premium as was seen in the hilly towns of Zakros, Pseira, Gournia, and Kommos. The 

very wide streets at Knossos, Royal Road and Royal Road West, were also constructed 

mainly on level ground. These streets on level ground not only could be wider but had to 

be wider to accommodate other engineering requirements. Drainage of the level street 

surfaces required the creation of gutters. Streets build on the slopes of hills naturally 

drained runoff, and therefore did not need additional gutters. This accommodation of 

drainage for the safety and comfort of the settlement was witnessed in all six sites in the 

sample study. Towns with flat areas had streets with drains and town areas built on the 

hill slopes did not. 

It was important to the Minoans to keep streets open and passable. Roads were 

used to move people, transport goods, and relay messages. Towns were willing to invest 

in the street systems to insure they kept the settlement functioning smoothly. Streets were 

typically constructed in ways allowing for easy travel. This included smoothing the 

surfaces, paving, and building steps. A section of Plateia Road South on Pseira is 

bordered by bedrock along the eastern side. To prevent bedrock from falling into the 

street, the wall of bedrock was faced with rubble masonry. This insured the street 

remained a viable artery for traffic.  
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The raised walkway or causeway is a very specific type of constructed Minoan 

street (Driessen 2009, 45–51, figs. 4.1–4.6). As Palyvou observes, the raised walkways 

are “a peculiarity of Minoan design” (Palyvou 2004, 213). Causeways are paved streets, 

usually of dressed slabs, that are raised slightly above the level of the surfaces on both 

sides of them. Often times the raised walkways are made of light colored material, which 

aides in movement across them since it stands out from the surrounding area. This is 

especially helpful in rain, fog, and darkness (Palyvou 2004, 213–214). The causeways 

running across the West Court at Knossos as well as in the center of Royal Road and 

Royal Road West and in the center of Main Street in Palaikastro are discussed above. The 

palaces of Phaistos (Fig. 2.1) and Malia (Fig. 2.1) also have raised walkways crossing 

their West Courts (Preziosi and Hitchcock 1999, 66, 78–80, figs. 33, 35, 36), and their 

construction dates to MM IB–II. These causeways unite the town and the palaces via the 

shortest route possible, a diagonal, across the open area. A visual example of the use of 

these raised walkways is observable in the Sacred Grove and Dance Festival at Knossos, 

which may represent their use as part of rituals or processions (Preziosi and Hitchcock 

1999, 78–83, fig. 47). The earliest discovery of a raised walkway comes from Myrtos 

Pyrgos on the southern coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1). The walkway dates to EM III/MM IA 

and leads to a small courtyard adjacent to a communal built tomb that is attached to two 

ossuaries (Cadogan 1977/1978, 71–73, figs. 3–5). 

The highest number of causeways discovered in a single town is at Malia. All of 

them date to the MM IB–II period. In addition to the causeways across the West Court of 

the Palace, two raised walkways lead to the Agora. The Agora is a large, open rectangular 
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space measuring approximately 40 x 30 m. Excavation shows that at some time during 

MM I a stone wall with mudbrick on top of it was constructed and surrounded the Agora 

(van Effenterre and van Effenterre 1969, 2, 23, 40–41, 131; van Effenterre 1980, 189, 

figs. 265, 266, 268, 270; Vansteenhuyse 2002, 237; Palyvou 2004, 214). Raised 

walkways also lead to Quartier Mu, which is a district of building complexes with many 

rooms incorporating areas for workshops, administrative functions, and ceremonial 

activities. To the west of the MM II complex is a small open court. Raised walkways 

cross this open space on a diagonal leading to the entrance of Building A (Poursat 1978, 

24, pl. II.1, IV.1; Preziosi and Hitchcock 1999, 71, fig. 387; Palyvou 2004, 214). 

Causeways at Malia are an integral part of the street system connecting various parts of 

town to public structures. 

The grandeur and monumentality of some of the streets and staircases went 

beyond the requirements of functionality. Both Royal Road and Royal Road West at 

Knossos were paved with blocks specifically sized and shaped. A double row of slabs in 

the center of the street formed a raised processional way that was flanked on both sides 

by cobblestone paving. The size and construction of the streets was visually impressive. 

A visually impressive street was also constructed at Zakros. When ships moored at the 

harbor at Zakros, the first impression of the town came from the broad, colorfully paved 

Harbor Road. The same was true for visitors by sea to Kommos. The grand east–west 

street, Road 17, greeted the visitors and led them into town. Upon anchoring at Pseira, the 

monumental Grand Staircase with its 39 wide steps, many of which were single blocks, 
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welcomed and invited people up into the town. The stairway with its uninterrupted walls 

of well built masonry was an impressive and dominant feature of the settlement.  

The planning of a Minoan street system seems to have incorporated cult into its 

design. As part of the LM I remodeling of Gournia, a small, paved, squarish court was 

constructed as part of the new street. Embedded in the paving is a baetyl, a venerated or 

sacred stone. This small court and baetyl is located at the southwestern corner of the 

Palace, and the street runs directly through it. The street enters at the northwestern corner 

and continues out at the southeastern corner (Boyd Hawes 1904, 8, 39; 1905, 569–570; 

Soles 1991, 34, 36, 95, fig. 24). Other small shrines or cultic areas also exist within the 

Gournia public street system. A stone podium and a kernos, which are implanted into the 

street paving, stand just outside of the southeastern corner of House El (Soles 1979, 167). 

A kernos is a flat stone with multiple small carved depressions, possibly for holding 

offerings. Consequently, kernoi are often associated with cult and ritual. Baetyls and 

other sacred and/or venerated stones were also found embedded into the street pavements 

in other parts of the town (Soles 1991, 36–37; 2002, 124). 

Cultic considerations also appeared to have played a part in the design and 

planning of the Pseiran street system. In Building BQ at the base of the Grand Staircase, 

Seager discovered a store of ritual vessels. These vessels could have been carried in 

procession up the Grand Staircase and into the Plateia for ceremonies in festivals. The 

Grand Staircase was wide enough for two people to walk side by side, as depicted in 

Minoan frescoes of ritual processions (Seager 1910, 30–32, figs.10–12; Evans 1928b, pl. 

XII, figs. 443, 450; Betancourt 1995, 12). 
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Within Haverfield's definition of town planning, he included, “…laying out of 

towns with due care … for industrial and commercial efficiency … for the health and 

comfort of the inhabitants…” (Haverfield 1913, 11). The examples of Minoan town street 

systems in this chapter showed that the Minoans succeeded in all of the required aspects. 

The placement of streets combined with their sizes and the use of specific materials 

achieved the goals of efficient and expeditious movement of people, goods, and 

information in and around the town. 

Some scholars have recognized that Minoan street systems were planned. Warren 

acknowledged their deliberate organization in relation to the town of Knossos, noting that 

with “… Knossosian roads, the overall arrangement is one of straight lines, of whatever 

length. This means that construction was preceded by planning and design of road lines” 

(Warren 1994, 207). He continued with the observation that “…at Knossos we can see a 

remarkable example of several planned city road lines being decided upon at what 

appears to have been about the same time, MM IB/IIA... This decision clearly had 

priority over existing buildings” (Warren 1994, 209). Platon observed the planned street 

systems at both Zakros and Palaikastro and noted, “…we can be sure that the harbor town 

of Zakros had a similar system of town planning [to Palaikastro], with fine houses 

situated in a dense system of blocks connected with a developed net of roads and lanes” 

(Platon 1971, 247). Maria Shaw also noted that some of the town's street systems showed 

evidence of planning. “In both these sites [Gournia and Palaikastro], one suspects a 

degree of planning and control by a central authority” when one considers the “extensive 
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street networks that…separate Minoan towns into blocks or insulae” (M. Shaw 1996, 

362). 

Lewis Mumford pointed out in The City and History, that, “those who refer to the 

winding streets of such a town as mere tracings of the cowpath do not realize that the 

cow’s habit of following contours usually produces a more economical and sensible 

layout on hilly sites than any inflexible system of straight streets” (Mumford 1961, 301). 

Palyvou recognized that this concept held true for Crete. She posited that most Cretan 

streets probably started off as routes that offered the most efficient and safe travel from 

place to place, and these routes became established over time. The efficient paths 

bypassed the most difficult areas of the landscape and followed the contours of the terrain 

(Palyvou 2004, 213). Minoan builders saw no reason to fight the terrain when the 

sensible line of the street was to use the one followed by animals and people for 

centuries. 

The choice by Minoan engineers to work with the contours of the land as much as 

possible as opposed to changing them to accommodate a particular plan is one of the 

main reasons why no perfect grid system of streets existed at any Minoan site. This lack 

of a perfect grid system has caused some scholars to argue that the street systems grew 

organically over time instead of being planned. This certainly could be true in some 

instances, though the continuous length of some of the streets, as well as the numerous 

steps constructed of cut blocks, both attested in multiple towns, refute this idea. 

Irregularity was one of the hallmarks of all Minoan architectural design, not just the street 
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systems. Therefore, the imperfect grid of the Minoan street system was perfect for the 

Minoan landscape.  
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CHAPTER 4 

ATTACHED BUILDINGS ARRANGED IN BLOCKS 
 

Introduction 

Groups of attached buildings create the irregular blocks of a Minoan town. The 

size and shape of the group is determined by the contour of the land and the street system. 

Houses vary in size and in the number of rooms, but the majority of structures in a 

settlement are constructed using similar building techniques and local materials. It is 

obvious that the landscape influenced the creation of the continuous structures within the 

blocks just as it had influenced the flow of the street system. As a result of the hilly 

contours of Crete, many structures are built on terraces and in many instances on 

different levels of terraces. The buildings are often two or more stories high. The street 

system gives direct access to each structure via a main street or smaller lane. At times a 

street becomes a dead end within a block of buildings once it reaches a point granting 

access to structures within the center of the block.  

The idea of constructing attached buildings that share walls took root early in the 

Minoan period, in Early Minoan II, though prior to this time the situation was different. 

The earlier EM I settlements consist of freestanding structures. One of the few Early 

Minoan I settlements to be well excavated and well published is the site of Debla (Fig. 

2.1) in western Crete (Warren, Tzedhakis, and Greig 1974, 299–300). Debla is located 

slightly inland from the north coast of the island and is situated on the summit and nearby 

terrace of a hill. The settlement plan of the community consists of at least three separate 

single room structures. Each building is constructed on a flat area of the rocky landscape. 
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Another EM I site that is similar to Debla architecturally and in plan is the settlement of 

Elenes (Fig. 2.1) with its architecturally isolated buildings. Elenes sits in the Amari valley 

on the western edge of central Crete (Warren, Tzedhakis, and Greig 1974, 301–302, 335, 

figs. 2, 13–15; Watrous 2001, 163). This settlement plan of individual structures contrasts 

to the type of settlement plan common in Early Minoan II, which continued to develop 

until it evolved into mature Late Minoan I town planning. From EM II forward, Minoan 

towns consist of clusters of attached buildings. 

The settlement plans of the EM II sites of Myrtos Phournou Koriphi (Figs. 1.2, 

2.1), Vasiliki (Fig. 2.1), and Trypeti (Fig. 2.1) exemplify this design of connected 

buildings in blocks. All three sites consist of groups of buildings that share walls and 

form continuous, multi-roomed structures (Warren 1972, ill. opposite p. 11; Zois 1976, 

plans III, VIII, IX, XI; Warren 1983, fig. 1; Vasilakis 1989, 52–56; Watrous 2001, 168–

169, fig. 7). At Myrtos Phournou Koriphi the attached buildings are obvious, but at this 

early stage of development it is more difficult to distinguish between the blocks of 

buildings than it is in later communities.  

In this chapter the Late Minoan I settlement plans of Palaikastro, Pseira, and 

Gournia are examined in detail. The sites are discussed geographically from east to west 

on the island of Crete. These towns are used in the study sample because each has been 

excavated sufficiently to uncover a continuous area as opposed to the excavation of 

isolated structures. The result is a visible, continuous area of each town showing the 

arrangement of blocks to each other and within the settlement. The settlement of Zakros 

is also examined but to a lesser degree of detail.  
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Palaikastro 

Palaikastro is a harbor town. It sits on a relatively flat plain adjacent to a curved 

sandy beach on a bay on the east coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1). A sizable, continuous portion 

of the settlement is excavated revealing a town with a grid-like system of blocks (Fig. 

4.1). The settlement is located on an almost flat plain that allowed for the construction of 

lengthy and wide streets. Main Street is the major thoroughfare in the excavated part of 

the settlement and is traceable for about 313 m (Warren 1994, 194). Main Street is the  

backbone of the town blocks located in this section of the settlement. Main Street is wide  
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and paved, and a gutter runs along the side of it in some sections. The width including the 

gutter varies from 1.4 to 2.5 m (Bosanquet et al. 1902/1903, 278). Many streets connect 

to Main Street, and several others parallel it. Additionally, there are also some small lanes 

within the blocks that culminate at entrances to buildings. This interconnected network of 

streets and lanes creates the blocks.  

Individual buildings within a block have separate entrances directly from a street. 

In Block Γ, Rooms 13–22 form a separate structure in the northwest corner of the block 

(Fig. 4.2). The single entrance into the building is from Main Street into Room 13. 

Another building in Block Γ, which consists of Rooms 23–32, is located in the middle of 

the eastern side of the block (Fig. 4.2). The sole entrance to this structure is from the  
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paved lane between Block Γ and Block Ε into Room 24 (Bosanquet et al. 1902/1903, 

291–292). 

The typical Minoan architectural element of shared walls is evident at the site. 

Block Β consists of five buildings that share walls (Fig. 4.2). One building is comprised 

of Rooms 1–22, another building of Rooms 23–25, and Rooms 28–31 is a separate 

structure, as is the combination of Rooms 26, 27, 32–39. The fifth individual building in 

the block is made up of Rooms 40–47 (Bosanquet et al. 1902/1903, 287). Although the 

size of the buildings and rooms vary within the block, they adhere to the commonality of 

shared wall construction. For example, Block Δ fronts 40 m of Main Street. At the 

northern part of Block Δ, what the excavators call a mansion (Rooms 18–40) has its 

primary entrance on Main Street (Fig. 4.2). The entrance is 4 m wide and leads to an 

equally wide stairway and inner court or lightwell (Bosanquet et al. 1902/1903, 279, 293–

294). Regardless of its grandeur, the building share walls with structures to its east and 

west. 

 

Pseira 

The Minoan settlement on Pseira, a small island with rocky and often steep 

terrain, was located approximately 2.5 km off the north coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1). The 

Minoan settlement was on a peninsula northeast of a small protected harbor and on a 

hillside west of the harbor. The excavation of the town west of the harbor concentrated on 

isolated structures only. An overall plan including blocks of buildings and the street 

system was therefore not available for this quarter. Thus, the continuous area of 
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excavation on the peninsula was used in this study sample as it elucidated the settlement 

plan of irregular blocks.  

In the publication of his early excavation on Pseira, Seager observed that the plan 

of the town on Pseira was similar to that of Gournia in that both included buildings 

arranged in blocks and connected by a network of streets (Seager 1910, 5, 8). Several 

major north–south streets ran lengthwise on top of and along the hilly peninsula. Streets, 

lanes, and paths ran up the slopes of the peninsula to meet with the major thoroughfares. 

Where possible within the landscape, the junctions of the streets were at approximate 90 

degree angles. The result of this layout was irregular blocks of buildings (Fig, 4.3). A  
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large open space, the Plateia, was located near the center of the peninsula and the 

community. The irregular blocks of buildings were arranged around this plateia 

occupying almost all of the available space on the peninsula (Betancourt 2004, 21). 

The blocks of buildings follow the natural contour of the island. The peninsula is 

steep, which caused the builders to create structures that frequently occupied more than 

one terrace of land (Betancourt 1999, xix). These terraced buildings often have more than 

one entrance, one on each terrace allowing access directly to the upper rooms and to the 

lower rooms (Betancourt 1995, 49; McEnroe 1995, 17). 

Separate buildings within the same blocks share walls throughout the town. This 

style of building creates an architectural continuum within a block. On rare occasions a  

double wall is visible. Building AP was one of the latest structures built in the LM I 

town, and a double wall exists between it and Building AN. The new building is 

squeezed in between the existing buildings, though when it was constructed there was 

still available land on other parts of the peninsula (Betancourt 1995, 65). 

Even rarer is a freestanding building in a Minoan town. Building AC, the Shrine, 

is atypical. Not only is it architecturally isolated, but it contained a fresco of two free 

standing women at three-quarter life-size, which is very rare on Crete. Furthermore, the 

approach to the building is indirect, and the entrance is offset (Betancourt and Davaras 

1988, 215–218). 
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Gournia 

The excavated part of the Minoan town of Gournia sits on the top of the Gournia 

Ridge and its slopes (Fig. 2.1). The site is located on the north coast of Crete though not 

directly on the sea. It is likely the town continued farther north from the slopes of the 

excavated area toward the sea, but its extent is unknown. Much of the land on the top of 

the ridge is relatively flat, and this allowed the construction of a major artery around the 

edges of the top of the ridge, creating a ring road. Just as at Pseira, streets, lanes, and 

paths run up the slopes of 

the peninsula to meet with 

the major street atop the 

ridge. Also, the junctions of 

the streets are at essentially 

90 degree angles. The result 

once again is of a town laid 

out in irregular blocks of 

buildings (Fig. 4.4). The 

large, open Public Court is 

located toward the southern 

end of the settlement and is 

easily accessible from all 

directions. Blocks of 
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buildings surround the Plateia on all sides except for the southern end where excavation 

still has yet to reveal the extent of the town in this direction.  

The irregular shape of the blocks is a result of the early town's street system that 

was laid out in MM I–II or earlier to follow the contours of the landscape (Boyd Hawes 

et al. 1908, 24). The original shape and size of the blocks at Gournia are very well 

preserved. Many of the blocks are still surrounded on all sides by the street network. The 

remains of long streets and lanes, both paved and unpaved, are still visible, clearly 

delineating the blocks of houses (Soles 1979, 164). The buildings were flush with the 

street and directly accessible. Boyd Hawes noted that this design of direct entrances into 

buildings from the street was the same design as that seen in the Town Mosaic from 

Knossos (Boyd Hawes 1904, 8, 35; 1905, 567). The buildings within the blocks not only 

share walls, but double walls are also common between the structures (McEnroe 1990, 

198).  

 

Conclusions 

The contour of the land and the layout of the street system within the terrain 

combined to create town plans comprised of irregular blocks of attached buildings. The 

Minoan preference for sharing walls created a visually continuous architecture within 

each block. Construction within the confines of the natural landscape caused the blocks 

of buildings to be asymmetrical and uneven in their lines. Minoan planners chose not to 

change the landscape, and therefore the creation of squared blocks of buildings was not 

their goal. 
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The existence of extensive blocks of attached houses defined by a system of main 

streets, side streets, and narrow alleys at Zakros has been likened to that of the town of 

Palaikastro. Zakros is also a harbor town located on the eastern coast of Crete (Figs. 2.1, 

3.3), and similarly to the remains uncovered at Palaikastro, the irregular blocks of 

architecture at Zakros each comprise two to four structures (Chryssoulaki and Platon 

1987, 77). One difference is that the part of the town that has been continuously 

excavated at Zakros, the area immediately adjacent to the northern side of the Palace, is 

on the slope of a hill. This results in a street system that incorporates steps and slopes and 

follows the landscape as it rises and eases making the path of the streets, and therefore 

the blocks, less regular than those at Palaikastro. Another commonality of the town plan 

between these two sites as well as the sites of Pseira and Gournia is that each building has 

a direct entrance from the street. One further trait shared by all four settlements is that 

structures share common walls, including well built structures sharing walls with 

buildings of lesser quality construction.  

Several scholars note that the blocks of buildings in Minoan towns indicate town 

planning. Platon recognized town planning at both Zakros and Palaikastro, “…we can be 

sure that the harbor town of Zakros had a similar system of town planning [to 

Palaikastro], with fine houses situated in a dense system of blocks connected with a 

developed net of roads and lanes” (Platon 1971, 247).  MacGillivray discusses Gournia 

and Zakros as well preserved examples of excavated Late Minoan towns. He then goes 

on to say that “on further investigation it is Palaikastro that stands out as the larger, better 

planned town…” (MacGillivray et al. 1984, 129). Driessen also believes the organized 
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blocks of buildings at Palaikastro indicate planning. “Palaikastro became a model of town 

planning during this period [MM IIIB/LM IA]” (MacGillivray and Driessen 1990, 403). 

Stella Chryssoulaki and Lefteris Platon write that the irregular blocks of buildings were 

planned at Zakros. “The necessity of adapting to the slope of the hillside makes the town-

plan seem irregular, and the streets either follow the contour of the hill as “Ringstrassen” 

or are perpendicular to them” (Chryssoulaki and Platon 1987, 77). 

What were some of the possible reasons for this Minoan design of irregular 

blocks of attached buildings? This type of cohesive complex saved space and created a 

more nucleated settlement than did a community of architecturally isolated buildings. 

Saving space was almost certainly a concern at least on hilly terrain where terraces often 

needed to be created to support the structures. Additionally, this design allowed for 

separate households while at the same time kept all inhabitants physically close to 

important community open areas. It gave quick access to open spaces by the 

interconnected street system running past almost every structure. Constructing buildings 

that shared walls required less material and labor. Since stone was the common building 

material of all structures in Minoan towns, the collecting or quarrying and transporting of 

stones to the construction site was expensive and time consuming. Another advantage to 

sharing walls was that the temperature of the interior was less affected by the outside 

temperature. The interior stayed cooler in the summer and warmer in the winter than if it 

were a freestanding structure. The design worked efficiently and economically for the 

landscape and climate of Crete. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PLATEIAS AND LARGE CENTRAL COMMUNITY COURTS  
 

Introduction 

A plateia, also known as a court, a town square, a market square, or a plaza, was a 

sizable open space with a hard surface located in a prominent place in a settlement. 

Access to a plateia was open to the general public, and the size made it capable of 

accommodating substantial numbers of people. It was defined by either the treatment of 

its surface to delineate it from the areas around it or by the structures surrounding it. The 

Minoans were one of the first to regularly incorporate a plateia or central community 

court into their settlements, and the concept was so successful that urban planners create 

town squares to this day. Both major and minor streets led to a plateia. Serving the varied 

needs of the community was its purpose. A plateia was a gathering place for people, a 

space where information was disseminated, a location for trading goods, a focus for ritual 

activities, and a locus for producing goods.  

The idea of a large, central gathering place for the community may have been 

conceived as early as the Final Neolithic. In Final Neolithic IV at Knossos, a rectangular 

court existed between the east walls of Houses H.1 and J and the Southeast Platform. The 

court’s surface was paved with cobbles on which a floor of hard white plaster or clay was 

laid. The open court was in the same location as the later Central Court of the Palace. The 

court was enlarged during EM I and by the close of the period was almost as large as the 
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present size of the Central Court, which is approximately 52 m north–south and 27 m 

east–west (Evans 1921, fig. 152; Tomkins 2012, 41–42, 44–45, figs. 2.1–2.3).  

The concept of a large, central gathering place was more fully developed in Early 

Minoan II. In the first settlement at Myrtos Phournou Koriphi, in EM IIA, a small open 

space was established in the community (Figs. 2.1, 5.1). The open area measured 4.24 m  

 

north–south, approximately 2 m east–west at its northern end, and 2.52 m east–west at 

the southern end (Warren 1972, 41). When the settlement was expanded and remodeled 

in EM IIB, the earlier structures on the center of the summit were cleared, and the area 
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became a sizable open space at the heart of the community (Fig. 5.2). This new court was 

essentially semicircular in shape, and the measurements at its widest points were 15.2 m 

north–south by 9 m east–west (Whitelaw 1983, 325–326, figs. 62, 63).  

Another example of an early open court within a settlement is witnessed at EM II 

Vasiliki (Fig. 2.1). A paved court fronts the western façade of the West House. This 

architectural feature is suggested to be a precursor to the west courts of the palaces. The 

court is paved with local stones, and the surviving pavement measures approximately 

11.2 m north–south by 6.8 m east–west at its widest point. The estimate of the entire size 

of the court is 15 x 20 m (Zois 1976, ills. III, VIII, IX, XI; Preziosi and Hitchcock 1999, 

48). From Early Minoan II onward through fully developed town planning in Late 

Minoan I, a large court near the center of the town is a regular feature on Crete. 

A Minoan architectural element called a West Court is a feature at multiple sites 

across Crete. West courts are located beside the exterior of the western façade of the elite 

building in a settlement. Many of these elite buildings are referred to as palaces on their 

plans. Access to the open court is via the public streets in the town and through the elite 

building. As such, the west courts are centrally located between the town and the elite 

building, and they are large enough to welcome numerous visitors at one time. The west 

courts are typically paved, supplying the hard ground needed for a community meeting 

place. This specifically located court is usually referred to as a west court throughout the 

vast majority of literature though other names for it have been suggested. Donald Preziosi 

calls this open area the principal public plaza (Preziosi 1983, 107).  
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This chapter examines central community courts in nine Late Minoan I sites 

across Crete beginning on the east coast of the island and moving west. An abundance of 

examples is available due to the nature of many large courts being situated next to elite 

buildings, which have been a concentration of Minoan excavation. 

 

Zakros 

Minoan Zakros was a harbor town on the eastern coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1). The 

Palace or Elite Building was constructed in the valley below and in the center of the pre-

existing town that sat on the hillslopes (Chryssoulaki and Platon 1987, 77). The original  
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West Court was a paved court built on gently sloping ground. The court was remodeled 

sometime in LM I. The new West Court consisted of a series of stepped terraces that 

followed the line of the slope (Fig. 5.3) (Platon 1971, 94; 1974, 81). Major streets entered  

the court from both the northern and southern ends. This centrally located open 

community court served multiple and varied purposes, including hosting festivals. The 

excavator of the court, Platon, unearthed two large upright slabs directly outside of the 

façade and identified it as a drain. He suggested that in addition to collecting rain water 

from the roof of the building, the drain and the water were perhaps somehow used during 

ceremonies held in the West Court (Platon 1971, 95; 1974, 81–82). 

 

Makrygialos 

The LM I villa at Makrygialos is located on the southern coast of eastern Crete 

(Fig. 2.1). This structure includs many palatial architectural features in its design 

including a West Court (Fig. 5.4). 

Similarly to the western façades of other 

elite buildings, the western façade of the 

Elite Building at Makrygialos incorporates 

large, ashlar blocks into the wall, which 

also contain the typical recesses and 

projections of monumental western 

façades (Davaras 1997, 121–122, plan 2; 

Preziosi and Hitchcock 1999, 120–121). 
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An entrance from the West Court leads through a corridor directly into the northern end 

of the sizable north–south court in the center of the structure (Davaras 1992b, 174). Since 

the excavation concentrated on the villa itself, the structures in the adjacent area have not 

been uncovered. Regardless, the villa’s West Court was an easily accessible, open public 

space and therefore, must have served the local community as a gathering area.  

 

Pseira 

On the small island of Pseira, about 2.5 km north of eastern Crete (Fig. 2.1), are 

the remains of a Minoan settlement that straddled the small harbor. To the northeast of 

the harbor are the majority of the architectural remains of the settlement. This part of the 

settlement is constructed on a hilly peninsula, and it occupies almost all available land. 

To the west of the harbor are some additional buildings that were added to the 

community during LM I. In the center of the settlement on the peninsula ridge in a dip of 

land between higher points sits the Plateia (Fig. 5.5). It is irregularly shaped with the 

northern end narrower than the southern end. The construction of a Byzantine monastery 

at the southern end of the Plateia makes the discovery of the full extent of the Minoan 

plateia impossible (Betancourt and Davaras 1988, 221–224; Albani and Poulou–

Papadimitriou 1990; Albani 1995; Betancourt 1995, xix; Floyd 1998, 25).  

The area of the Plateia was first explored in 1986 and subsequently excavated 

over the next several years. No Minoan architecture was discovered in the excavated 

area, and therefore the southern boundary of the excavation will be used as the southern 

boundary in this study. Excavation showed the Plateia was narrowest at its northern end,  
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measuring about 13 m east–west while the southern end measured approximately 30 m 

east–west. This resulted in an estimated size of 575 square meters for the Plateia 

(Betancourt et al. 1999, 139, ill. 47; McEnroe 2001, 63). The surface of the Plateia was 

not perfectly level, and the bedrock appeared to have been left in its natural state.  

The slightly sloping bedrock of the Plateia was never leveled even though the 

Minoans had the knowledge to do so. A possible reason for this has been put forth by 

Costis Davaras. It was known that in Minoan cult, nature was often a part of the cult and 

its activities as attested by the peak sanctuaries and imagery (Gesell 1985, 1, 61, 65; 

Marinatos 1993, 115–126, 193–200). Therefore, the rocks in the Plateia may have had 
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some religious significance. A large kernos, a flat stone in which multiple small 

depressions for holding offerings were carved, was in the Plateia directly across from the 

main entrance of the Plateia Building. It was carved into a large flat piece of bedrock. 

Kernoi have often been associated with cult and religion (Soles 1991, 48–49; Marinatos 

1993, 7). Thus, the Plateia may have served as both a sacred and non-sacred space to the 

community (Davaras 1999, 167, 169). 

The Plateia was also the center of the street system. The main north–south streets 

entered the Plateia at its northern and southern ends along the western side. A smaller 

street entered from the eastern side between the Plateia Building and Building BY. The 

main entrance into town led directly to the southwestern corner of the plateia. The island 

of Pseira had one main harbor. From this harbor the 39 wide steps of the Grand Staircase 

led people up an impressive entrance into the heart of the town, the Plateia (Betancourt 

1999, 170; McEnroe 2001, 63).  

 

Gournia    

Gournia is located on the northeastern coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1). The remains of 

the excavated settlement are on the top of Gournia Ridge and on its slopes. The Plateia in 

the town is situated toward the southern end of the excavated settlement on the top of the 

ridge (Fig. 5.6), and little excavation has taken place beyond the southern end of the 

Plateia.  It is essentially rectangular in shape, though its exact southern boundary is 

unknown. It averages 18 m east–west and runs north–south for an estimated 33 m. The 

northern boundary borders an L-shaped construction. These boundaries result in a court  
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estimated at 594 square meters. The Plateia is level and is paved with plaster (Boyd 

Hawes et al. 1908, 20). On the original drawing of the Gournia plan Boyd Hawes lists 

this large open public space as the Public Court, though it is by definition a plateia. Soles 

suggests that the town's plateia is the equivalent of the typical palatial Central Court 

(Soles 2002, 129). Physically the Public Court at Gournia is not the equivalent of a 
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Palace’s Central Court because it is not located within the Palace of the town. Access to 

Gournia’s large court is unrestricted and open to the public whereas access to a Palace’s 

Central Court is controlled and restricted, though the two courts were likely equivalent in 

some of the functions and services they provided to the community as suggested by Soles 

(Soles 2002, 129–130). 

The Plateia is the central hub of the street system. The ring road that runs around 

the top of the ridge starts, ends, and runs through the Plateia. Public access to the Plateia 

is from one of three paved streets. East Ascent C enters at the northeastern corner, East 

Ascent D enters from the southeastern corner, and a third street runs along the South 

Wing of the Elite Building into the Plateia (Boyd Hawes 1905, 568; Boyd Hawes et al. 

1908, 24–25; Soles 1991, 41). 

Boyd Hawes suggested that this large, paved court may have served as the 

marketplace for the town (Boyd Hawes 1905, 568; Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 20). In all 

likelihood the Plateia served the town in far more ways. This was the largest open space 

in the community, and therefore the Public Court served as a center for social, 

ceremonial, and commercial activities. 

 

Myrtos Pyrgos 

The Late Minoan I town of Myrtos Pyrgos is located on a ca. 70 m high hill on 

the southern coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1). A large country house, the Elite Building of the 

settlement, is constructed on the top of the hill. Smaller buildings are constructed around 

the upper western and northern slopes and on the eastern slope. A system of streets runs 
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along the contours of the hill connecting the different areas of the settlement. A paved 

court measuring approximately 7.2 x 7.4 m is located south of the Elite Building (Fig. 

5.7). A cistern is buried in the earth at the southwestern corner of the court, and it was no 

longer used in LM I. 

Access to the court is from 

major streets leading into 

the northeastern and 

northwestern corners of the 

space. A raised walkway 

runs across the northern 

end of the court separating 

the court from a veranda 

that is an entrance to the Elite Building. The paving of the court, raised walkway, and 

veranda are made with several different colors of limestone and sandstone, which results 

in a visually impressive entrance (Cadogan 1977/1978, 70, 76–77, fig. 22).  

 

Malia  

The settlement of Minoan Malia is on the northern coast of Crete at the western 

end of the eastern part of the island (Fig. 2.1). The main part of the settlement is on a 

plain situated slightly inland from the community’s tombs and ossuaries located on the 

coast. The town of Malia has two sizable, centrally located open courts to service the 

needs of the inhabitants, the West Court and the Agora (Fig. 5.8). The paved West Court  
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fronts the western façade of the Palace. Raised walkways cross it in several directions, 

some of which lead to the building entrances. Its approximate maximum length north–

south is 83 m. The northern end of the court is wider than the southern end. The northern 

end measures ca. 26 m east–west and the southern end ca. 15 m. Another large open 

public space centrally located and easily accessible is the Agora. This is a rectangular 

space measuring approximately 40 x 30 m. Two raised walkways lead to the Agora (van 

Effenterre 1980, 189, figs. 72, 265, 266, 268, 270). A recent study and resulting article 

suggests a new use and a new name for the Agora, the Court of Acrobats (Schmid 2012, 
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178–180, 182). Based on the existence in the court of three or more rows of seating and 

of a barrier protecting the crowd, as well as other evidence, Schmid suggests the Agora 

was used as an arena. He goes on to suggest that bull leaping is one of the events that 

took place in the arena (Schmid 2012, 182). In addition to the two causeways leading to 

the entrances of the Agora, the court is also connected directly to the Hypostyle Crypt 

from its southwestern corner via a monumental porch. Schmid suggests the eastern sector 

of the Hypostyle Crypt was used in conjunction with the events in the arena. The storage 

magazines on the lower level are shown to contain beverages that spectators on the roof 

could have enjoyed while viewing the event (Schmid 2012, 184, figs. 20.2, 20.3). 

 

Knossos 

Knossos is located on the northern coast of central Crete (Fig. 2.1) and is the 

largest Bronze Age site on the island. Evidence shows that Knossos was inhabited from 

the Neolithic through the entire Minoan era (Evans 1921, 56). The Palace of Minos at 

Knossos, named by the excavator, is the Elite Building that dominates the town. 

Bordering the western façade of the Palace are two open public areas, the West Court and 

the Theatral Area (Fig. 5.9) (Evans 1928a, 609–613, fig. 383; Tomkins 2012, 62–63, fig. 

2.10). The West Court extends north–south approximately 62 m along the building. The 

West Court is a reverse L-shape, with the northern end measuring approximately 13 m 

east–west and the southern end measuring approximately 47 m east–west. A stepped 

street runs from the northern end of the West Court northward to the Theatral Area.  
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The Theatral Area is at the eastern terminus of Royal Road near the northern 

entrance of the Palace. It is a paved rectangular space with wide stairs on the eastern and 

southern sides that are probably stone seats where people sat or stood to view activities, 

festivals, and ceremonies in the open space. The eastern flight of stairs consists of 18 low 

steps. The steps are 10.6 m wide on the lower tiers and narrow at the eighth step and 

upwards to 10.16 m. The total height of the eastern flight of stairs is approximately 2.2 m 

and the average depth of each step is about 12 cm. The bleacher of steps on the southern 

side is wider than the eastern set at about 15.5 m, but there are fewer steps in number, 
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only six steps. The depth of the steps gradually reduces from the bottom step to the top, 

from 80 cm to 45 cm. The average height of each step is 18 cm. The approximate interior 

dimensions of the paved area is 10 m north–south by 13 m east–west (Evans 1928a, 578–

587, fig. 362–365). Both of these large open courts are easily accessible from different 

parts of town, and they could accommodate substantial numbers of people.  

The open public spaces of the West Court and the Theatral Area are almost 

certainly depicted in frescoes from Knossos. Two miniature frescoes, the Grandstand 

Fresco and the Sacred Grove and Dance Fresco, depict scenes of gatherings and of rituals 

or performances. These two frescoes likely show images of activities that took place in 

the settlement’s open areas and courts. In the Grandstand Fresco numbers of people are 

seated or standing in rows of different heights with their attention all drawn toward the 

same direction. The wide L-shaped stairs of the Theatral Area could have provided such a 

viewing area for large crowds. Raised walkways such as those that crossed the West 

Court are visible in the Sacred Grove and Dance Fresco (Davis 1987, 157–161, figs. 1, 2; 

Marinatos 1987, 135–142).   

 

Phaistos  

The remains of the LM I settlement of Phaistos show a sizable Minoan 

community once existed at this site near the southern coast of central Crete (Fig. 2.1). 

The large Elite Building dates to an original construction in the Middle Minoan period, 

with subsequent building and remodeling until the Palace reached its greatest extent in 

LM I. Similarly to the layout at Knossos, a West Court and a Theatral Area are 
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constructed along the western façade of the Palace at Phaistos. Unlike the design of these 

features at Knossos where they are two architecturally distinct areas, at Phaistos the West 

Court and the Theatral Area are one continuous and cohesive unit (Fig. 5.10). The open  

 

court measures approximately 25 m east–west x 33 m north–south. Raised walkways 

cross the court diagonally and lead to the broad Theatral Area steps at the northern and 

eastern ends of the court. The eastern staircase consists of 10 steps averaging 13.7 m 

wide (Evans 1928a, 580–581). The width of the steps across the northern boundary of the 

court is over twice as wide as the eastern staircase (Pernier and Banti, 1935, fig. 285; 

Levi 1964, 15, fig. 1; 1976, fig. 1). The large open area with raised walkways and seating 
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or standing areas for viewers is so similar to those at Knossos that it was almost certainly 

used for the same types of activities, rituals, and ceremonies. Gerald Cadogan suggests 

that the West Courts and Theatral Areas were purposefully constructed for public 

assembly, regardless of whether the gathering was to be informal or closely controlled 

(Cadogan 1987, 72). 

  

Kommos  

Kommos was a harbor town on the southern coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1). It was a port  
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that engaged in trade with other parts of Crete, nearby islands, Cyprus, Anatolia, Syro-

Palestine, and Egypt as well as other areas (Shaw 2002, 104). Three major areas of the 

settlement have been excavated. The Southern Area sat on level ground by a sandy beach. 

This Southern Area was where the monumental civic buildings were constructed 

throughout the life of the settlement. This area was separated from the other buildings of 

the town, which sat on the 

top and slopes of the hill, 

by a long, wide street, Road 

17. In the Southern Area 

was a large, rectangular 

court measuring 

approximately 38 m north–

south x 28 m east–west 

(Figs. 5.11, 5.12) (Shaw 

1982, 183; 2006, 59–60, 

pls. 1.6–1.8). The court was 

oriented north–south and 

paved with a thick layer of 

sea pebbles (Shaw 1982, 

183; Shaw, Costaki, and 

Murphy 2006, 15, 59–60). 

The LM I Elite Building 
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fronted the northern and eastern sides of the court, while along the southern end of the 

court was a stoa and a wall, but no rooms (Shaw 2002, 104; Shaw, Costaki, and Murphy 

2006, 4–5, 7, 11, 17). Any structures or streets that existed to the west of the court have 

been destroyed by the sea (Shaw, Costaki, and Murphy 2006, 22). Stoas existed at both 

the northern and southern ends of the court (Shaw, Costaki, and Murphy 2006, 27–30,  

56–58). It appeared the stoas were available for public use. In the North Stoa was a large 

installation for grinding grain and hearths nearby for baking. After the South Stoa went 

out of use, a large pottery kiln was built in that location (J. Shaw 1996, 391; Shaw, 

Costaki, and Murphy 2006, 34–35, 59; Shaw 2002, 101, 105). In LM I there were 

entrances into the court from its southeastern corner and through Building T (Shaw 1992, 

563).  

   

 

 

Conclusions 

One of the principal elements of fully developed Late Minoan I town planning is 

the existence of a sizable, central community court capable of accommodating many 

people. As seen by the examples in this chapter's study sample, all of these courts have 

several traits in common. Each of them is situated in a prime location that is central to the 

settlement and to an elite building. Each court is of a substantial size in relation to the 

town and it has a hard surface. The large court always plays a part in the town's street 
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system. Multiple routes of access lead to and from the open court via both major and 

lesser streets. 

Scholars recognize the importance of the plateia in town planning. After 

analyzing numerous Minoan courts, Klaas Vansteenhuyse concludes that, “all these 

courts and plazas were carefully planned and formed a part of a building programme” 

(Vansteenhuyse 2002, 239). Betancourt concurs, stating that, “in terms of town planning, 

the Plateia was the most important hub for the town” (Betancourt 1999, 170). John 

McEnroe also recognizes the importance of the central community court to the Minoans, 

observing “that some large open area lay at the center of every Minoan town” (McEnroe 

2001, 63).  

Life in the Minoan world changed with the formation and growth of communities 

and with the advent of specialization. This was at a time when oral communication was 

the method of disseminating information, and thus it became necessary to have a central 

location where the populace could gather to engage in and perform socio-cultural 

activities. The plateia served religious and cultural needs, as well as those of a 

marketplace, and it was an open environment for trade and exchange. This strategic 

location was also often prime real estate, yet it was available to everyone, not just a select 

few. The similarities among the layouts of the open public spaces at multiple sites, not 

simply separated by kilometers, but also by sea, argue for the existence of a Minoan idea 

of town planning and spatial organization. This idea of town planning was one that was 

shared across independent polities. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PUBLIC OPEN SPACES OTHER THAN THE PLATEIA  
 

Introduction  

Palyvou writes that, “…the study of open air components of the Minoan world 

has shown that this is an architecture born out of the interrelation of indoor and outdoor 

space. This powerful association is attested both in architecture and town planning” 

(Palyvou 2004, 216). A variety of public open spaces exist in Minoan towns. The large, 

central community courts are discussed in Chapter 5. This chapter examines the other, 

smaller open spaces that are also available to the public. The town’s street system run 

through and to these small open courts giving access to all members of the community. 

Public availability and use of small open spaces by the community is apparent in 

Early Minoan IIB at Myrtos Phournou Koriphi (Figs. 2.1, 6.1). Other open areas are 

scattered throughout the town in addition to the central open area that was a precursor to 

the plateia. At the southern end of the settlement are two open areas. To the west is Area 

85, a large paved locale against the southern walls of Rooms 80 and 88. At the northern 

end of the court is a bench and a rock ledge probably used for sitting or working. At the 

southern end of the paved area the land slopes and thus two steps were constructed to 

descend into a completely open area on the south (Warren 1972, 78–79). To the east is 

Area 61. The southern boundary of this open space remains unknown due to the limits of 

the excavated area. This open space may have extended to the cliff edge at the east 

(Warren 1972, 20–21). Area 69 is accessed from the street East–West Way 67 to its 
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north, and it opens directly into Rooms 

68, 70, and 71. The open area measures 

6.16 m east–west while its north–south 

measurement varies from 1.9 m at its 

narrowest point to 2.5 m at its widest 

(Warren 1972, 61–62). An open area at 

the northern end of town is Area 2–3. 

Within this area is a rubbish pit that was 

excavated to a depth of 0.9 m (Warren 

1972, 23). It appears that once the concept 

of a town with public open spaces 

grabbed hold, it continued to develop and 

became an integral part of every Late 

Minoan I community. 

The study sample of sites in this chapter includes Zakros, Pseira, Gournia, Malia, 

and Kommos. The sites are listed in geographical order progressing across the island 

from east to west. 

 

Zakros  

The Minoan town of Zakros was situated on a bay on the coast of eastern Crete, 

about 10 km south of Palaikastro (Fig. 2.1). The town spread over a valley and three hill 

slopes. The LM I remodeling of the West Court was discussed in Chapter 5. As part of 
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the remodeling another smaller, paved court was also created (Fig. 6.2). This court 

surrounded the northwestern exterior corner of Room 33 in the Palace. This new court 

may have been part of the earlier, larger paved West Court before it was remodeled in  

 

LM I (Platon 1971, 99; 1974, 87). The court was widest at its northern end measuring 

approximately 8 m east–west. At its narrower southern end it measured ca. 4 m east–

west. The approximate measurements of the court north–south were 4 m at the eastern 

end and 6.2 m at the western end. The court was accessible from two directions. Access 

at the southwestern corner was from the West Court, and a street entered at the 
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northeastern corner. This court's location and access points made it a part of the 

continuous ring road surrounding structures on the northeastern hill.  

Two other open areas exist in the northeastern section of the town. One is where 

Harbor Road meets the street descending through town at the Northeast Gate (Fig. 6.2). 

The open space that exists at this junction was a convenient place for meeting or 

assembling when entering or exiting the town from the harbor, or when preparing to enter 

the Palace, or after exiting the structure. Toward the center of the northeastern section of 

the town an open space exists at the eastern end of a street (Fig. 6.2). The street parallels 

the northern wall of the Palace and is a branch off of the ring road running around this 

part of town.  

 

Pseira 

The small island of Pseira just off the northern coast of Crete had a long-lived 

Minoan settlement on both sides of its small harbor (Fig. 2.1). At the harbor was a sizable 

sandy beach (Fig. 6.3), measuring approximately 10.2 m x 6 m today, but of unknown 

size in Minoan times. The beach ended abruptly due to the rocky and hilly terrain. The 

large beach allowed for easy loading and unloading of passengers and goods from boats. 

The Grand Staircase, which was the main entrance into town, began at the eastern side of 

the beach. Cult equipment was stored in Building BQ at the edge of the beach and at the 

base of the Grand Staircase. It was highly likely that when people removed the ritual 

equipment from storage, they gathered in the harbor at the base of the Grand Staircase to 

begin the procession up into town and to the Plateia. The harbor was an open public area 
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able to accommodate a number of people who engaged in a variety of activities including 

economic, administrative, cultic, and ritual and they utilized this open space for the 

welfare of the community.  

Several other small courts exist within the well excavated settlement on the 

peninsula (Fig. 6.3). At the entrance to Building AM the street widens into a small  

 

court, measuring ca. 2.1 x 2.2 m. Within this court is a stone bench constructed at a 90 

degree angle to the building's entrance. This small open area could have been used as a 

place for people to gather and converse, work, or participate in other activities 

(Betancourt 1995, 73). At the north side of Building AA, Plateia Road South opens into a 
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small court (ca. 3 x 4 m) in front of the building (Betancourt 1995, 15). Another court 

exists as the result of the LM IA destruction of the town. Visible today is the level, open 

terrace (measuring at least ca. 9.6 x 5.7 m) that replaced building AF South after it was 

severely damaged (Betancourt 2009, 160). Two other open areas exist along the eastern 

side of the peninsula, one to the east of Building AF North, and the other to the east of 

Building AC. 

 

Gournia 

The Minoan town of Gournia was located on the Bay of Mirabello in eastern 

Crete (Fig. 2.1) on the top of the ridge and its slopes down to the valley. Several areas of 

the town were remodeled in LM I. The western façade of the Palace was renovated, and it 

included the addition of a paved West Court into the roadway (Fig. 6.4). The portion of 

West Ridge Road that ran past the west façade was widened, and a court that measured 

approximately 15 x 5 m was created (Boyd Hawes 1905, 568; Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 

25; Soles 1991, 35). This large open space accommodated large gatherings of people and 

was easily accessible from all areas of the community. A Window of Appearances 

overlooked the West Court from the Palace. Also as a part of the LM I remodeling, a 

Piano Nobile was constructed over the basement storerooms located at the southeastern 

corner of the West Court. These two upstairs spaces allowed people in the Elite Building 

to view activities in the West Court (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 25; Graham 1968, 22–25; 

Soles 1991, 36, fig. 22; 2002, 124). Finds from the West Court at Gournia supported the 

theory that cultic rituals and religious ceremonies were among the activities undertaken in  
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the public space. A conical stone rhyton and two clay nodules, each stamped with a 

different scene of bull leaping, were discovered in the court (Soles 1991, 36).  

A smaller paved court was also incorporated into West Ridge Road as part of the 

LM I remodeling. This court was incorporated into the roadway at the southwestern  
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corner of the Palace (Fig. 6.4). The rectangular Southwest Court measured approximately 

2.4 m north–south, excluding the street, and 3 m east–west. One street entered from the 

northwestern corner, and another street ran along the southern end. In order to traverse 

the ring road around the top of the ridge one had to pass through this court. Embedded in 

the pavement near the center of the court was a baetyl, a sacred and venerated stone. 

Baetyls were associated with cult and religion, and therefore, the Southwest Court 

probably had ritual significance (Boyd Hawes 1904, 8, 39; 1905, 569–570; Soles 1991, 

34, 36, 95, figs. 24–26).  

There are several other small open spaces in the town, some of which are also 

related to cult. In addition to the Southwest Court with the baetyl, other small shrines or 

cultic areas exist in the public street system. Outside of the southeastern corner of House 

El stands a stone podium and a kernos below it that are implanted into the street paving 

(Fig. 6.4). A kernos is a flat stone in which multiple small depressions for holding 

offerings are carved, and it is usually associated with cult and ritual (Soles 1979, 167). 

Other baetyls are also found embedded into the street pavements at various locations 

around the town (Soles 1991, 36–37; 2002, 124). These small open spaces are easily 

accessible to everyone since they are incorporated into the street system.  

Other open spaces not associated with cult also exist around town (Fig. 6.4). At 

the northeastern corner of the Plateia where East Ridge Road and East Ascent C meet the 

area expands as it allows access to the large community court. At the northeastern corner 

of the excavated town a court is located east of Block A and north of Block B where 

Valley Road and East Ascent C meet.  
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Malia 

The Minoan town of Malia was located on a flat plain just off the northern coast 

of Crete (Fig. 2.1). The town was excavated in isolated blocks of buildings, and therefore, 

the continuous plan of the settlement is unknown. Within one of these isolated blocks 

several courts were discovered against the exterior of Building A in Quartier Mu (Fig. 

6.5). Quartier Mu, which was constructed in MM II consisted of building complexes,  

 

each with many rooms. A wide variety of activities were engaged within Quartier Mu 

including administrative functions, ceremonial activities, and workshop production. The 

workshops created a wide assortment of goods.  
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Courts are still visible against the northern, eastern, and western walls of Building 

A. The North Court measures approximately 14 m east–west, 8 m north–south at the 

western end, and 4 m north–south at the eastern boundary. Measurements of the East 

Court are approximately 11.4 m north–south, varying from just over 1 m wide at the 

northern end to 3.2 m in width at the southern end. The exact western boundary of the 

West Court remains unexcavated and therefore unknown, but the court probably extends 

north–south along the length of the building, which would measure about 27 m. The West 

Court has raised walkways that cross it diagonally and lead to the entrance of the 

building. This is a smaller version of what is seen at the west courts of the Palaces at 

Malia, Knossos, and Phaistos (Poursat 1978, 23–24, plan I; Preziosi and Hitchcock 1999, 

71–72, fig. 387; Palyvou 2004, 214).  

 

Kommos 

Kommos is a harbor town located on the Libyan Sea on the southern coast of 

Crete (Fig 2.1). The three major areas of excavation are at the harbor on the beach, the 

summit of a small hill, and in the central area of the hillside in between the two. In the 

area of the Hilltop Houses on the summit of the hill, a public court, Area 21, is located 

close to the center of the excavated structures (Fig. 6.6). Measurements of the open space 

are approximately 6 m x 4.8 m. Excavation shows that prior to LM I the court was open 

to the west with direct access to the cliff, and then new construction blocked off the 

western side of the court leaving access to the square only from streets entering at both 

the northern and southern ends. Another open public space on the hilltop is east of Rooms 
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2 and 5 in the House with the Press (Fig. 6.6). This open space is on top of earlier Middle 

Minoan ruined structures. The eastern and southern boundaries are unknown, but the area 

measures at least 8 m north–south by 5 m east–west (M. Shaw 1996, 105). LM I open 

spaces in the area of the Central Hillside part of the town are not as easily determined. 

Middle Minoan open 

spaces are identifiable, but 

whether these spaces 

remained open in the later 

period is unknown. Shaw 

points out that the 

excavations show open 

spaces next to several 

houses, but it is impossible 

to determine whether these 

are private courts or areas 

open to the public (M. 

Shaw 1996, 362–363). 

   

 

Conclusions 

As part of fully developed Minoan town planning in Late Minoan I, towns had a 

variety of sizes and shapes of open public spaces in addition to their large, centralized, 
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community courts. Because Crete is an island, many of the sites were located directly on 

the sea or close to it. Consequently, the harbors of these settlements were also open 

public spaces, often made easily accessible by built streets. Some of the harbor areas 

were large allowing for sizable groups of people to gather and interact. It was impossible 

to accurately measure the Minoan harbor areas today since sea level has changed over 

time. Besides the large harbor areas, there was apparently also a need for open spaces that 

were quite small. Some of the examples in the study sample were less than 6 square 

meters in size. All of these open spaces were accessible via the public street system. If 

desired, the activities taking place in the small courts could mirror the activities in the 

major plateia by simply downsizing to include fewer participants. Evidence showed that 

rituals associated with cult took place in the west courts of Knossos, Phaistos, Malia, and 

Gournia. Similar evidence for ritual appeared in some of the smaller courts such as those 

at Gournia. These smaller courts were a vital part of community life because they 

allowed people to engage in activities and interact with others in the community outside 

of the household without having to go to the central plateia.  
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CHAPTER 7 

AN ELITE BUILDING ADJACENT TO A LARGE COMMUNITY COURT   
 

Introduction 

Elite buildings began to appear in the archaeological record on a regular basis 

during MM IB–II. This was a time of tremendous settlement growth and population 

expansion on Crete. Peter Tomkins made a case for Early Minoan palatial buildings 

appearing at Knossos in EM I–II by recognizing that the present location and basic size 

of the Central Court at Knossos existed by the end of EM I, and he suggested that shortly 

thereafter the first public building associated with the court was constructed. In EM IIA, a 

spatial and social reorganization to the west of the court resulted in a series of terracing, 

the construction of what Tomkins called a series of axes of movement through the area 

that became the later West Wing, including the Northwest Ramp and the Long Corridor, 

and the construction of what may be the first public building (Tomkins 2012, 44–47, figs. 

2.3, 2.4). This was probably correct. Predecessors of the MM IB elite buildings must 

have existed because the MM IB structures were mature architecturally. Over the course 

of MM IB–LM I there were intermittent destructions, either from natural disasters, man-

made damage, or both. As towns recovered the elite buildings were reconstructed. 

Remodeling also occurred to take advantage of technological improvements or the desire 

to expand. The architecture and the art of Minoan elite buildings, called palaces at some 

sites, reached their apex in LM I (Cadogan 1976, 37; Graham 1987, 23–72). A common 

town planning trait that was shared across the island in relation to the elite buildings is 
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that the structures were adjacent to a large community court. Another trait shared by the 

elite buildings was their type of construction, which utilized some of the finest and most 

expensive architectural materials in the settlement. The dressed blocks and visually 

impressive masonry techniques were incorporated into the façade that fronted the court as 

well as in other areas, particularly areas of high visibility. In addition to being a 

residence, activities that were of service to the public took place within the elite 

buildings. Some of the activity sectors housed within the elite buildings included areas 

for workshops, cult and religion practices, storage, and administrative functions. 

Another type of elite building in the LM I period, usually called the villa, is used 

in this study. This is a type of structure or complex that falls architecturally between a 

typical domestic structure and a palace (McEnroe 1982, 3–7; Graham 1987, 135–152; 

van Effenterre and van Effenterre 1997, 9). It appears that the villa was part of the 

Minoan administration system as well as serving other community needs (Betancourt and 

Marinatos 1997, 91–97). According to Wolf-Dietrich Niemeier, the development of the 

villa is probably similar to the evolution of the Minoan palace (Niemeier 1997, 15). 

Villas exist across the island (Fig. 2.1). Some of the excavated and published villas 

include (geographically from east to west): 

Zou (Cadogan 1976, 142–143; Tsipopoulou and Papacostopoulou 1997, 206–212, 
fig. 6) 

Klimataria (Tsipopoulou and Papacostopoulou 1997, 206–212, fig. 8) 
Achladia (Platon 1997, 185–195, fig. 4; Tsipopoulou and Papacostopoulou 1997, 

206–212, fig. 5) 
Prophetes Elias (Platon 1997, 195–200, fig. 18; Tsipopoulou and 

Papacostopoulou 1997, 206–212, fig. 7) 
Makrygialos (Davaras 1997, 117–126, plans 1, 2) 
Myrtos Pyrgos (Cadogan 1977/1978, 70–84, figs. 21, 22)  
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Nirou Chani (Cadogan 1976, 139–142, fig. 14, pls. 42, 43; Fotou 1997, 41–46, 
fig. 3) 

Amnissos (Cadogan 1976, 135–139) 
Royal Villa, at Knossos (Fotou 1997, 34–41, figs. 1, 2) 
Little Palace, at Knossos (Hitchcock and Preziosi 1997, 52–54, fig. 1; Hatzaki 

2005) 
South House, at Knossos (Mountjoy 2003) 
Unexplored Mansion, at Knossos (Hitchcock and Preziosi 1997, 52–54, fig. 1) 
Tylissos (Hitchcock and Preziosi 1997, 51–54, fig. 2) 
Sklavokambos (Cadogan 1976, 148–149; Fotou 1997, 46–48, fig. 8) 
Vathypetro (Cadogan 1976, 143–145; Driessen and Sakellarakis 1997, 61–77, fig. 

21) 
Hagia Triada (Hitchcock and Preziosi 1997, 54–59, fig. 5; La Rosa 1997, 81–89, 

figs. 1, 2) 
Nerokourou (Chryssoulaki 1997, 27–32, figs. 1, 2) 

 

The LM I elite buildings in a community ranged in size from small to palatial. 

Elaborate architectural features and materials were found in each of them, though the 

features and combination of features was always unique. Regardless, each Late Minoan I 

elite building occupied a related position to the community within the tradition of Minoan 

town planning. In addition to serving as a domestic structure, it also housed activities that 

contributed to the socio-economic health and prosperity of the settlement. 

In this chapter the elite buildings in the towns of Gournia, Myrtos Pyrgos, Malia, 

Knossos, and Phaistos are examined. This study looks at sites geographically from the 

east coast of Crete moving west.  

 

Gournia 

The northern coast settlement of Gournia is located on the Bay of Mirabello (Fig. 

2.1) and has a Palace situated across the entire northern side and northwestern corner of 

its large community court (Fig. 7.1). The Elite Building is the largest building in the 
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settlement; it is also the most expensively constructed, and the main entrance into the 

structure is directly from the Plateia. It is apparent that the southern façade of the building 

fronting the Plateia was constructed to impress, and it was constantly visible to the  

 

townspeople. The entrance is up three steps of a large L-shaped construction. The façade 

is constructed of ashlar masonry with monumental features including pillars, horns of 
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consecration, and a grand staircase (Boyd Hawes 1905, 568; Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 25; 

Soles 1991, 41). 

The Palace served multiple public functions as well as being a residence. It was 

the administrative center of the town and a center for cult activity. Additionally, it housed 

workshop and storage areas. Workshop areas in Rooms 1, 3, and 27 were accessed 

directly from the West Court. A large number of storage rooms existed on the ground and 

basement floors (Rooms 4–9, 11, 12, 23, 24). Access to most of these storage rooms was 

controlled through a ground floor room, Room 25, which most likely administered the 

stores and oversaw the exchange of goods in and out of the large number of storage 

rooms (Boyd Hawes 1905, 568–569; Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 25–26, fig. 10; Soles 2002, 

124). The large building was also a center for cult activity. Soles suggested that the entire 

South Wing of the Elite Building was constructed to serve ritual purposes, since within 

the wing were four separate shrines (Soles 1991, 71). 

The importance of the Elite Building was underscored by its remodeling at 

different times during LM I, which included changes to the street system that affected the 

entire community. During the remodeling of the western façade the street in the area was 

widened, a public court was incorporated into the roadway, and ashlar masonry was 

integrated into the structure (Boyd Hawes 1905, 568; Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 25; Soles 

1991, 35). As part of the remodeling of the northeastern corner of the Palace, a tower was 

constructed that blocked the existing ring road (Soles 1991, 29–30, 66–67; 2002, 124–

125). The addition of the South Wing to the structure necessitated the moving of a street 
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farther south (Soles 1991, 27). The new street was built on top of the earlier street 

requiring the repaving of the road (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 24; Soles 1979, 26, 82–83).  

 

Myrtos Pyrgos 

Myrtos Pyrgos is located on a hill on the southern coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1). The 

Late Minoan I Elite Building sits on the summit of the hill while the town surrounds it on 

the northern, eastern, and western slopes (Fig. 7.2). The southern slope of the hill drops 

off steeply, and therefore 

no structures were built in 

that direction. Fronting the 

Elite Building’s southern 

façade is a paved court 

along the western wing. 

This sizable court is open 

and accessible via streets 

from both the east and the 

west. Bordering the eastern wing of the Elite Building is a paved, stepped street. The 

main entrance to the building is from the colorfully paved courtyard to its south, across a 

raised walkway of flagstones, and into a columned veranda paved with gypsum slabs. It 

is likely that a balcony existed above the veranda, and the central pillar and wooden 

columns on either side of the veranda would have supported the structure. Colorful purple 

limestone is used in several places including as the bases for the pillar and the columns 
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and also as a border between the raised walk and the veranda. Relatively substantial 

quantities of ashlar and gypsum are used in the structure. In the interior of the building is 

a gypsum staircase, a lightwell with floors and walls lined with gypsum, and rooms on 

the first floor made of gypsum. The use of gypsum at Myrtos Pyrgos is one of the most 

extensive in any settlement on Crete (Shaw 2009, 23, 28). These expensive materials are 

rarely used in the other parts of town. The discovery in the Elite Building of a Linear A 

tablet recording 90 units of wine, along with two clay sealings, attest to administrative 

functions taking place within the building. Other discoveries within the building of a 

shrine and storerooms add additional evidence for the multi-functional aspect of the 

building (Cadogan 1977/1978, 70, 76–79, figs. 3, 22). 

 

Malia 

The Late Minoan I settlement of Malia, located on the northern coast of Crete 

(Fig. 2.1), had a Palace situated centrally (Fig. 7.3). Adjacent to the Palace and fronting  

the western façade was the paved West Court. This open court was crossed by several 

raised walkways. Multiple streets led from town to the court and to the walkways. 

Entrances into the Elite Building were reached by following the raised walkways either to 

the northern or southern ends of the court and then turning eastward to reach an entrance. 

The same varieties of activities already discussed in the previous examples of elite 

buildings in this chapter were also attested at Malia. The Palace housed activities that 

served the community, including areas for cult and religion, for light manufacturing, for 

storage, and for administrative endeavors. Additionally, a section of the structure was  
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reserved for residence. Ashlar façades were used in different areas of the Palace. This 

impressive style of masonry was integrated into highly visible areas, including walls 

fronting the various courts on the interior and around the exterior of the structure (van 

Effenterre 1980, 383–390, fig. 515; Shaw 2009, 70). 

 

Knossos 

The Palace of Knossos is the largest example of an elite building known in any 

Minoan community (Fig. 7.4). The Knossos settlement on the northern coast of Crete 

(Fig. 2.1) was occupied from the Neolithic through the end of the Bronze Age. The  
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imposing western façade of the Palace borders the entire eastern edge of the West Court. 

From the direction of town, people could enter the West Court from the north, south, or 

west, and then the raised walkways that run diagonally across the court direct traffic into 

one of the Elite Building’s entrances. Expensive architectural materials and features help 

create a grand western façade. A course of gypsum orthostates, large cut blocks with a 

smooth, rectangular exterior face usually set upright on one of their longer sides upon a 

low, projecting plinth, line the façade, which consists of a series of indentations and 

projections in the architecture. In one of the projections is a suggested Window of 
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Appearances on an upper floor allowing viewers to observe activities in the West Court 

below (Evans 1921, 129, fig. 96; Preziosi and Hitchcock, 1999, 80, 92–93; Shaw 2009, 

22, 59, 68, figs. 92, 93). 

A wide variety of activities that benefitted the community took place within the 

Elite Building. Large storage magazines used for collecting and redistributing goods to 

the populace were located in the western wing. Additional storage facilities were also 

located in the eastern wing (Evans 1921, 320–323, 448–62, 562–568; 1935, 630–648; 

Christakis 2004, 299, 301). Along the western boundary of the Central Court within the 

Palace were a Tripartite Shrine and the Central Palace Sanctuary, which were associated 

with cult and religion. Other cultic areas in the structure included lustral basins, pillar 

crypts, and the Temple Repositories (Hutchinson 1950, 209; Panagiotaki 1999, 272–276). 

Other types of public events and activities such as festivals, rituals, processions, and 

perhaps bull leaping and astronomical observations took place within the Central Court 

(Graham 1957, 255–256; Pelon 1982, 46; Raison 1993; Driessen 2004, 75; Goodison 

2004, 342–346). Locales for administrative functions, workshop production, and 

habitation were also accommodated in the Palace (Evans 1921, 320–323, 327–333; 1930, 

354–356; Pendlebury 1963, 184–188; Cadogan 1976, 52–83). 

 

Phaistos 

Phaistos is located in southern Crete (Fig. 2.1), and its initial palace was 

remodeled many times (Fig. 7.5). The Theatral Area and the West Court run along the  
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western façade of the Palace, which is dressed with orthostates. Similarly to what is seen 

at Knossos and Malia, diagonal raised walkways cross the West Court and join the town 

to the Palace. One of the walkways leads directly to an entrance into the building toward 

the southern end of the West Court via a propylon. An even grander entrance into the 

Elite Building is from the northeastern end of the West Court and Theatral Area. The 

entrance is up wide, monumental steps, across a porch, through a veranda, and finally 

through a grand propylon. The western façade of the building is constructed of ashlar 

blocks. Excavations confirm that the expensive ashlar blocks were mainly reserved for 

the elite building and not for the typical structures in the surrounding town. Other 
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discoveries show that located within the building were sizable storage areas, workshops, 

locations for cultic activity, places for administrative functions, and residential quarters 

(Davaras, n.d. 2–3; Pernier and Banti 1935–50, 13–14, fig. 285; Preziosi and Hitchcock 

1999, 99–103; Shaw 2009, 59, 68).  

    

Conclusions 

Population growth and the associated expansion of the number and size of 

settlements fostered the idea of constructing an elite building within a community. One 

purpose of the sizable structure was to aid the town in its cultural and economic 

prosperity. As shown in Chapter 5, a large central community court was also necessary 

for the health and welfare of the community. Consequently, these two elements were 

constructed side by side. Interestingly, no traces of an elite building have yet been found 

in the excavated parts of the well planned town of Palaikastro. Furthermore, no traces of 

a large community court have been discovered either, though the excavators of 

Palaikastro as well as several other scholars believe an elite building did exist in the 

town, and it is simply waiting to be discovered (Sackett et al. 1965, 250; MacGillivray et 

al. 1987, 135; Cunningham 2001, 83; Boyd, Whitbread, and MacGillivray 2006, 92). If 

and when revealed, a large court will almost certainly be discovered nearby. 

Pseira is another Late Minoan I town without an existing elite building. 

Secondary evidence shows that an elite building once existed on the island but has since 

been destroyed. A gamma-shaped block made of central Cretan gypsum found reused in a 

LM IB wall must have come from this lost elite building (McEnroe 2001, 71; for analysis 
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of the block, see Chlouveraki 2006, 271–272, figs. 6.1, 6.2). Blocks of this shape were 

used as doorjamb bases in Minoan halls (Palyvou 2005, 141, 183–184). After the end of 

the Minoan era, the next settlers on the island were a small group of Byzantine monks 

who occupied the island for a few centuries during the early Byzantine period. The 

monks constructed their monastery sometime during the 5th to 6th centuries A.D. in the 

prime location on the peninsula (Betancourt and Davaras 1988, 221–224; Albani and 

Poulou-Papadimitriou 1990, 2; Albani 1995, 466; Betancourt 1995, xix). This area was 

the former site of the Minoan Elite Building. Within the Byzantine structures were 

numerous Minoan ashlar squared blocks, some almost 1 m in length. Additionally, 

Minoan paving slabs were reused to pave the Byzantine floors. These construction 

materials were atypical for the settlement. The Elite Building was adjacent to the 

southern boundary of the Plateia, which was the open, central heart of the community. 

The Pseiran Elite Building almost certainly shared features with other elite buildings on 

Crete. Sinclair Hood believed the building to have been so preeminent in the settlement 

and so important to the cultural and commercial functions of the community that he 

suggested a palace may have stood in this prominent location (Hood 1977, 167). 

All of the examples of elite buildings cited in this chapter shared the common 

element of the elite building located adjacently to a large community court. In each case, 

the elite building was constructed of the most expensive materials in both labor and cost 

of material, and the structures had elaborate architectural features not normally fabricated 

in other buildings in the town. Furthermore, the elite buildings were centers for 

community activities and used as a domestic residence. Administrative functions, cultic 
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activities, light manufacturing, and storage tasks were all attested within these buildings. 

This diversity of activities all contributed to the culture, wealth, and prosperity of the 

community. It was not surprising the similarity of the basic architectural arrangement of 

the Minoan elite buildings has been noted by a variety of scholars (Davaras n.d. 8; Evans 

1921, 206–207; Graham 1987, ix–x; Soles 1991, 17; McEnroe 2010, 48). 
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CHAPTER 8 

PUBLIC BUILDINGS 
 

Introduction 

True public buildings are rarities on Crete. Following Palyvou, a public building 

by definition is always open and available to the public with unrestricted access (Palyvou 

2004, 209). The extent of access to any building on Crete is never entirely known. This 

study uses the interpretation of a building’s function to determine if the structure is of a 

purely public character, and only non-residential buildings are included in this category 

(for semi-public buildings, see Chapter 9). 

The study sample of public buildings in this chapter is small. Few buildings exist 

that can definitively be identified as non-residential and serving a public function. The 

examples examined in detail come from Pseira, Malia, and Knossos. 

 

Pseira 

The small island of Pseira, located about 2.5 km off of the north coast of Crete 

(Fig. 2.1), was one of the few Minoan sites with a recognizable public building. Building 

AC, the Shrine, was not only the single public building on Pseira, but it was also the only 

freestanding building within the community (Fig. 8.1). One could have walked 

completely around the structure (Betancourt 1998, 1; McEnroe 1998a, 7). This was only 

one of two buildings in the settlement where evidence for a relief fresco has been  
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discovered. Numerous fragments of a large relief fresco of two women in conversation 

were discovered in the Shrine. The women were three-quarter life-size (Shaw 1998, 55,  

pls. 41–44). The building’s special function was based on its exceptional architecture 

(Fig. 8.2), decoration, and finds. In addition to its architectural isolation, it was also the 

only building on the island with its main entrance accessed via an L-shaped construction, 

which hid any view of the interior from the outside. To enter either of the two largest 

rooms, one had to make multiple 90 degree turns. This type of entrance and access 

system was named a bent axis approach. To reach the stone bench that was built into the 

most private room (AC 2), one had to make four right-angle turns. This indirect approach 
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was typical of Minoan ceremonial 

architecture, including the shrine. There 

were only three rooms in the structure, 

and this was fewer than the typical 

domestic building in the settlement. 

Additionally, a stone platform and a slab-

lined cist were located adjacent to the 

building. The collection of finds and the 

placement of the platform suggested this was an altar, strategically placed on a cliff 

facing the rising sun. The finds from this open terrace east of the building included three 

fragments of triton shells, a fragment of a possible figurine, a sheep or goat skull, and a 

fossil. This type of assemblage has often been associated with cult (Betancourt 1998, 

126–128). 

 

Malia 

The Minoan town of Malia is located on the northern coast of Crete on the 

western edge of the eastern part of the island (Fig. 2.1). The only identifiable 

freestanding, public building in the town is the Shrine, which was built in MM II and 

continued in use through the LM IB destruction (Fig. 8.3) (Poursat 1966, 514). The 

Shrine is located 100 m west of the Palace and consists of three rooms lined up on an 

axis, but with the entrances offset so that there is no clear view from one room to the 

other (Fig. 8.4). A paved, walled alley leads to the entrance at the center of the building,  
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which is via a bent access approach. The overall architectural plan is very similar to the 

shrine on Pseira (Poursat 1966, 514–518, figs. 1–5; Betancourt 2007, 82, Fig. 5.1). The 

finds in the structure are consistent with 

objects associated with cult and include 

several offering tables, a triton shell, a 

ceramic horns of consecration, ceramic 

animal figurines, and a snake tube 

(Poursat 1966, 529–537). 
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Knossos 

Knossos, the largest known Bronze Age site on Crete, was located on the north 

coast of the center of the island (Fig. 2.1). A freestanding spring chamber was situated 

near the viaduct and the Caravanserai on the southern side of the Vlychia Stream (Fig. 

8.5). This water collection structure also served as a shrine (Evans 1928a, 123–129, figs. 

60, 61; Alexiou 1958, 205–

206; Gesell 1985, 100–101). 

The LM I fountain house 

covered a natural spring. 

Dug into the earth was a 2 x 

1.6 m chamber, and in the 

center of the chamber was a 

small rectangular basin. A 

layer of pebbles was placed 

in the bottom of the basin. 

These pebbles filtered the 

water that bubbled up from 

the spring below ground to 

fill the basin. Three steps led 

down into the spring 

chamber. The basin was 
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surrounded by slabs on all four sides creating a walkway around it. A niche was cut into 

the center of the back wall, and against this back wall on both sides of the niche, were 

ledges or benches. The design of the back wall resembled the façade of a Tripartite 

Shrine. When Evans excavated the structure he discovered the fountain room to be filled 

with offering bowls which filled and overflowed the basin. This cache of votive offerings 

was from a period of reuse dating to LM IIIC (Evans 1928a, 128–139). The spring 

chamber most likely first went out of use at the end of LM IB when disruptions occurred 

at the site. It was then reused in LM IIIC as a shrine. Of the plethora of bowls found in 

the chamber, many of the empty bowls were stacked, while other bowls containing 

carbonized food were found individually. A ceramic goddess with upraised arms visible 

within a hut-shaped urn was discovered in the mud in the basin. Also unearthed were 

many stone lamps, incense burners, other stone vessels, and other bowls. Finds also came 

from in the doorway and from outside of the chamber. Though the majority of votive 

finds date to LM IIIC, the resemblance of the back wall to a Tripartite Shrine was strong 

evidence that the spring chamber had a cultic function from the time of its initial creation. 

 

Conclusions 

True public buildings were difficult to identify in Minoan towns. In this sample of 

Late Minoan I town planning, all of the public buildings served a cult and ritual purpose. 

The activities that took place within were of service to the populace, as one would expect 

in a civic structure. Public buildings often had unique architectural features. Perhaps that 

was one way for townspeople to understand the building’s function and availability to 
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them. The structures were isolated architecturally, which was very uncommon in a 

Minoan town. Also, the entrances did not allow a clean line of sight into the buildings.  

The freestanding shrines at Pseira and Malia shared architecture similarities with 

freestanding shrines located at sacred sites outside of the confines of a settlement. One 

shrine existed at the Peak Sanctuary on Mt. Juktas (Fig. 2.1) (Evans, 1921, fig. 114; 

Poursat 1966, 529). Another shrine was located inside the sacred Amnissos Cave, a cave 

known to be visited by worshipers as part of cultic activities (Betancourt 2007, 80–81, 

Fig. 5.10).  
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CHAPTER 9 

SEMI-PUBLIC BUILDINGS 
 

Introduction 

For this study a semi-public Minoan building was defined as a structure that was 

partly residential and partly open to the public. Semi-public buildings were difficult to 

identify architecturally in Minoan communities, but they clearly existed. Usually there 

was no clear architectural separation between buildings used exclusively as domestic 

structures and those also used for other purposes. It appeared that many if not most 

buildings in Late Minoan I towns were used as dwellings even though there was evidence 

of additional light industrial activities in them (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 22–23; Blitzer 

1995, 522–526; Nixon 1996, 90; Betancourt 1999, xix). This was no surprise because the 

lifestyle was one in which families produced the majority of goods for their own needs. It 

was exceedingly difficult to determine access permission to a structure through the 

archaeological remains on Minoan Crete. According to Palyvou, semi-public buildings 

were only open and available to people at specific times and under certain conditions 

(Palyvou 2004, 209). Archaeological evidence of carpentry (Shaw 2009, 38–54) showed 

that doors did exist and as a result entry into buildings could be physically prevented, but 

it is impossible to determine if one was allowed to simply open the door and enter a 

building as desired. Consequently, the function of the building including the evidence 

from finds was used to determine if access to a structure appeared to have required 
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permission and if entrance was granted only at specific times and perhaps even into 

specific rooms. 

Architecturally, the majority of buildings in a Minoan town were all constructed 

similarly based on the local availability of materials (McEnroe 1990, 198; Shaw 2009, 

17). There were variances in shape, size, and number of rooms, though the overwhelming 

majority of structures fell within a specific range of what was typical for that settlement. 

Perhaps if any structure utilized unusual architectural techniques and materials, this may 

have indicated a building’s function to the populace. 

Evidence of light manufacturing was often discovered in what appeared to be 

individual households. It was difficult to determine whether production was strictly for 

personal use or for exchange, but several situations can be regarded as exceptional, 

suggesting semi-public buildings. A first case was where the workshop specialized in a 

product requiring excessive quantities of imported raw material. A second case was 

where production of a local item far exceeded the use of a normal household. These two 

situations confirmed that specialized items must have been exchanged and traded with 

people outside of the domestic unit. This type of required interaction indicated the 

building was most likely open to the public at least during certain times for the acquiring 

of raw material and the trading of the finished goods and excess product. Thus, evidence 

of function and production was used to recognize semi-public buildings. 

A third situation indicating potential public use of specific space within a 

dwelling was in relation to cultic activities. Assemblages of cultic vessels that appeared 

to be in storage have been discovered at various sites on Crete. It has been suggested that 
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these vessels were removed from storage and used in public cultic processions and 

rituals. Consequently, people from outside of the household may have retrieved the 

objects from the residential structure for use in the ceremonies. 

Administrative activities were requisite for smooth functioning and success of a 

community. Literacy has been proven on Minoan Crete though it was limited within each 

site. Buildings with evidence of participation in administrative duties were also 

considered semi-public because they required interaction with a range of people. 

This chapter will examine in detail some of the semi-public buildings found on 

Crete. The investigation will start at sites on the east coast and progress west across the 

island. The sites included are Palaikastro, Zakros, Mochlos, Pseira, Gournia, and Malia.  

 

Palaikastro 

Several workshops have been identified in the harbor town of Palaikastro that sits 

on the east coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1). The suggestion has been put forth that a small-scale 

copper casting operation was in use in or near Building 1 during MM IIIB/LM IA (Fig. 

9.1). This was based on the findings of a small number of copper slag fragments and a 

rounded clay fragment that had traces of copper on its inner surface. This clay fragment 

was identified as part of a smelting furnace based on its similarity to early copper 

smelting furnaces in the Cyclades (MacGillivray et al. 1989, 419–421). Part of a 

contemporary crucible was found nearby in a previous excavation season. Copper 

working was not an activity engaged in strictly for the benefit of a single household, and 
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therefore, a metallurgy operation would place this structure into the category of a semi-

public building.  

 

This identification of a small-scale copper smelting operation was problematic. 

The small number of copper slag fragments discovered was not enough to justify the 

interpretation according to the latest research. Excavation and publications relating to  

copper smelting since the 1988 excavation of Building 1 at Palaikastro have provided a 

better understanding of what finds constitut a copper smelting operation. Doniert Evely’s 

research showed that the quantity of slag produced in a smelting operation was between 
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10 to 15 times greater than the actual quantity of metal produced (Evely 2000, 353). 

Thus, even a small-scale copper smelting operation such as the one at Palaikastro would 

have left far more slag fragments in the production area then was discovered. 

Additionally, the 1996 and 1997 excavation of a metallurgy workshop at Chrysokamino 

on the northeastern coast of Crete, and the associated publication in 2006, offered greater 

knowledge of interpreting archaeological evidence for the identification of a copper 

smelting operation (Betancourt 2006, 137–138). Although the slight number of copper 

slag fragments found at Palaikastro was too small to indicate a copper smelting operation, 

copper was surely being melted and cast, so the location was a semi-public building. 

Evidence of another workshop was found in Block Χ where a large quantity of 

crushed murex shells was found in Rooms 30 and 43 (Fig. 9.1) (Dawkins, Hawes, and 

Bosanquet 1904/1905, 276). Quantities of crushed murex shells (local sea snails) 

indicated a textile dyeing installation. To make a purple dye, the gland of the murex snail 

was removed and processed over a number of days (Reese 1987, 203). Several deposits 

of murex shells were found at Palaikastro. Two were associated with pottery from an 

MM II context, and the other deposit was no later than MM III/LM IA (Reese 1987, 204). 

Enough shells were still present at the site in 1971 that Sinclair Hood noted what he 

called the “heaps” of crushed murex shells (Hood 1971, 94). In order to make a sufficient 

quantity of dye to color textiles a very large number of murex snails had to be collected 

and the glands removed and heated for days in a two step process (Apostolakou 2008, 1). 

As a result, this was almost certainly not a process engaged in at the single household 
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level. What was curious is that the crushed shells were found within a building in town 

because the process of making the dye was very malodorous.  

Another workshop was identified within a household in Room 5 in Block Σ at the 

southern end of the excavated area (Fig. 9.1). A mold for making glass paste ornaments 

was discovered in the room. These glass paste ornaments were the same type of objects 

discovered in the nearby larnax burials up on the cliff (Dawkins and Currelly 1903/1904, 

215). Thus, it appeared this workshop produced materials for use by multiple members of 

the community.  

An ivory workshop may have existed at Palaikastro. In Building 5 in Rooms 9 

and 13, worked ivory fragments were discovered (Fig. 9.1). Since many of the over 300 

pieces of the Palaikastro Kouros were found in and around Building 5, it is possible that 

the ivory parts and/or all of the Palaikastro Kouros were made in this workshop. Perhaps 

the Kouros was made in Building 5 and was meant to be housed or displayed elsewhere. 

It was also possible that in this building both a workshop and a shrine existed, as there are 

many examples of workshops that made items of a sacral nature and were located near 

shrines (MacGillivray et al. 1991, 147). Also discovered in Building 5 was evidence 

indicating that the series of rooms that ran along the east side of the building, Rooms 6, 7, 

8, and 9, probably functioned together as a combination of workshops and storage areas. 

Found within the deposit were cup rhyta, strainers, sealings, unfinished ivory pegs, and in 

Room 7 large storage jars (MacGillivray et al. 1991, 132). 

The excavators at Palaikastro identified a possible public shop in the town (Fig. 

9.1). In a house in Block Γ, the entire width of Room 37 was open to the street. Directly 
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behind Room 37 is Room 38 in which four large pithoi and a raised stone sink were 

discovered. Also found in the room was a cup and strainer and four probable weights 

(Bosanquet, Dawkins, Tod, et al. 1902/1903, 278, 292). Perhaps the location was selling 

food. 

The activities that can be identified as taking place in semi-public buildings are a 

copper working workshop, a textile dyeing installation that used murex snails for the dye, 

a glass paste ornaments workshop whose products were placed in various burials around 

the community, an ivory workshop, and a location that sold food or some unidentified 

commodity that was positioned on one of the main streets. This variety of activities that 

served the populace was located in buildings scattered throughout the excavated part of 

the town.  

 

Zakros  

In the Palace at Zakros, which is located on the eastern coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1), 

evidence existed for an assortment of activities performed by members outside of the 

household (Fig. 9.2). Within the structure excavators found rooms with quantities of  

imported raw materials, including elephant tusks and bronze ingots (Platon 1971, 60; 

1974, 51). Several of the workshops that produced objects of precious materials and 

objects for sacred use were located in the West Wing near the Shrine. These particular 

workshops may have existed specifically to create sacred objects and ceremonial items 

used in relation with the Shrine. Another workshop for precious metals existed in the 

South Wing of the building. Lapidary workshops were unearthed in both the West and  
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South Wings. Evidence of looms on an upper story indicated weaving workshops (Platon 

1971, 251; Chrysoulaki and Platon 1987, 77, 81). 

Platon suggested that a pottery workshop producing Floral and Marine Style vases 

existed in Complex D–E, two attached houses on the eastern spur of what Hogarth called 

the Lower Town (Fig. 9.3) (Platon 1971, 29–30; 1974, 22). He based his identification of  

the workshop on the sizable quantity of Floral and Marine Style vases discovered in the 

complex along with what he called a “rather few” clay and stone utensils, bronze tools, 

and small artifacts. Platon stated that within the complex was a storeroom full of pithoi  
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and in another room there were subsidiary storage spaces as well. It is possible that the 

decorated vases were simply in storage. Thus, without further evidence aside from 

complete vessels, it is questionable whether this complex manufactured Floral and 

Marine Style vases.  

The finds from House A indicated it served an administrative function for the 

town (Fig. 9.3). House A was constructed of atypically fine masonry for the town. The 

Cyclopean masonry required more labor and economic outlay than was given to other 

buildings on the hillside. Finds included a clay sealing archive. The designs and forms of 

the seals used to create the archive were diverse. There was evidence of three-sided prism 

seals having been used in addition to stamp seals and gold rings. Some of the sealings 

had designs of different cult scenes on them, which were made from the impression of 

gold rings. Also found in the house was a Linear A tablet (Hogarth 1900/1901, 131–134, 

fig. B; Platon 1971, 27–29; 1974, 17–18). 
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The greatest number of activities requiring access to a semi-public building took 

place in the Palace at Zakros. An assortment of workshops including ivory workshops, 

metal workshops, lapidary workshops, and weaving workshops all existed in the Palace 

as well as an area for the production of cult equipment and for cult activity. Little 

evidence has been found for semi-public buildings in the town. In House A the discovery 

of a sealing archive showed the administrative function of this building, while in the 

Complex D–E in the Lower Town a pottery workshop may have existed. Thus at Zakros, 

the majority of specialized activities appeared to have been concentrated in the Palace. 

 

Mochlos 

Most of the Minoan settlement of Mochlos existed on what is today an island but 

was attached to the mainland by a causeway in the Minoan period. Minoan Mochlos was 

located in the Bay of Mirabello off the north coast of eastern Crete (Fig. 2.1). Specific 

workshop quarters, dedicated to craft specialization on a scale that was without question 

larger than the production need of an individual household, existed in the settlement (Fig. 

9.4). The Artisans’ Quarter, located on the coastal plain across from the island, consisted  

of at least four buildings constructed in LM IB (Soles 2002, 123; Soles et al. 2003, 7–8, 

fig. 1). The main workrooms in Building A were Room 4, Room 1 and perhaps a third 

area badly preserved, to the north. In Building B the main workrooms were Rooms 8, 4, 

10, and 2. In addition, the yards outside of both buildings were work areas as well (Soles 

2003, 92; Soles et al. 2003, 12–17, 19–23, fig. 4). Stone vase manufacture and possibly 

textile production took place in both buildings and their yards. The work in Building A  
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was concentrated on metallurgy, while the work in Building B focused on pottery 

production (Soles 2003, 93). Circumstances prevented Buildings C and D from thorough 

excavation, but the brief excavations resulted in finds consistent with those in Buildings 

A and B (Soles et al., 2003, 8). The workers almost certainly lived in the quarter as well 

as worked there. Evidence uncovered consisted of similar finds in both Buildings A and 

B including conical cup lamps, food preparation equipment, hearths, and food remains 

(Soles 2003, 92).  

At Mochlos, a separate section of the community was dedicated to workshops in 

semi-public buildings. This area of specialized functions was built on flat land on the 

coastal plain, whereas the main portion of the town was on hilly, sometimes steep terrain, 

and could be accessed only by crossing a narrow land bridge. It is likely the geography of 
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the Mochlos area played a role in determining the location of the semi-public Artisans’ 

Quarter.   

 

Pseira 

In the Minoan settlement on the small island of Pseira off the north coast of Crete 

(Fig. 2.1) several buildings offered evidence for both light manufacturing and dwelling. 

The largest surviving structure on the peninsula, the Plateia Building, Building BS/BV, 

hosted an array of workshop and activity areas as well as being a residence (Fig. 9.5). 

The building was strategically located across the entire northern and northeastern ends of 

the Plateia (Floyd, 1998, 3–4; McEnroe 1998b, 19). The diversity of workshops and 

activities housed in the Plateia Building, as well as the quantities produced, showed that 

more people were required to be involved than just the household personnel. Included in 

the activities were weaving, stone vase manufacture, the making of cups from triton 

shells, cult activity, and administrative functions. These were permanent workshops and 

activity areas in a largely domestic setting. The evidence for weaving came from the 

finds of 39 loomweights and two spindle whorls (Floyd 1998, 201–202, 204–209). This  

number of loomweights and spindle whorls made it difficult to interpret the equipment 

definitively as either a simple domestic or a light manufacturing activity. 

A lapidary workshop existed in the Plateia Building. Excavation has uncovered 

finds from all stages of stone vase manufacture: raw materials, waste products, tools, and 

finished goods. Among the finds was evidence of a lapidary tool kit including several 

ground stone hand tools, a stone wedge, a chunk of emery, and 12 pieces of pumice.  
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Furthermore, multiple pieces of unworked serpentinite and vessel fragments of 

serpentinite were discovered along with numerous fragmentary and complete stone 

vessels, two of which were made of marble and one from gypsum (Floyd 1998, 207). 

Serpentinite was the most common material found in the workshop. A large deposit of 

serpentine is known to exist east of Mochlos, a location easily accessed by boat from 

Pseira. Other materials found in the workshop included imported red limestone and white 

spotted obsidian from Ghyale in the Dodecanese. The height of production for this 

workshop was during LM I (Betancourt 1990, 16–17, 19).  
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Other workshops in the Plateia Building included one for weaving and possibly 

one for quartz crystals. Discovered in the weaving area were 39 clay loomweights and 

two possible spindle whorls, one made of clay and one made of stone (Floyd 1998, 206–

207). In another area, 24 pieces of imported quartz crystal were found. One of the pieces 

was a worked but unfinished pendant. These finds indicated a possible workshop, though 

alternatively the quartz may have been used in some capacity in the lapidary workshop in 

the same building (Floyd 1998, 214–215). 

Adding to the semi-public character of the Plateia Building was the exceptional 

size of the structure in relation to the rest of the buildings in the town, and the unusual 

and expensive masonry used to construct it. The entire southern façade that fronted the 

Plateia and the western façade that faced Plateia Road North were constructed of coursed 

megalithic masonry. These two façades were in locations that were highly visible to the 

public (Floyd 1998, 225). Also unique to the Plateia Building were the multiple stone 

benches grouped near the building's main entrance. Other buildings in the town only had 

a single bench. The benches at the Plateia Building were positioned so the people seated 

would have excellent viewing of any activities and ceremonies taking place in the Plateia 

(Floyd 1998, 225). Davaras stated that the three outside benches had “an unmistakable 

public character” due to their conspicuous placement (Davaras 2001, 84–85). 

Another semi-public building on Pseira, Building BC, sat on the opposite side of 

Plateia Road North, directly west of the Plateia Building (Fig. 9.5). Its main entrance was 

on Plateia Road North, which was the main road leading north from the Plateia and which 

would have been used regularly by a large number of people. Building BC may have 
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been a semi-public building based on its unique architectural features and its strategic 

location within the community. Building BC had more palatial architectural features than 

any other building on Pseira. It had a local version of a Minoan Hall with pier and door 

partitions, a paved sunken basin with a drain, imported ashlar sandstone blocks, an 

imported silicious limestone floor paver, and elaborate carpentry (McEnroe 1990, 199; 

2001, 51–52, 62). The pier and door partitions in the Minoan Hall could have been 

opened and closed in multiple combinations creating and allowing for light, air and foot 

traffic circulation, and privacy to be changed and adjusted as necessary (Preziosi 1983, 

33–34; Palyvou 1987, 196; Hitchcock 2000, 158). The typical household would not have 

need of these flexible spaces. Furthermore, the location of the building so close to the 

Plateia Building suggested the two buildings may have functioned in some capacity 

together (Betancourt 1999, 44). 

A second stone vase workshop on Pseira was discovered in Building AE (Fig. 

9.5). A hoard of imported stones was found in the building including the raw materials of 

serpentinite, porphyry, and amphibolite. Additionally, manufacturing tools of pumice and 

hematite, used as polishing powders, were also discovered. Building AE was a normal 

building in the town in relation to its size and architecture, but the practice of this 

specialized craft means at least part of the building was open to the public at certain 

points in time (Betancourt 1998, 82–83). 

An obsidian workshop was identified in another architecturally typical structure, 

Building BY (Fig. 9.5). Discovered in the building were a large number of obsidian 

pieces, the majority of which were cores, flakes, and crested blades. Also found in the 
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workshop were the necessary tools for manufacturing: ground stone tools, a hand tool, 

pumice, and a stone anvil or working platform (Floyd 1998, 225; Dierckx 1999a, 216–

221; 1999b, 211, 213). In addition to the heavy concentration of obsidian within Building 

BY, a heavy scatter of the material was also found directly in front of the building in the 

adjacent Plateia. This suggests that some of the work took place outside the dwelling 

(Betancourt 1998, 131).  

Directly north of Building BY, across a narrow lane, is the southernmost room of 

Wing BS in the Plateia Building, Room BS 1 (Fig. 9.5). The room is basically rectangular 

in shape and measurements on its interior are 5.10 m along the north wall, 3.29 m along 

the south wall, 1.71 m along the east wall and 2.48 m along the west wall. There is one 

entrance into the building in its western wall that fronts the Plateia. There is no direct 

access between this room and any other room in the building. Directly outside of the 

entrance and situated perpendicularly to it is a bench or a worktable. Four well worn 

grooves are visible on the top of the single stone slab that measures over 1 m long 

indicating its use as a worktable for at least part of the time (McEnroe 1998b, 22, ill. 7). 

The location of the room with its single entrance directly onto the Plateia and its finds 

suggest this may have been a shop selling food. Finds include an almost complete 

cooking pot, other cooking pots and dishes, storage vessels, a scoop, and a miniature 

tripod vessel. It is known that Pseira was an active port, and as such visitors to the town 

would have arrived regularly. The entrance from the harbor leads up the Grand Staircase 

directly into the Plateia where it is likely shops and food were available for the visitors. 

The plateia or community court in any town is a logical location for shops.   
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Building BQ served as a residence and in a cultic capacity (Fig. 9.5). The building 

was located at the base of the Grand Staircase on the eastern end of the harbor. Vessels 

used in cultic processions and rituals were found in storage in Room 1. Seager discovered 

a rhyton hoard here consisting of seven ceramic rhyta, a clay bull shaped vessel, other 

exceptional vases including several of the Special Palatial Tradition style, and a large 

fragment of a triton shell (Seager 1910, 30–32; Betancourt 1999, 132; Betancourt and 

Banou, 1999, 134–136; Reese 1999, 136; Betancourt 2001a, 145–146). Furthermore, one 

of the rhyta was found nested inside of another, which showed the vases were in storage. 

Nested rhyta indicating storage have also been discovered at other Minoan sites. The 

cultic items were likely brought out of storage by members of the community and then 

carried up the Grand Staircase that was wide enough to accommodate two people side by 

side, which was a type of Minoan procession identified in frescoes and other art objects 

(Evans 1928b, pl. XII, figs. 443, 450). The Grand Staircase led directly up in to the 

Plateia, the public heart of the town (Betancourt 1999, 132, 137).  

Another dwelling that served in a cultic capacity was Building AF North, the 

House of the Rhyta, located at the southern end of the peninsula (Fig. 9.5). An area for 

the storage of cult equipment was discovered along with evidence of cult activity. At 

least 16 rhyta came from the building (Betancourt 2001a, 145; 2009, 160, 165–166, 168–

169). Like Building BQ, Building AF North was strategically situated for its cult 

equipment to be carried in procession to the Plateia or other points in town. The building 

was located at the southern end of the settlement and next to the main road that ran along 
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the top of the ridge and led to the Plateia. Furthermore, a path led from this area directly 

to the sea.  

One other probable semi-public building was the House of the Foreign Pottery, 

Building AD Center (Fig. 9.5). Within the building imported pottery was discovered from 

various parts of Crete, the Cyclades, Cyprus, the Levant, and other unidentified places 

(Banou 1995, 108–124). The vast amounts of foreign pottery in this structure compared 

to any other structure on the island strongly indicated some type of harbor administration 

or role in the trade of pottery or goods coming from foreign vessels (Betancourt 1995, 

137–138). 

The semi-public buildings on Pseira were scattered throughout the settlement on 

the peninsula and housed a vast assortment of activities. The Plateia at the heart of the 

community was one area where multiple semi-public buildings were situated. Accessible 

directly from the Plateia were the various workshops housed in the Plateia Building at the 

northern end of the community court, an obsidian workshop and a shop that most likely 

sold food were at the eastern end, and Building BC with its palatial architectural features 

indicating its specialized uses was positioned at the northwestern corner. Two semi-

public buildings used to store cult equipment, Building BQ and Building AF North, were 

strategically located at different ends of the peninsula. The first was at the harbor at the 

base of the Grand Staircase leading up into town and to the Plateia. The second was at the 

southern end of the peninsula on a street leading from the far end of town, up along the 

ridge at the center of the peninsula, and ultimately to the Plateia. A lapidary workshop 
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and a building most likely used for harbor and trade administration were at the 

southwestern end of town. 

  

Gournia 

The Palace at Gournia (Fig. 9.6) on the Bay of Mirabello in eastern Crete (Fig. 

2.1) housed many activities (Fig. 7.1). Areas were present for workshop production, 

storage, administrative duties, and cultic functions. In the West Wing, multiple 

workshops could be accessed directly from the West Court (Rooms 1, 3, and 27). 

Workshops were present for stone lamp manufacturing, carpentry, textiles, and dyeing 

(Soles 1991, 70–71; 2002, 124). A large number of storage rooms existed on both the 

ground and basement floors (Rooms 4–9, 11, 12, 23, 24). Room 25 appeared to be the 

administrative center for the storage rooms. Several of the storage magazines could only 

be accessed through this room. Furthermore, a group of seals and sealings were 

discovered in the West Wing (Boyd Hawes 1905, 568–569; Fotou 1993, 34–35 n. 98). 

Sections of the building were also devoted to cult and ritual. Four separate shrines were 

housed within the South Wing of the building (Soles 1991, 71). 

Public workshops were discovered in many typical structures in Gournia making 

these dwellings semi-public buildings. The 2011 article, “Household Industries of Late 

Minoan IB Gournia and the Socioeconomic Status of the Town,” by L. Vance Watrous 

and Amy Heimroth presented the results of their study, which included this issue. They 

concluded that not only was Boyd Hawes correct in her assessment that there was 

copious evidence for household industries in Late Minoan I Gournia, but these industries  
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produced sufficient quantities of goods to allow Gournia to regularly engage in trade. 

Considering the extent of the settlement and the population estimate of 400–1,200 people, 

the agricultural land in the settlement could not have supported all of the inhabitants, and 

therefore household workshops helped to support the community (Watrous and Heimroth 

2011, 204–208). Most of the light industrial activity in the buildings around town took 
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place in the area north of the Palace. In many instances, where evidence existed for one 

type of workshop in the building evidence also existed for a different type of workshop in 

the same structure as well (see Watrous and Heimroth 2011, page 205, figure 18.4 for a 

detailed plan of the individual workshops). 

 Semi-public buildings in the town housed workshops for metalworking and 

ceramic production. Seventeen houses showed evidence of metalworking including large 

amounts of bronze scrap material, tools and other objects used for metalworking, and 

crucibles or stone molds (Watrous and Heimroth 2011, 204). To identify a pottery 

workshop as more than just the typical household industry, Watrous and Heimroth used 

the criteria that within the building there had to be more than 10 ceramic items that were 

similar in addition to the required equipment of a potter's wheel, clay molds, and boxes 

for holding pigments. Using these criteria, 18 buildings housed pottery workshops 

creating goods for trade (Watrous and Heimroth 2011, 204–206). One of the pottery 

workshops, discovered in House Fb (Fig. 9.6), was identified by the three potter's wheels 

found in the house. Consequently the building was named the Roulette-Table Suite 

(Fotou 1993, 33 n. 98). Another pottery workshop was what Niemeier calls the “Gournia 

C 58 Workshop”. The workshop was identified in Block C in Room 58 (Fig. 9.6). Boyd 

Hawes reported discovering a group of at least seven rhyta in the room. These rhyta did 

not specifically appear to be in storage, and thus when it was recognized they all had 

common decorative elements it was concluded they were produced at the same workshop 

in the town. This conclusion was problematic to the author because the location of the 

workshop is unknown. This group of rhyta may well have been made in the same 
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workshop, but there was no direct evidence that the workshop was in Room C58 or even 

at Gournia. Wherever this workshop was located, it appeared that some of its vases were 

exported to Akrotiri on Thera (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 17, 37–40, pl. 7, nos. 1, 25–32; 

Niemeier 1979, 19–20). 

Semi-public buildings in which stone vase manufacture and weaving took place 

were also attested at Gournia. Stone vase manufacture appeared to be an activity in 15 

buildings according to Watrous and Heimroth. Workshop identification included the 

requirements of at least three vases in the structure, worked but unfinished vases, waste 

material of cores, and a tool kit including stone chisels, drills, and polishers (Watrous and 

Heimroth 2011, 206). The identification of weaving as evidence for a semi-public 

building is more difficult. Clay weights, spinning whorls, and weaving hooks were 

discovered in 14 buildings (Watrous and Heimroth 2011, 206). What percentage of these 

14 buildings was engaged in weaving for trade versus weaving for use in the domestic 

unit only is indeterminate. Nevertheless, when viewed in relation to the other quantities 

of industrial activities producing goods for trade, it increases the likelihood that some or 

possibly most of the structures in which textiles were produced participated in trade. For 

example, the discovery of 13 clay and one stone loomweight in House Fd (Fig. 9.6) 

indicated a possible weaving workshop, but it was also possible that the weaving activity 

was for domestic use only (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 22–23; Fotou 1993, 34 n. 99). 

The semi-public buildings of Gournia were spread throughout the town. In the 

Palace, activities involved workshop production, storage, administrative activities, and 

cultic functions. In the area of town north of the Palace and scattered throughout all other 
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sections of town workshops producing a variety of goods were discovered in typical 

community buildings.  

 

Malia  

A Palace (Fig. 9.7) was located near the center of the community of Malia on the 

northern coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1). Housed within the structure were regions devoted to an 

assortment of activities. The large number of activities required the participation of 

copious quantities of individuals as well as trade with outsiders. Both of these situations 

showed that public access had to be granted to the building, at least into certain areas. 

Separate areas have been identified within the structure as storage magazines, workshops 

and production sectors, zones for cult and religion, spaces for administrative functions, 

and quarters reserved for habitation (van Effenterre 1980, 383–390, fig. 515).  

A large, centrally located block of attached MM II buildings at Malia was named 

Quartier Mu (Fig. 9.7). This complex of buildings was comprised mainly of workshops 

and living quarters. Evidence for both existed together within individual buildings along 

with evidence for cultic rituals and administrative functions as well (Poursat 1996, 1, 11–

12, 43, 49, 62–63, figs. 3–4, 14, 16, 27, 35–36, pl. 81). The quantity of finds from raw 

materials through production waste and finished goods indicated that the size of these 

workshops was well beyond that of any household activity. Workshops existed for the 

carving of sealstones including three-sided prisms, ceramic pottery production, much of 

which were decorated fine wares, metalworking that produced bronze tools and weapons, 

and stone vase manufacture (Poursat 1996, 7–68). Discoveries within the workshops  
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showed that not all of the objects stored or used in the production areas were actually 

produced there. They could have been produced in another workshop at Malia or been 

imported (Poursat 1980, 189–190; Schoep 2006, 170). 

The semi-public buildings at Malia were concentrated in distinct areas. The first 

locale accommodating a mixture of semi-public activities was the palace. Within the 

palace areas have been identified as housing areas for workshops, cult and religion, 

administration, and large scale storage. The second sector was in Quartier Mu, which also 
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accommodated a wide variety of workshops as well as areas serving both cultic and 

administrative functions. 

 

Conclusions 

It was abundantly clear that Minoans did not always make a strong distinction 

between a place of residence and a place for other activities such as light manufacturing 

or cult equipment storage. In buildings where activities took place that required 

interaction with outsiders on a regular basis these structures had to be considered semi-

public buildings. Cult areas, storage for cult equipment, workshops, large scale storage 

for foodstuffs, and administrative functions were all activities needed and used by the 

public, and these activities usually took place in a building also containing evidence of 

habitation. The wide diversity of activities that occurred in semi-public buildings in a 

town contributed to the cultural and economic well-being of the community. 

Elite buildings in a town all had some areas devoted to activities involving the 

public, and overwhelmingly there was an assortment of activities housed within the 

buildings. In addition to the functions of the palaces discussed at Zakros, Gournia, and 

Malia, the palaces of Knossos and Phaistos were also shown to have areas for the same 

types of activities (see Chapter 7). Where evidence of literacy has been discovered in a 

community it was usually found within the elite building of a town, which showed their 

use as administrative centers. An elite building served a civic function for the town, and it 

was designed and constructed to accommodate these facilities. 
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In addition to the elite buildings in a community that have a semi-public 

character, some typical domestic dwellings also served the community, though often by 

housing a single public activity. Evidence existed at many sites for specialized 

workshops, workshops involving large quantities of imported raw material, or workshops 

producing substantial amounts of goods signifying their production involved trade and 

exchange outside of the household. Furthermore, certain types of workshops required 

considerable economic investment or a highly specialized skill to operate. It was 

irrational for workshops of this kind to produce only enough goods to satisfy the needs of 

the domestic unit. These types of workshops included metallurgy installations and textile 

dyeing using murex snails to create the dye.  

In between the large elite buildings and the smaller domestic dwellings are the 

building complexes that appeared to be created more for industrial purposes than for 

habitation, though they were also residences. The Artisans’ Quarter at Mochlos and 

Quartier Mu at Malia were two such industrial centers. Unlike the small domestic 

dwellings housing workshops open to the public, these quarters appeared to be planned 

and designed from the start as manufacturing installations and as separate entities.  

Shops housed within a residence were another type of semi-public building in the 

town. Inhabitants had to have places where they could trade for goods. Logic suggests 

shops would have fronted the large centrally located communities courts and streets, and 

this was what evidence showed. Furthermore, Cretans traveled the seas and traded goods 

throughout the Mediterranean region and beyond. Visitors and traders to Crete needed to 

be able to find and get to shops easily. Harbor towns had main streets leading directly 
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from the harbor into town and to the community courts where visitors could conduct their 

business. Additionally, visitors also required a place to procure food and thus having all 

types of shops close by would be a benefit to all.  

Domestic dwellings also served in a public capacity with the allotting of some of 

their space to the public function of storing cult equipment. Some of these buildings also 

had areas within them for cult activity beyond that of a household shrine. These particular 

dwellings may have been strategically selected for their location within a community and 

the ease with which the cult equipment could be accessed and transported to locales used 

for procession and ritual. 

The evidence indicated that two options existed in town planning with regard to 

the placement of semi-public buildings. The first was exemplified by the towns of Pseira 

and Gournia where the overwhelming majority of the semi-public buildings were 

scattered throughout the town. The second option was witnessed in the towns of Malia 

and Mochlos where specialized functions were placed within a specific district of the 

community.  
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CHAPTER 10 

FORTIFICATIONS 
 

Introduction 

Few built fortifications are extant in Minoan Crete, but they did exist (Alexiou 

1979; 1980; Alušík 2007). In the early years of Minoan archaeology, the first part of the 

20th century, some scholars mistakenly believed that the Minoans lived peaceably, since 

little evidence for fortifications and weapons existed (Evans 1921, 1–2; 1928b, 571; 

Hawkes 1968, 153; Willetts 1991, 64, 112, 128–129). As more knowledge of the Minoan 

civilization came to light, the situation was not as straightforward anymore. Fortifications 

were built in some locations, weapons were always available, and evidence of warfare 

and looting has appeared in the archaeological record (Chryssoulaki 1999, 76–77; 

Driessen 1999, 12–20). 

By the end of the Neolithic and during the Early Bronze Age defensive walls were 

common at many sites around the Eastern Mediterranean (Erkanal 1999, 237), and they 

have also been discovered in the Aegean including on the island of Crete (Betancourt 

forthcoming, Chapter 12). Fortified sites on Crete were present from the Neolithic, 

through Early Minoan, and well into the Middle Minoan period. After MM IIB the 

number of fortified sites was reduced (Alexiou 1979; 1980; Chryssoulaki 1999, Alušík 

2007). 

Tomáš Alušík published a comprehensive study of Minoan fortifications in 2007 

entitled Defensive Architecture of Prehistoric Crete. This work contributed significantly 
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to the understanding of Minoan defensive constructions, but it was taken with caution in 

some instances in relation to this study. In an effort to offer all possible defensive 

structures, regardless of how tentative the evidence may have appeared, Alušík included 

them in his findings. For example, a massive wall was built along the eastern side of the 

Minoan settlement on Pseira where the cliff drops precipitously. Alušík suggested this 

was a fortification wall (Alušík 2007, 51). This eastern side of the peninsula was not an 

area requiring any fortifications. Any attempt to land a boat at the base of this cliff would 

have been treacherous, and then a very difficult, steep climb would have needed to be 

accomplished. If fortifications had existed on Pseira, they would have been on the west 

where access was easier. The substantial size of the wall on the east was required as a 

retaining wall for the buildings on this part of the site and nothing more. There was no 

evidence that fortifications ever existed on Pseira.  

This chapter analyzes the development of fortifications in Minoan Crete from the 

Early Bronze Age through Late Minoan I when town planning is at its zenith. The LM I 

fortifications of Palaikastro, Zakros, Gournia, Malia, and Knossos are considered in 

detail. 

 

Defensive Structures in the Final Neolithic and Early Minoan Periods  

During the Final Neolithic period evidence has shown that existing settlements 

moved to higher ground, most likely for defensive purposes. New settlements in the 

period were typically founded on the coast and often strategically placed on high ground. 

Surrounding cliffs and steep slopes offered a community natural protection (Nowicki 
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2008a, 207, 210). In addition to a site’s natural defenses, man-made fortification walls 

were sometimes constructed. Fortification walls have been discovered at Kokkino Froudi 

(Vokotopoulos 2000, 139), Alatopatela (Site 12 of the Itanos Survey) (Greco et al. 2002, 

580), Goudouras Kastello (Nowicki 1999, 576), and Sphinari Korakas (Nowicki 2004, 

88). Fortification walls were constructed of large boulders and were built along the sides 

of the settlement that was not already defended by the cliffs and slopes (Nowicki 2008a, 

210). The sites were short-lived. Most were abandoned between the FN and EM I 

transition or very early in the EM I period (Nowicki 2008b, 74). (For a map of Final 

Neolithic defensible sites see Nowicki 2008a, 204, figs. A3.1–3.4). 

Some of the sites founded in the Early Minoan period were also located and 

constructed with defensibility in mind. The Early Minoan I defensive site of Aphrodite’s 

Kephali (Fig. 2.1) in eastern Crete was a small fort on the top of a windy hill overlooking 

the isthmus of Ierapetra, the shortest route between the northern and southern coasts of 

Crete (Betancourt 2008, 12). The fort provided multiple services to the local populace 

including the ability to give advance warnings of anyone approaching, making itself 

available as a refuge for a small number of people, providing food storage, and allowing 

the observation of traffic on one of the major thoroughfares in Crete for the purposes of 

control or toll taking. Its high visibility helped to assert control over the region and to 

deter invaders (Betancourt 2008, 12–13; forthcoming, Chapter 11). The design of 

Aphrodite's Kephali was different from the typical early Cretan fortification. The typical 

design was of a defensive wall surrounding a group of houses, with each house having 

several rooms. At Aphrodite's Kephali, the defensive wall surrounded a single building 
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with only two rooms plus a series of additional small roof spaces around an open court 

and a small cave that provided water (Betancourt forthcoming, Chapters 12, 13).  

Early Minoan II Myrtos Phournou Koriphi (Fig. 2.1) was a fortified site (Warren 

1972, 11). It is the earliest Minoan site known to perhaps incorporate towers into its 

defensive installation. The settlement, which was located on the summit of a hill on the 

southern coast of Crete, was surrounded on its western and southern sides by what 

appeared to be a continuous fortification wall. Natural defenses existed at the northern 

and eastern sides of the settlement where the ridge dropped rapidly to the north and the 

cliff dropped precipitously to the east. 

There were only two breaks in the wall, 

one at each entrance into the settlement: 

the West Entrance and the South Entrance 

(Warren 1973, 369; Alušík 2007, 95). 

In addition to the fortification wall, 

defensive towers may also have been a 

part of the town plan at the EM IIB 

settlement (Fig. 10.1). Room 62 was a 

possible defensive construction. The room 

projected out in front of the southern 

façade and overlooked the South Entrance 

to the settlement. The structure’s location 

directly east of the South Entrance, its 
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curving southwestern wall, and the lack of an apparent entrance on the ground floor 

suggested this was a bastion or tower for guarding the entrance to the settlement (Warren 

1972, 57, 261; 1973, 369; Alušík 2007, 95). Other defensive towers may have been 

constructed at the southwestern corner of the settlement, Rooms 86 and 87 (Warren 1972, 

79–80, 261; 1983, 255). 

 

Defensive Structures in the Middle Minoan Period  

Defensive constructions become more sophisticated by the Middle Minoan I 

period. Several examples illustrate the advances in architectural defense during the 

Middle Bronze Age. All of them come from East Crete, suggesting that this part of Crete 

was more unsettled than the central and western parts of the island. 

Chamaizi (Fig. 2.1) in eastern Crete (Davaras 1972, 283) is a small, oval structure 

surrounded by a strong defensive wall. The site sits on the top of a prominent peak where 

it has an unimpeded view of the surrounding countryside and over the bay of Siteia. It has 

two distinctive groupings of rooms, each with one entrance from the outside. Both 

groupings have access to a small, central paved court with a cistern (Davaras 1972; 

1992a, 78, figs. 8.1–8.4).  

Hagia Photia is located on a low (26 m) hill just north of the bay of Siteia (Fig. 

2.1). Built fortifications are part of the architecture on the site, which was abandoned in 

Middle Minoan IA (Tsipopoulou 1999, 182, pl. XXXa). A defensive wall encircles a 

rectangular building that has a central court and 37 rooms and areas. Three semicircular, 
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solid buttresses support the thick, 1.2 m, defensive wall on its northern side (Tsipopoulou 

1992, 66, figs, 6.1–6.3; 1999, 182–183, pl. XXVIIIa).  

In Middle Minoan II, a network of roads and watchtowers or guard stations was 

developed in eastern Crete (Chryssoulaki 1999, 81). The structures were typically small, 

ranging in size from 10 x 10 m to 12 x 12 m. The buildings were freestanding and 

isolated in the region. Strategic placement located them at crossroads, along important 

routes, or at locales allowing good surveillance of the surrounding area. The guard houses 

were surrounded by stone walls. Built towers were often located nearby. They were built 

on low elevations with clear views in an area that was difficult to access, thus offering 

additional protection. A network of roads connected the structures allowing for fast 

communication throughout the region. The network went out of use some time in the 

Middle Minoan period. Many of the structures were reoccupied in LM I and LM III but 

with a new variety of uses, they were no longer employed specifically for warning or 

defense (Chryssoulaki 1999, 76–81). (For more on the Minoan Roads Research 

Programme see Tzedakis et al. 1989; 1990; Tzedakis, Chryssoulaki, and Kyriopoulou 

1990; Tzedakis et al. 1991–93; Tzedakis, Chryssoulaki, and Vokotopoulos 1994–1996; 

Chryssoulaki 1996). 

Middle Minoan II also witnessed the occupation of sites with defensible 

characteristics as a result of crisis due to threat. The site of Katalimata (Fig. 2.1) was built 

on several terraces in the Cha Gorge in the Isthmus of Ieraptera (Nowicki 2008b, 77). 

According to Nowicki, the site became a regional fortified citadel, not just a natural 

refuge. Its location up in the very steep gorge gave it a natural inaccessibility, and this 
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was enhanced with built fortifications making the site protected from all directions. What 

made this site different than other fortified sites discussed so far is that it was occupied as 

a reaction to some type of threat in the area, and consequently it was only inhabited for a 

short period of time (Nowicki 2008b, 77). Katalimata was reoccupied for even a shorter 

period of time in LM IB/LM II, a time on Crete when major destructions were witnessed 

at many sites (Nowicki 2008b, 80–81). 

  

Defensive Structures in the Late Minoan I Period  

Evidence for the construction and use of defensive fortifications was sparse for 

Late Minoan I. Stylianos Alexiou’s articles noted the lack of fortified structures built or 

employed in Late Minoan I, which was in contrast to the sizable number of sites with 

built defensive structures or sites located on easily defensible high hills that had 

originated in all previous periods of Minoan history (Alexiou 1979; 1980). While it 

appeared that settlements were not overwhelmingly fortified in LM I, Evans discovered 

multiple LM I forts guarding the passes up to the Lasithi plain (Fig. 2.1) in eastern Crete 

(Evans 1928a, 78). The Lasithi plain, approximately 0.91 km or 3000 feet above sea 

level, rested in the middle of the mountains and was accessible from all directions via 

passes through the mountains. It has been inhabited since the Final Neolithic period. John 

Pendlebury used Evans's diaries to search for the forts Evans described. Pendlebury did 

find forts written about by Evans as well as some others (Pendlebury 1936/1937, 194; 

1963, 6–7; Nowicki 1996, 30). 
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Palaikastro  

No fortifications of a Late Minoan I construction date have been discovered at 

Palaikastro (Fig. 2.1). This area was, however, part of the Middle Minoan network of 

roads and watchtowers established in eastern Crete. This extensive installation in the area 

of Palaikastro appeared to have gone out of use by LM I. Substantial evidence existed to 

link the town of Palaikastro with this road system during the Middle Minoan period, 

including two roads that have been traced leaving the settlement and joining the network. 

One route left the settlement from the southeast and passed two watchtowers. The second 

route connected with the network from the western side of the settlement and passed up 

to four watchtowers (MacGillivray and Driessen 1990, 399–403, fig. 6; Alušík 2007, 45). 

One of the watchtowers along this western route was discovered northwest of the 

settlement, and it was constructed of sturdy, large irregular blocks. After assessing the 

architecture and the finds in the building, the excavators believed the building served a 

defensive purpose instead of a domestic one (MacGillivray et al. 1984, 136, fig. 3, pl. 9a). 

Another of the watchtowers was found about 200 m southwest of Block N (Alušík 2007, 

45). 

 

Zakros  

The Late Minoan I fortification situation at Zakros (Fig. 2.1) was analogous to 

that of Palaikastro. No evidence has been uncovered for the building of any Late Minoan 

I defensive structures, but the Middle Minoan defensive network of roads and guard 

houses was also in use in the area of Zakros. Within the settlement, Buildings 1–3 at 
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Zakros have been identified as guard houses. These three small buildings were 

constructed between MM II–III, they were located by the sea, and they had visual contact 

with the Palace and House A, which was recognized to serve an administrative function. 

The three structures were connected to each other by a road and a 6 m long bridge. The 

ground plans of the buildings suggested they were guard houses instead of domestic 

structures. These buildings were placed along the road running directly to a watchtower 

at Mavro Avlaki (Alušík 2007, 37).  

 

Gournia 

A Late Minoan I defensive tower or towers may have been constructed at Gournia 

(Fig. 2.1) (Soles 1991, 29–30). As part of a massive remodeling of the Palace in LM I, a 

possible large tower, Room 35, was constructed at the northeastern corner (Fig. 10.2). 

The new room blocked the continuous road ringing the top of the ridge resulting in 

restricted access to the Palace from the northeast. This tower had a vantage point that 

overlooked the newly controlled entrance to the Elite Building in this area. Furthermore, 

activities from all directions were observable. The tower had a clear view of the roads 

leading to the Palace from both the north and the south, of any activity approaching up 

the hillside from the valley to the east, and across the Elite Building to the sea on the west 

(Soles 1991, 29–30, 68–69; 2002, 124–125; Alušík 2007, 68–69).  

A second tower may have been at the junction of East Ascent C and the Public 

Court where a projection existed that paralleled the tower built at the northeastern corner 

of the Palace (Fig. 10.2). If this was a watchtower, its purpose was to view traffic in the  
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Plateia and the street, but it was not constructed to physically block it (Soles 2002, 126). 

Soles suggested that the impetus for the substantial LM I renovations was to increase the 

town’s defenses (Soles 1991, 31).  

Defensive stone walls and towers were built near the settlement, most likely 

during the Middle Minoan period (Cadogan 1992, 104; Watrous 2010, 14). Boyd Hawes 
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discovered a massive wall at the northern end of the town and the ridge (Boyd Hawes et 

al. 1908, 20). The section of massive wall was about 10 m long and 1 m wide (Alušík 

2007, 67). It was discovered near the North Cemetery. Boyd Hawes noted this as a 

probable “town wall of the Middle Minoan period” in her final publication of the site. In 

the following paragraph she stated “one sees no fortifications…”. She did not consider 

the massive wall to the north of town to be a defensive structure (Boyd Hawes et al. 

1908, 20). Others believed this massive wall to be part of the town’s defensive 

installations, which included several walls and towers. In 1992, massive walls were 

discovered near the harbor as part of a survey around the site of Gournia by the Gournia 

Archaeological Project (Watrous and Blitzer 1999, 906; Watrous 2010, 12–14). In 2008 

and 2009, the Project cleaned and made a plan of these walls. The result was what the 

team believed to be the discovery of a system of fortification walls with towers (Fig. 

10.3), most likely 

constructed during the 

Middle Minoan period. The 

wall discovered earlier by 

Boyd Hawes was 

considered a probable 

continuation of the walls 

found more recently and 

located closer to the harbor.  
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Malia 

No evidence has been discovered for Late Minoan I fortifications constructed at 

the settlement of Malia (Fig. 2.1). A series of defensive walls did exist, however, as part 

of the settlement during the earlier Middle Minoan period (Demargne and Gallet de 

Santerre 1953, 11, 21; van Effenterre 1980, 182, figs. 253, 366, 367). The two best 

preserved sections of the fortification wall have been preserved under Quartier Z (Fig. 

5.8), about 40 m east of the Palace, and near Villa A close to the coast. The sections of 

wall were dated to EM III/MM I. The wall under Quartier Z was traced for 175 m. 

Massive blocks discovered south of Quartier E may also have been part of the same 

defensive installation. This defensive installation surrounding all or part of the early town 

was dismantled in MM III/LM I when the new town was constructed (Driessen 1995, 72–

73; Alušík 2007, 87–93). 

 

Knossos 

Late Minoan I Knossos (Fig. 2.1) was not a fortified town but the earlier town did 

have built defensive structures surrounding it (Evans 1921, 134). Fortification walls were 

constructed around the town during MM IB/MM IIA. When an earthquake heavily 

damaged the entire area including the outer fortification walls at the end of MM IIB, the 

walls were not rebuilt for the purposes of defense and protection. What survived of the 

original fortification walls may have been reconstructed or adapted for new functions, 

such as to create terraces or to form retaining walls. Some sections of the wall were 
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completely dismantled or filled in and built over (Evans 1921, 139–141; 1935, 49–59, 

77–78, figs. 30–32, 35; Alušík 2007, 83). 

 

Conclusions 

Late Minoan I towns were not fortified entities. Defensive walls and fortifications 

were constructed in both the Early and Middle Minoan periods, but by the Late Minoan 

period the building of defensive structures was no longer a regular part of settlement 

construction. Fortifications on Crete were rarities compared to other Aegean Bronze Age 

sites (Renfrew 2011, 394–395, figs. 18.11–18.12). As shown by the examination of the 

Late Minoan I town’s fortifications discussed above, what defensive structures did exist 

prior to Late Minoan I, were allowed to fall into disrepair and were no longer utilized as 

extensively, if at all, for the purposes of protection in LM I. The archaeological record 

showed that violence and warfare did exist on Crete in all periods, but the islanders did 

not react to this by fortifying their towns in Late Minoan I. Minoans possessed a variety 

of weapons throughout the Bronze Age, but fewer numbers of them have been discovered 

than on the contemporary Greek mainland (Poursat 1999, 427). In addition to the paucity 

of fortifications and weapons compared to contemporary societies, fighting and warfare 

was little represented in Minoan art as well. It existed, but it was the exception rather than 

the rule (Davaras 1976, 341–342; Gates 1999). Excavation showed that Late Minoan I 

town planning did include an element of fortifications. This element was that 

fortifications were not a standard part of the design. 
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CHAPTER 11 

EXTRAMURAL DEPENDENCIES 
 

Introduction 

An extramural dependency was a structure, natural feature, or area situated 

outside of the boundaries of the town, but integrated and involved in the life of that 

community. Extramural dependencies included cemeteries, quarries, land for agriculture 

and animal husbandry, dams, harbors, industrial installations, and peak sanctuaries. 

Extramural dependencies were an element of Minoan town planning even though they 

were physically outside of the borders of a town's enclave of buildings. They were a 

necessary part of the existence of the community and were included in the community 

purposefully. Landscape features that became extramural dependencies were exploited by 

the town's inhabitants and were usually customized for or modified by human use. 

Peak sanctuaries were cultic sites on prominent mountains where votive offerings 

were deposited. Common types of votive offerings included clay figurines of humans, 

animals, and limbs. Additionally, some of the more expensive and luxurious votives were 

found among the LM I material, including metal figurines, jewelry, stone vessels, and 

Linear A inscriptions. Built structures existed at some of the sanctuaries, but not at all. As 

Alan Peatfield explained, “Peak Sanctuaries…provided a topographic focus for the sense 

of extended community identity, and were particularly relevant for communities 

dependent on agriculture and pastoralism in a mountainous landscape” (Peatfield 1987, 

89). Furthermore, a visual link or connection always existed between a community and 
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its peak sanctuary. Peak sanctuaries first appeared on Crete during the transitional phase 

between EM III and MM IA and continued to be active through the LM I period 

(Peatfield 1987, 89–90, 92, maps 1, 2; Kyriakidis 2005, 19–20, fig. 5).  

Cemeteries associated with settlements have been discovered at some of the 

earliest Minoan sites. Burials have been the greatest base of information about Early 

Minoan I Crete because they have survived better than the settlements, which in many 

cases were destroyed by the later Minoan occupation. Keith Branigan observed that Early 

Minoan tombs in the Mesara area in southern central Crete were overwhelmingly located 

within 200 m of the settlement (Branigan 1998, 17, 19, table 1). He believed the 

placement of the tombs in close proximity to the settlement showed “the importance of 

the tombs as visible expressions of the stability and identity of the community.” 

Furthermore, the area of the tomb appeared to have been incorporated into the cultural 

and social aspects of the community beyond that of death and burial. Flattened and/or 

paved areas and altars have been discovered outside of tombs throughout Crete. In 

addition to being used as a gathering place during burials, these locations were employed 

during other types of community rituals and festivities that may have included dancing 

and planting or harvest festivals among others. These types of rituals served to strengthen 

the community (Branigan 1970, 131–138; 1998, 19–23). A change in burial customs took 

place in the MM III and LM I periods. Though the population increased, the number of 

cemeteries discovered related to the settlements dropped significantly (Rehak and 

Younger 2001, 402–403). While it is possible that vast numbers of LM I cemeteries have 
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been missed by survey and excavation, it is more likely that the new burial customs 

removed the deceased from close proximity to the settlement. 

Because the most common building material at any Minoan site was stone, 

quarries were essential to construct masonry types other than the ubiquitous rubble 

masonry. Mudbrick and wood were also used as construction materials but to a far lesser 

degree. Stone used for Minoan masonry overwhelmingly came from local deposits. 

During the Early Minoan period masons constructed buildings by gathering up loose 

stones near the site and building walls using the fieldstones and mud or just the stones 

themselves. The EM II buildings at Myrtos Phournou Koriphi and Vasiliki exemplified 

this type of construction. No cut stone has been discovered at either site. At the beginning 

of Middle Minoan I, quarried and dressed stone began to be used on a limited basis. The 

preponderance of cut and dressed stone used at this time was incorporated into the 

palaces and elite buildings, while the majority of structures continued to be built of uncut 

stone throughout the entire Minoan period (Shaw 2009, 17). Quarries were located 

closely enough to the towns that a sea or overland route for transporting large quantities 

of blocks was practical. This offered the settlements sufficient quantity of construction 

materials to build the towns (Soles 1983, 42; Papageorgakis, Mourtzas, and Orfanoudaki 

1992, 21; Betancourt 2001b, 90). Stone as the overwhelming choice of building material 

acquired from local and nearby quarries also held true for other islands in the Aegean, 

such as at Thera (Palyvou 1999, 49–50, 423; 2005, 111, 114).  

Other extramural dependencies also added to the continuation and vitality of the 

communities. Stone dams were constructed at some sites in LM I to catch and contain 
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large amounts of water, thus insuring the productive nature of the land (Betancourt and 

Hope Simpson 1992, 50; Betancourt 2004, 25; Watrous 2010, 12; Watrous and Blitzer 

1999, 905). Agricultural fields and grazing areas for animals were within reasonable 

walking distance to the settlements so that they could be regularly maintained (Boyd 

Hawes et al. 1908, 20–21; Betancourt and Hope Simpson 1992, 47). A harbor with 

uncomplicated admission for the boats from the sea and for the people from the land was 

often a part of a community. By the LM I period, there were at least three major Minoan 

trade routes within the Aegean, and access to a harbor was crucial to participate in this 

trade (Kemp and Merrilles 1980, 268–271, fig. 78; Watrous 1992, 170–173, fig. 10; Cline 

1994, 91–94, map 4; Rehak and Younger 2001, 428). Industrial installations and 

workshops outside of the town helped support the community economically (Watrous 

2010, 12–13; Apostolakou 2008, 1–3). What this chapter elucidates is that extramural 

dependencies were a necessary part of Minoan life, and their inclusion into a settlement 

was necessary and therefore was a planned aspect of the larger community picture. 

Extramural dependencies have existed since the beginning of settlements. When 

people began to live in close quarters they needed to establish areas that would be used 

for necessary activities but that were outside of the town proper. Establishing locales for 

cemeteries and agriculture were part of the first wave of town creation. Over time as 

technology advanced and economies grew, other extramural dependencies became a 

regular part of a community. The extramural dependencies of the communities at 

Palaikastro, Zakros, Mochlos, Pseira, and Gournia are examined in detail. The 

investigation of sites proceeds across the island from the east coast westwards. 
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Palaikastro  

The site of Palaikastro offered excellent examples of typical Late Minoan I 

extramural dependencies. The location on the plain next to the harbor gave the settlement 

the opportunity to utilize and create areas for crop raising and grazing, for burials, for 

quarrying stone, and for a peak sanctuary.   

 

Agricultural Land and Harbor 

The location of the town of Palaikastro was appealing because of the fertile valley 

and sizable harbor on the bay of Palaikastro on the eastern coast of Crete (Figs. 2.1, 11.1)  

(Platon 1971, 49; 1974, 42). The sandy beach and natural harbor were protected from 

winds by an islet, which kept the waters calm (MacGillivray and Driessen 1990, 396). 

The plain of Palaikastro was protected from the prevailing northwesterly winds by the 

hills surrounding it. The water source at the head of the Roussolakkos valley kept the 

plain fertile allowing for a variety of crops to be raised (Boyd, Whitbread, and 

MacGillivray 2006, 133). The location of the settlement in a protected natural harbor 

offered shelter to ships along trade routes and created opportunities for the inhabitants to 

trade their goods, perhaps including foodstuffs grown in the fertile plain, resulting in a 

wealthy Late Minoan I community. 
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Cemeteries 

Different types of burials have been discovered and associated with different 

periods of occupation at Palaikastro. All of them were placed in close proximity to the  

main settlement. More than one cemetery was associated with the Early Minoan town 

(Bosanquet 1901/1902, 290–294; Soles 1992, 179–193). One cemetery was on the Gravel 

Ridge located about 100 m northeast of the town, and the second, Ta Hellenika, was 

about 300 m north of the first cemetery on the south slope of Kastri hill (Fig. 11.1). The 

stone built tombs each contained multiple burials (Bosanquet 1901/1902, 290–294, figs. 
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5, 6). Other tombs, or ossuaries as they were called by the excavators, discovered on the 

southern side of the Kastri hill north of town contained finds dating to both the Early and 

Middle Minoan periods (Dawkins and Currelly 1903/1904, 196–197, 202). Eight 

communal tombs in all have been discovered near the town of Palaikastro, all dating from 

the Early to Middle Minoan periods (Dawkins, Hawes, and Bosanquet 1904/1905, 268–

269, 272; Soles 1992, 179–193). To the southwest of the excavated town a cave was 

discovered containing secondary and tertiary burials dated to LM II and LM III (Dawkins 

1905/1906, 2–5, figs. 1–3). Also within this cave were four larnax burials (Dawkins 

1905/1906, 5–6). LM III larnax burials were discovered in several other locations as well 

including some at the bottom of shallow pits and others placed under a projecting ledge 

in a man-made hole, which were then covered with earth (Dawkins and Currelly 

1903/1904, 227), on the north bank of the river and in the surrounding area (Bosanquet 

1901/1902, 297, 301–302), and in rock shelters north of town about midway to the hill of 

Kastri (Dawkins, Hawes, and Bosanquet 1904/1905, 293–295). A variety of burial types 

and cemeteries were used for centuries at Palaikastro both before and after LM I, but 

none dated to the period. The continuously inhabited region with its lack of a LM I 

cemetery is another example of the change in burial customs in LM I, which are still 

unknown.     

 

Quarries 

Multiple quarries have been identified near Palaikastro as having supplied 

construction materials to the town (Soles 1983, 45; Driessen 1984, 143–144; 
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Papageorgakis, Mourtzas, and Orfanoudaki 1992, 21–22; Shaw 2009, 31). About 5 km 

southeast of the town was a sandstone quarry at Ta Skaria (Fig.11.1). Some of the 

sandstone blocks quarried here were dressed and squared into ashlar blocks. The ashlar 

blocks were incorporated into the facades of several large houses. Other blocks were used 

in the construction of the central causeways of some of the streets. The quarry was 

located on a low ridge of sandstone that runs down to the sea and to a small natural 

harbor. From the beach, the blocks could be loaded onto boats and transported up the 

coast to Palaikastro. By foot, the quarry could be reached from the town in about half an 

hour. Five major areas of the ridge were quarried making Ta Skaria one of the largest 

known Minoan quarries with an area exceeding 2,500 square meters. The main period of 

use at the quarry was MM III/LM I (Papageorgakis, Mourtzas, and Orfanoudaki 1992, 

21–22; Shaw 2009, 31). 

Other quarries also supplied the town with lithic building materials. Slabs of 

purple schist were used as paving material for houses and roads. The purple schist quarry 

was located about a half an hour’s walk southwest of the settlement at Giophares Hill 

(Driessen 1984, 143). A quarry outside of the local area was the source of the green or 

bluish schist found at the site. This type of schist was indigenous to an area west of 

Palaikastro, and most likely was from Vigles Hill (Driessen 1984, 143). Gypsum blocks 

were discovered in the town, but gypsum is not local to the area. The most likely source 

for the gypsum is at Cape Sidero (Fig. 2.1) (Driessen 1984, 143). Cape Sidero, located at 

the northeastern tip of Crete, was about 15 km north of Palaikastro. Another type of stone 

used to build structures at Palaikastro was also quarried and transported from Cape 
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Sidero, a hard yellow, green, or gray limestone (Bosanquet 1901/1902, 315; Driessen 

1984, 143). Yet another form of limestone, one that was softer and yellowish in color and 

used for many doorjamb bases, was available to be quarried at multiple places where 

outcrops occurred, including the slopes of Kastri just north of town, at Kouremenos (Fig. 

11.1), the adjacent bay north of the bay of Palaikastro, or along the route to Ta Skaria and 

at Ta Skaria along the coast to the south (Bosanquet 1901/1902, 315; Driessen 1984, 

143). Palaikastro was located in a geologic region that offered a choice of building 

materials to the inhabitants. As a result, a diversity of stones and colors was visible in the 

town.  

 

Peak Sanctuary 

The peak sanctuary on Mount Petsophas (Fig. 11.1) was located directly south of 

the remains of the Minoan settlement at Palaikastro (Myres 1902/1903, 356; 

MacGillivray, Sackett, and Smyth 1984, 129–130; fig. 1). The ridge of the hill bordered 

the southern side of both the plain and bay of Palaikastro, and the highest peak of this 

ridge was Petsophas, rising to a height of 270 m. The Peak Sanctuary was located about 

10 to 15 m down from the peak on the southern face. Discovered at the sanctuary were 

votives including clay figurines of animals and humans, and these were intermixed with 

ash and charcoal (Myres 1902/1903, 356–387). A street headed south out of town, 

continued south between Blocks Σ and Υ, and was traceable to the northeast slopes of 

Petsophas (MacGillivray and Driessen 1990, 401).  
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Conclusions 

A variety of extramural dependencies existed around and near the town of 

Palaikastro. When settlers first arrived at the location in the Final Neolithic period, the 

fertile valley and sandy beach made the site appealing. All the requirements for survival 

were met. As the Minoan culture took hold, evolved, and grew in population and 

technical skill, the inhabitants wanted more than simple survival. The site they had 

selected centuries before offered the new cultural and economic benefits the community 

now desired. This allowed Palaikastro to become one of the largest and most successful 

towns in Late Minoan I Crete. 

 

Zakros  

The extramural dependencies of Zakros were shaped by and subject to the 

geography of Crete, which held true for all Minoan settlements. Its location in a valley on 

the bay of Zakros helped determine the location of its extramural dependencies of 

agricultural land, cemeteries, quarries, and its peak sanctuary. 

 

Agricultural Land and Harbor 

The bay of Zakros on the east coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1) had a wide sandy beach 

connecting to a fertile valley (Fig. 11.2). The hills surrounding the settlement had little  

arable land but were suitable for grazing. One of the reasons the valley was fertile was 

because the underground water was very close to the surface and therefore easily 

exploited (Platon 1971, 82; 1974, 69–70). The geography of the bay of Zakros protected 
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it from the northwesterly winds keeping the waters relatively calm at all times. This safe 

bay was almost certainly a major stop along the route between Crete and Africa to the 

south (Hogarth 1901, 186; Platon 1971, 36–41; 1974, 30–4). The easy access from the 

town to the beach, via a paved street, and to the ships helped the community develop a 

network of trade and exchange resulting in an increased standard of living. 

 

Cemeteries  

Burials associated with the earliest settlement at Zakros were discovered in caves 

along a ravine running northwest of the settlement. The excavators named the place the 

Gorge of the Dead. One of the caves, a large cave that was three miles up the gorge from 
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the town, held at least five burials in cist graves that were constructed of small stones 

(Hogarth 1900/1901, 143; Platon 1971, 31–32, 233; 1974, 25–26, 221). South of the bay 

of Zakros, natural clefts carved into the rocks by the sea were also used for early burials 

(Platon 1971, 63, 235; 1974, 221). From EM I through MM II, the mountain slopes to the 

north, west, and south of the town were also utilized as burial sites. In addition to 

interment in caves, burials were also done in rock shelters (Soles 1992, 195). Dating to 

MM IA and serving the Middle Minoan population were two stone built tombs 

containing about two hundred burials. These were located west of the town and on the 

low slope of a hill (Platon 1971, 73; 1974, 65; Becker 1975, 272; Soles 1992, 195).   

 

Quarries 

A quarry of poros limestone was located about 5 km north of the Minoan 

settlement of Zakros (Fig. 11.2) (Platon 1971, 53–54; 1974, 46–47; Soles 1983, 45). This 

quarry at Pelekita was small, measuring approximately 30 x 50 m. The quarry of reddish-

tan sandstone was located 40 to 100 m inland from a small, sheltered cove. Cliffs and 

rough terrain bordered the northern, southern, and western borders of the quarry, and 

therefore the blocks were almost certainly taken to the settlement by boat. By boat the 

journey from the quarry to the settlement would have taken about one half hour, and by 

foot over a rough path the journey would have taken one and one half hours. Cut blocks 

from the quarry were dressed and incorporated into numerous walls of the MM IIIB–LM 

IB palace and into other structures in the community (Hogarth 1900/1901, 142; Platon 
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1970, 181–183; Papageorgakis, Mourtzas, and Orfanoudaki 1992, 21–22; Shaw 2009, 29, 

n. 138, figs. 20–23). 

Another limestone quarry used to construct buildings at Zakros was at 

Malamoures located about 2 km south of the town (Fig. 11.2) (Papageorgakis, Mourtzas, 

and Orfanoudaki 1992, 21). This quarry was even smaller than the one at Pelekita, 

measuring approximately 30 x 20 m. The quarry was located about 40–55 m above the 

coastline in very rough and difficult to access terrain. Considering the difficulty of the 

overland route, blocks from this quarry were probably slid down the hill and transported 

to the site by boat. Petrographic analysis conducted on stone samples taken from the 

palace and the quarries gave a strong indication that blocks cut from Pelekita and 

Malamoures were used in construction at Zakros (Papageorgakis, Mourtzas, and 

Orfanoudaki 1992, 21, 23, figs. 8, 9). 

 

Peak Sanctuary 

Rising above Zakros to the north was the Peak Sanctuary of Traostalos (Fig. 

11.2). Traostalos, at a height of 515.4 m, dominated the geography of the surrounding 

area making it easily distinguishable.  Located on the summit, the Peak Sanctuary shared 

a visible link with other peak sanctuaries in the area (Chryssoulaki 2001, 57). On the 

highest part of the summit was a rectangular plateau measuring 20 x 12 m. It was on the 

southwestern edge of this plateau that the center of the sanctuary was located. Here was 

found a thick layer of ash, soil, and dozens of small (12–15 cm in diameter and 3–5 cm 
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thick) round offering tables with traces of burning. A two room structure measuring 

approximately 5 x 3 m was present on the summit (Chryssoulaki 2001, 60). 

 

Conclusions 

Both of the excavators at Zakros, Hogarth and Platon, recognized the importance 

of the availability of the extramural dependencies to the town of Zakros, even though it 

was not stated as such in their reports at the time. Hogarth, the original excavator of 

Zakros, suggested that the community at Zakros did not develop from what he called the 

primitive inhabitants of the island as in other places such as Knossos. Instead, he put 

forward the suggestion that a mixed group of colonists, including technically adept 

potters, specifically came to this location for the purposes of establishing trade with 

Libya to the south (Hogarth 1900/1901, 146). Platon, who excavated Zakros half a 

century later, also recognized how the settlement exploited the location on the harbor that 

was one of the safest in Crete due to its southerly facing direction (Platon 1971, 36–41; 

1974, 30–4). He suggested that Zakros not only developed into a trading center serving 

Africa and the Near East, but into a maritime base with an organized navy protecting 

trade ships (Platon 1971, 35, 82; 1974, 27–28, 69–70). The local, abundant natural 

resources were an important part of the exchange system. The forests provided lumber 

and resins, the native herbs were used for making aromatic oils, honey was gathered from 

the hillsides, and olives and grapes were used to make oil and wine. Good clay for 

making pottery was also available close by. Finds of raw materials and goods in the 
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palaces from both Egypt and the Near East showed that these areas were regular trading 

partners (Platon 1971, 240, 243–245; 1974, 228, 231–232, 234).  

 

Mochlos 

The extramural dependencies of Mochlos were affected by the unusual situation 

of a small, circular hill of land connected to Crete by a narrow isthmus. This unusual 

geographical situation helped the inhabitants choose and create the locations of their 

agricultural land, harbor, cemetery, quarry, and peak sanctuary. 

 

Agricultural Land and Harbor 

In Minoan times, the island of Mochlos, situated off the eastern end of the Gulf of 

Mirabello in northeastern Crete (Fig. 2.1), was connected to the large island of Crete by a 

narrow neck of land. This land bridge created a harbor with excellent shelter for ships 

(Fig. 11.3). The main Minoan settlement (Fig. 11.3) was on the part of the land that 

extended into the sea and that later became the island. The land used for agriculture and 

grazing was located across from the main settlement on the coastal plain (Fig. 11.3) and 

on the foothills of the Ornos Mountains that surrounded the coastal plain on all sides 

(Soles 2003, 1). This region contained many of the natural resources and areas for 

extramural dependencies not located on the island. The fertile plain was fed by water 

from multiple ravines cutting through the mountains and the plain. Anyone who 

approached the community either by sea or by land was clearly visible. The physical 
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situation offered everything required of early settlers and also had the resources enabling 

a mature Late Minoan I community to prosper. 

 

Cemetery 

The EM I–MM IA cemetery at Mochlos had numerous stone built tombs (Fig. 

11.3) (Soles 1992, 41). In addition to the built tombs there were also rock shelters, pithos 

burials, and pit graves. Most of the built tombs were dated to EM II–EM III with a few 

continuing in use into MM I. The cemetery was located on the western side of the island 

in two distinct areas. The larger tombs were on a narrow terrace located above the 

smaller, but more numerous, tombs and pithos burials located on the southern slope 

below. The cemetery went out of use between MM I and LM I when a few of the tombs 

were reused and the practice of pithos burial began (Soles 1992, 41). 
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Quarry 

A sandstone quarry was located inside a deep ravine along the shoreline opposite 

and to the east of the island (Soles 1983, 33–35, figs. 2–4). Both sides of the ravine were 

cut back to acquire the large sandstone blocks used in Late Minoan I architecture at 

Mochlos and probably other nearby sites, such as the island of Pseira and in the Palace at 

Gournia. Blocks cut in this quarry were slid or dragged down the ravine’s floor and 

loaded onto boats for transport to their designated destination. Thus, the natural resources 

of the quarry were used as an industrial installation creating economic benefits for the 

community as well as supplying its own needs. Soles estimated that approximately 100 

square meters of sandstone from the Mochlos quarry were incorporated into the LM I 

renovations of the Gournia Palace. This significant quantity of cut stone required many 

man hours of labor that was most likely supplied by the inhabitants of Mochlos (Soles 

1983, 36, 42; 1991, 28; Shaw 2009, 31).  

 

Peak Sanctuary 

The Peak Sanctuary associated with Mochlos (Fig. 11.3) was on the mountain of 

Ephendis Stavromenos (Watrous and Blitzer 1999, 907). At an elevation of 1,476 m it 

was the highest peak in eastern Crete. This peak was visible from other towns in eastern 

Crete, and inhabitants of many communities must have made pilgrimages to this site and 

left their votive offerings. 
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Conclusions 

The extramural dependencies at Mochlos were located both on the island and on 

the mainland across from it. The protected, natural harbor that connected the two allowed 

the community of Mochlos to be included in the stops along the east–west trade routes, 

thereby increasing the standard of living for the settlement. The quarry was one of the 

major economic assets of the town as indicated by the extensive use of cut sandstone 

blocks from this quarry at other sites in eastern Crete. 

 

Pseira 

The location of the settlement's extramural dependencies was influenced by the 

fact that Pseira is an island. The huge advantages afforded the settlement by its well 

protected harbor overcame what may have originally been seen as less than exceptional 

choices for extramural dependencies. The creativity and ingenuity of the inhabitants 

resulted in their establishing and exploiting extramural dependencies to create an affluent 

LM I society. In addition to its harbor, the populace increased the available agricultural 

land, established a cemetery, made quarries available, and integrated a peak sanctuary 

that was visible across the bay on Crete into their spiritual lives. 

 

Harbor 

Pseira, a small island 2.5 km off the north coast of Crete (Fig. 2.1), had a geology 

consisting of steep cliffs, an abundance of exposed rock, and shallow soil, which made 

agricultural endeavors challenging. The southeasterly facing, protected harbor (Fig. 11.4)  
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was the island's greatest 

natural resource and as 

such was almost certainly a 

part of the decision to 

found the settlement in its 

location surrounding the 

harbor (Betancourt and 

Banou 1991, 107, 109). 

Northerly winds blew 

across the Aegean and the 

north coast of Crete making 

it difficult to sail at certain 

times. The orientation of the Pseiran harbor offered protection to boats in almost all 

weather. This protected harbor became a regular stop on the northern trading route across 

Crete and beyond. Pseira had no mineral wealth and little naturally arable land, yet it 

became a wealthy town in Late Minoan I. Its situation as a way station and trading post 

along the east–west coastal trade route was the major reason for its affluence.  

 

Agricultural Land 

The amount of agricultural land available to the first settlers on Pseira in the Final 

Neolithic was not enough to support the growing population. The islanders used 

technology to change this situation over time. The 1985–1989 intensive surface survey of 
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the island determined that a comprehensive and sophisticated agricultural system was 

created and maintained over vast tracts of the island. The inhabitants turned marginal 

land into productive land in sufficient quantity to feed a large town (Betancourt and Hope 

Simpson 1992, 47; Bull, Betancourt, and Evershed 1999, 69). Eighty to eighty-eight 

percent of the island’s slopes were leveled and used for farming. Of the land that had 

agricultural potential (Fig. 11.5), 60 to 70% was terraced (Clark 2004, 49). The street 

system of the town that was 

discussed in detail in 

Chapter 3 continued 

beyond the borders of the 

town up into the 

agricultural fields. Some of 

the streets have been traced 

beyond the edges of the 

town's architectural 

remains up to the north and 

west of the settlement. 

In LM I, two stone 

dams were built across 

ravines on the island (Fig.11.4) (Betancourt and Hope Simpson 1992, 50; Betancourt 

2004, 25; 2012, 1). These dams created catch basins large enough to hold water collected 

in the spring in sufficient quantity to extend the growing season (Betancourt and Hope 
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Simpson 1992, 52). Maintaining the dams required that the soil that built up behind them 

be removed. The removal of the soil served another function for the community, as this 

soil was carried up into the agricultural fields and used to maintain the land in the terraces 

(Bull, Betancourt, and Evershed 1999, 69). The location of the dams demonstrated that 

they must have been purposefully constructed as part of the agricultural system as 

opposed to supplying water to the town, because they were not constructed over the 

ravines that were the closest to the settlement (Betancourt 2005, 292; 2012, 9).  

 

Cemetery 

The Minoan cemetery on the island of Pseria was located west of the settlement 

(Fig. 11.4). The cemetery was on sloping ground, steep in places, and slightly above the 

sea. Only the part of the cemetery on the higher part of the slope was visible from the 

town because of the hilly landscape. The trip from the town to the cemetery was easier by 

boat than by foot due to the terrain. The area of the cemetery was approximately 8,000 

square meters (Betancourt et al. 2002, 3). The tombs were approximately 310 meters 

from the settlement, but the distance when walking over the uneven terrain of the hills 

and ravines made it approximately 410 meters (Onyshkevych et al. 2002, 17). A variety 

of tomb types were utilized from FN/EM I–MM IIB. Thirty-five communal graves have 

been discovered. Rock shelter tombs consisted of both natural and man-made examples. 

Built cist graves were constructed using local materials, and they varied greatly in size. 

Some cist graves were large enough to almost be considered as house tombs. Late 

Minoan I burials have never been discovered on Pseira despite the intensive survey of the 
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entire island (Betancourt 2002, 10–11, 19; Betancourt et al, 2002, 3; Betancourt 2003, 

131). 

 

Quarries 

The rocky and hilly landscape of the island of Pseira supplied the inhabitants with 

sufficient and accessible building materials. In addition to fieldstones, two metacarbonate 

quarries existed at a cove just north of the settlement, at Megali Ammos (Fig. 11.4). A 

sandy beach at the cove offered easy landing and loading of quarried blocks onto boats 

for transport to the town (Betancourt 2001b, 90; F. McCoy 2010, pers. comm.). A 

Plattenkalk quarry situated at the southern end of the settlement’s peninsula was another 

easily accessible supply of building material (Fig. 11.4). In addition to these quarries, 

Floyd McCoy, who has undertaken a study of quarries on the island of Pseira, believed 

that within the rocky terrain there were many locations along the coastline where blocks 

were cut. By cutting blocks in outcroppings by the sea, they were easily transported to the 

settlement (F. McCoy 2010, pers. comm.). 

 

Peak Sanctuary 

The Peak Sanctuary on the highest peak in eastern Crete, the mountain of 

Ephendis Stavromenos, was visible from Pseira (Fig. 11.4) (Watrous and Blitzer 1999, 

907). The peak, at 1,476 m high, could be seen from several sites in eastern Crete. LM I 

pottery fragments and a fragment from a ceramic figurine were discovered at the 

sanctuary. Offerings left at the sanctuary probably came from visitors from several towns. 
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A pilgrimage to the Peak Sanctuary required not only a lengthy overland journey but also 

a trip by boat. Regardless, the Peak Sanctuary was always visible from the town and 

therefore always a part of daily life. 

 

Conclusions 

All of the extramural dependencies of the Minoan settlement on Pseira were 

located on the island except for the peak sanctuary. The original settlers on Crete 

probably did not comprehend the future value of their protected harbor when they chose 

their site with the good harbor, good fishing, fresh water, and enough land to raise a few 

crops. As the population of the island grew, the inhabitants exploited what they could. 

Quarries were opened to construct buildings of sizable blocks. The protected harbor made 

Pseira a regular stop on trade routes. By having the right extramural dependencies, this 

small island with little natural wealth became wealthy in Late Minoan I.  

 

Gournia 

The settlement of Gournia exemplified all of the most common types of Late 

Minoan I extramural dependencies. The archaeological record showed the formation, 

organization, and use of agricultural land, cemeteries, a quarry, industrial installations, a 

harbor, and a peak sanctuary. 
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Agricultural Land 

Agricultural land was always available in the valley and plain near the Minoan 

settlement of Gournia (Figs. 2.1, 11.6). The main settlement was on the top of the 

Gournia Ridge set back slightly from the sea. The rocky landscape of the hills and shore 

area prevented this land from being used for agriculture, but it may have been used for 

grazing. Boyd Hawes recognized the rocky nature of the terrain in this region and pointed 

out that as a result every bit of the available soil must have been precious. She suggested 

that this is why homes were often built on the barren ground (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 

20–21). The early inhabitants of Gournia had all they needed for survival. By the LM I 

period, the availability of farm land close to the settlement had increased threefold. The  

change was due to the abandonment of many sites in the area during the transition period 

after MM IIB when the Late Bronze Age palaces were constructed. As part of this 

consolidation the population grew, and the geographical limits of Gournia expanded. This 

newly available agricultural land was directly accessible by Gournia (Watrous and Blitzer 

1999, 908). To help keep the arable fields productive, a massive stone check dam (Fig. 

11.6) was constructed near the mouth of the Gournia River. The dam would have created 

a reservoir of water used to improve the quality of the crop yield and to lengthen the 

growing season (Watrous 2010, 12; Watrous and Blitzer 1999, 905). 

 

Cemeteries 

A variety of burial types from a range of dates have been discovered in the 

Gournia region (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 56). The North Cemetery was located on a spur  
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of the hill beyond the northern end of town (Fig. 11.6). The earliest burials were in rock 

shelters, which were first used in FN–EM I. Several stone built tombs were also used for 

communal burial beginning in Early Minoan II. The initial date of use and the 

arrangement of the cemetery were similar to that of Pseira. Both cemeteries consisted of a 

group of tombs laid out informally. They were located close to the settlement, and each 

was used for communal burial for centuries (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 56; Davaras 1973, 

588–589; 1974, 48–49; Soles 1992, 1–3; Fotou 1993; 39–40; Betancourt 2003, 132).  

Another cemetery and one with a debated association to Gournia was found at 

Sphoungaras, located 150–200 m north of the Gournia Rfidge (Fig. 11.6) (Hall 1912, 43). 

The cemetery sat on a hill between the northern end of the excavated town and the sea. 

The earliest burials at Sphoungaras were dated to EM II, and the cemetery continued in 

use until the town's destruction in LM I. Types of burials uncovered in this cemetery 

included rock shelters, direct inhumations into the ground, pithos burial, and larnax burial 

(Soles 1979, 156; 1992, 1–2). Not all scholars agreed that the cemetery at Sphoungaras 

was used by the inhabitants of Gournia. Seager, Edith Hall, and Jeffrey Soles, all of 

whom have excavated at Gournia, believed Sphoungaras was a cemetery for Gournia 

(Hall 1912, 43–44; Soles 1992, 3). Boyd Hawes and others did not believe the 

Sphoungaras cemetery was utilized by the settlement of Gournia. Instead they considered 

it a cemetery for an unexcavated settlement located at the top of a hill to the east of 

Sphoungaras, called Alatzomouri (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 56). 
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Quarry 

The typical structure in the town of Gournia was constructed mainly of local 

fieldstones and water-worn boulders that were available close by and gathered easily. 

Used in addition to these, though in far lesser quantities, was local limestone that could 

be shaped without too much difficulty, small amounts of a few other stones, and locally 

made large, sun-dried bricks (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 21). When the Palace was 

remodeled in LM I, the squared ashlar blocks used in the construction were cut from the 

Mochlos quarry. Petrographic analysis by Scott Pike confirmed the origin of the 

sandstone (Pike and Soles 1998, 377; Soles 2002, 127). The quarry was approximately 14 

km up the coast to the east from the Gournia settlement. The quarry blocks would have 

been shipped by sea to Gournia and then hauled up to the town (Soles 1983, 42). 

 

Industrial Installations 

Boyd Hawes partially excavated a large LM I structure located on the coast north 

of the town, and she called this the Shore House (Fig. 11.6). The Gournia Archaeological 

Project cleaned this building in 2008–2009. The structure consisted of two large 

rectangular rooms (25 x 10 m) running north–south and at least three rooms south of 

these. The Shore House has been compared to a similar structure at Kommos. The 

comparable design of the two buildings has led to a suggestion that the Shore House was 

a complex of shipsheds (Watrous and Blitzer 1999, 905–906; Watrous 2010, 12–13). 

Facilities such as the shipshed would have aided in the economic health of the settlement. 
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Boyd Hawes excavated another freestanding structure outside of the town that she 

called the Hill House (Fig. 11.6). The building was located about 162 m southeast of the 

southern end of the Plateia and the main settlement. A large assemblage of bronze 

implements was discovered within it. Twenty-eight complete bronze objects, bronze 

fragments, two ingots, and a clay seal were found. Boyd Hawes interpreted the building 

as the home of a leader, while Vasso Fotou interpreted the building as a metallurgy 

workshop (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908, 26; Fotou 1993, 29). This industrial installation 

located outside of the main habitation area was an enterprise that would have contributed 

positively to the community's economy.  

An additional specialized industrial installation at Alatzomouri-Pefka (Fig. 11.6), 

a fabric dyeing facility, contributed to Gournia's economy (Apostolakou 2008, 1–3). The 

large workshop was located less than 2 km east of the settlement on the coast. The 

discovery of crushed murex shells showed that purple dye was created and used. Other 

colors were probably manufactured as well. The installation consisted of nine vats carved 

into the bedrock and a depression with a drain to wash the wool prior to dyeing. This 

sizable facility required substantial manpower that most likely came from Gournia. 

 

Harbor 

A good, usable harbor was one of the outlying dependencies of the settlement at 

Gournia (Fig. 11.6). The main town was located on the top of a ridge slightly inland and 

above the harbor. The harbor offered good landing for ships and an area accessible for 

fishing (Soles 1979, 150). The harbor was a stop along the east–west trade route across 
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northern Crete. The opportunity to engage in regular trade helped strengthen the economy 

of the town. As noted above, the community produced goods that were viable for trading. 

The harbor would also have been used for local transportation, such as for receiving the 

cut blocks from the Mochlos quarry. 

 

Peak Sanctuary 

The highest peak in eastern Crete, the mountain of Ephendis Stavromenos (1,476 

m), was visible from Gournia (Fig. 11.6), and it was here where a peak sanctuary was 

located. LM I pottery and a broken figurine were discovered on this isolated peak 

(Watrous and Blitzer 1999, 907). Pilgrimages to the sanctuary would have been 

undertaken by inhabitants of Gournia and other towns in eastern Crete. Votive offerings, 

usually of a variety of ceramics, were deposited at the Peak Sanctuary. 

 

Conclusions 

The earliest people to settle at Gournia chose the site because it fulfilled all of 

their needs at the time, including sufficient fresh water, land for raising food and animals, 

easy access to both the sea and overland routes along the north coast of Crete, and a high 

visibility of the entire area from the prominence of built structures on the top of the ridge. 

The consolidation of sites in the region after MM IIB with Gournia surviving and 

expanding while other sites were abandoned showed the accuracy of the site selection 

centuries before. Part of the LM I potency of Gournia that contributed to its survival and 

prosperity can be attributed to all of its extramural dependencies. 
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Conclusions 

Town sites were chosen specifically in all periods. A settlement required certain 

items for survival, and beyond that other resources were needed to raise their standard of 

living above the subsistence level. The decision of selecting a specific site in the early 

centuries of Minoan history impacted the success of the site in later times. Minoan life 

changed with the advancement of technology, the specialization of industry, and the 

increase in population. These changes created different needs and desires for the 

Minoans. If a community was positioned properly on Crete, it could create a successful 

and wealthy life for its inhabitants. An increase in population required a greater crop 

yield and both greater primary and secondary yields from their flocks. Technological 

innovation allowed Minoans to create more farmland by creating terraces and fertilizing 

the soil. A location near mountains with good summer pastures for animals resulted in 

greater numbers of animals surviving the winters and an increased production of animal 

products. When new types of masonry became desirable, settlements near quarries 

containing the necessary types of stone were able to construct buildings in the new styles. 

Trade and exchange via the sea, both around Crete and across the Aegean and Libyan 

Seas, became a regular part of life by Late Minoan I. Towns with easy access to harbors, 

especially those that were protected and had calm waters, became regular stops on trade 

routes and offered the populace the opportunity to acquire not only staples, but luxury 

goods as well. The extramural dependencies discussed in this chapter were a regular part 

of the life of a community. Sometimes they were necessary and sometimes desirable. 
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Regardless, they were a standard part of a town’s daily functioning and were a planned 

part of the community to varying degrees. 

Arable land within a reasonable walking distance was mandatory for the survival 

of any town. The geography of the island of Crete is such that land suitable for 

agricultural and grazing was always in close enough proximity to any location so that 

habitation could be established almost anywhere. Nevertheless, the quality of the soil 

varied greatly. Thus, to insure sufficient quantities of food and animal products for a 

community, Minoans planned how to improve the production of an area. Stone terraces 

were built to create additional farmland with sufficient soil depth for crop growing. By 

Late Minoan I stone dams were sometimes constructed across ravines and rivers to catch 

water, consequently increasing production and lengthening the growing season. 

Additionally, planned and regular fertilizing regimens were instituted. 

Building materials had to be available in quantities sufficient to supply the needs 

of the entire town. Crete is a rocky island with a variety of fieldstones available almost 

everywhere, and the supply of lithic building materials was never a problem as long as 

one accepted what was locally available. Rubble masonry created serviceable, sturdy 

structures. When technological advancements enabled the cutting and transportation of 

large blocks of stone, other types of masonry became desirable and achievable. To realize 

a particular style of masonry or an exact aesthetic, specific types of stone needed to be 

employed in construction. Thus, the community had to plan where to open a quarry to 

accomplish its construction goals. In addition to the proper type of stone, access to the 

quarry had to be reasonably easy, as did the transportation of the cut blocks to the site.  
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The placement of a cemetery in relation to a settlement changed over time. In the 

Early and Middle Bronze Ages, Minoan towns usually had a cemetery within several 

hundred meters of their boundaries. This all changed by the close of the Middle Minoan 

period with the change in burial customs. Though the MM III and LM I burial customs 

are still unclear, it was apparent that placing a cemetery near a town was no longer a part 

of standard town planning. 

Access to a good, protected harbor was highly desirable. Regular trading routes in 

the Aegean and beyond were established at an early period. If a town was a stop along a 

trade route, its participation in the exchange of goods and materials was an economic 

benefit to the entire community. Evidence showed that some LM I towns amassed large 

quantities of imported luxury wares and had a lifestyle well beyond subsistence living. 

Harbors were also used as an easy point of entry for local travel. For example, 

transporting cut blocks from the local quarry was often easier by sea than by land. This 

ease of sea travel compared to overland routes held true for other destinations as well, 

such as to the local cemetery on Pseira. Easy access to a harbor was also necessary for 

fishing, which was a part of Minoan life in coastal settlements. Access to a harbor was 

almost a requisite for a town to thrive in Late Minoan I. For example, the town of 

Monastiraki was located on a hill overlooking the Amari Valley in the center of Crete 

(Fig. 2.1). It was on a natural route between the northern coast of the island and the 

Mesara plain in southern Crete. The settlement was founded in Middle Minoan I and 

continued in use until it was destroyed by fire in Middle Minoan IIB (Kanta 1999, 387; 

Watrous 2001, 204). Unlike other towns suffering catastrophic damage in MM II, 
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Monastiraki was not rebuilt (Kanta 2006, 13–33; 2012, 27). Perhaps one reason 

contributing to the decision was its lack of access to a harbor at a time when connections 

by sea had become a standardized part of a town's daily life. 

A community's harbor did not have to be adjacent to the town. The highly 

successful palatial towns of Knossos and Phaistos were sited slightly inland from their 

harbors at the sea. Evans recognized the port town of Poros-Katsambas (Fig. 2.1) as the 

harbor for Knossos (Evans 1928a, 229, fig. 131A; Dimopoulou-Rethemiotaki 2004, 363–

367, figs. 31.1, 31.2). Following Spyridon Marinatos’s 1932 excavation of Amnissos 

(Fig. 2.1) on the northern coast of Crete, Amnissos was also determined to be a harbor 

and port town associated with Knossos (Marinatos 1932, 77–78; Schäfer 1991, 112; 

1992, 323, plan 1). The harbor associated with Phaistos was at Kommos (Fig. 2.1). The 

main east–west street of Kommos, Road 17, ran from the harbor, in front of the large 

civic building, Building T, and continued eastward to Phaistos (Shaw 1990, 426; 1995, 

20). Evans noted that the harbor town of Kommos was the natural boundary line of what 

he called the Phaestian territory (Evans 1928a, 88, fig. 42). Furthermore, Evans 

considered Kommos to be the southern port of Knossos. A built Minoan road that Evans 

called the Great South Road connected Knossos and Kommos (Evans 1928a, 91). Evans 

recognized that Kommos was the port that received goods from Egypt, which he believed 

were then transported overland across the Great South Road directly to Knossos (Evans 

1928b, 742). Despite the short distance between these two towns and their ports, these 

harbors were still within the urban network of the settlement. Thus, some harbors are 
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examples of extramural dependencies that are located at a distance from the town while 

maintaining their integration into the daily life of the community. 

Industries existing outside of the boundaries of town helped to support the town 

economically. Trade and exchange were required to enable a community to acquire goods 

not available to them from their own natural resources and technical knowledge. Goods 

to trade came from the exploitation of the natural resources in the community if there was 

abundance, and from the technical skill of its citizens. Evidence for this came from the 

discovery of sandstone blocks cut from the Mochlos quarry but built into structures at 

several other sites in eastern Crete. Another example was the industrial dye work 

installation at Alatzomouri-Pefka, which was almost certainly run and managed by the 

community at Gournia.  

Peak sanctuaries existing outside of the boundaries of town helped to support the 

town culturally. Peak sanctuaries were not geographically adjacent to a town, but they 

were still an integrated part of the cultural and religious identity of a community. The 

peak sanctuary was always visible from the town, and therefore the connection between 

the two was constant. A co-dependency existed between a community and a peak 

sanctuary. Without a settlement’s pilgrimages to the site and their depositing of votive 

offerings, a peak sanctuary was just another location on the top of the hill. Conversely, 

without the constant presence of the peak sanctuary overlooking the town, this one aspect 

of religious and spiritual presence would have been missing in a person's daily life. 

A community's extramural dependencies helped a populace meet new challenges 

in the Late Bronze Age so that they flourished. A harbor became an essential facility for a 
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town in the Late Bronze Age in a way that it was not in the Early Bronze Age. By LM I, 

the Minoan world had opened far beyond the borders of Crete, and to participate in this 

educational and economic exchange directly a harbor was vital. The implementation of 

new technologies for the creation of dams, the exploitation of quarries, the establishment 

and production of industrial installations, and increasing the amount of arable land and its 

yield all required the incorporation of extramural dependencies into a community's daily 

life.  

Thus, Minoan town planning in Late Minoan I extended beyond the standard 

observation of the placement and types of buildings within the borders of a town. The 

populace made conscious decisions of what areas, lands, natural features, and natural 

resources outside of the collections of buildings were to be used for the collective well-

being of the community. These dependencies were modified by the inhabitants to serve 

the settlement, and as such they must be included to consider the Minoan town planning 

process complete. 
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CHAPTER 12 

CONCLUSIONS 
  

Richard Hutchinson published the article “Prehistoric Town Planning in Crete” in 

1950. It was the first published study of Minoan town planning. In the more than half a 

century since the article’s release, a plethora of new excavations and publications on 

Minoan sites has become available, resulting in advances in the understanding of Minoan 

towns. The findings of the current study of Late Minoan I town planning varied in some 

aspects from Hutchinson's earlier conclusions. Hutchinson stated that “Crete in [the 

Neolithic and Bronze Age] had no town-planning at all in the sense in which it was 

understood at Harappa in India, or at Kahun in Egypt” (Hutchinson 1950, 200). This was 

very true. The Bronze Age towns of Harappa and Kahun were laid out on flat, virgin 

ground in grids of rectangular house blocks defined by long, straight streets meeting at 90 

degree angles (Rosalie 1996, 101–113, fig. 2; Eltsov 2008, 111–116). Hutchinson 

continued by pointing out that the clusters of Minoan buildings appeared more like an 

organic structure or cellular formation instead of anything created by man. His view of 

the Minoan sites of Knossos, Phaistos, and Malia were of towns that evolved 

spontaneously around the palaces, and they “betray no evidence of planning.” He 

believed that the individual buildings were planned, but the streets were not (Hutchinson 

1950, 201, 203). Later in the article he wrote that there were two exceptions, one at Malia 

and one at Palaikastro. Concerning Malia, the exception to the lack of town planning was 

witnessed in the paved streets with the drains beside them, which was a sign of civic 
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planning. At Palaikastro, the layout of the main street that divided the town into blocks 

offered evidence for a Minoan town plan (Hutchinson 1950, 210–211). Hutchinson’s 

observation of the visual impression of a Minoan town as an organic structure holds true, 

but upon detailed investigation, it became apparent that the cellular formations were 

influenced or created by man’s ideas, in contrast to Hutchinson’s conclusions. 

Minoan town planning satisfied both the geologic considerations of the island of 

Crete and the desired aesthetic of its Bronze Age inhabitants. Minoans chose to build 

within the landscape as opposed to changing it to create a specific layout for a town. 

Additionally, some of their choices of building techniques were to accommodate the 

reality that they lived on a very seismically active island. Construction on a hilly 

landscape made it almost impossible to create a town of straight lines and grid squares. 

The ups and downs of the terrain and the movements around natural features gave a more 

fluid aesthetic to a planned Minoan town than to the ones built on relatively flat land. 

Minoans had the technology to build walls in straight lines and to join them at strict 90 

degree angles yet they chose not to. Symmetry was not a regular part of Minoan 

architecture to the degree that it was in the architecture of some other cultures. Both 

within and without individual structures one cannot assume the shape of the adjacent 

room or structure. It was possible that the Minoans realized that the variable orientation 

provided a structural advantage. Walls oriented in a variety of directions were able to 

withstand earthquakes much better than a wall that was parallel to the direction of the 

shock (Driessen 1987, 173). Accordingly, Minoan walls were often created with 

projections, setbacks, and angles other than 90 degrees. This type of construction 
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influenced the layout of the streets resulting in widths that were wider in some places and 

narrower in others, and they had angles created in them by architectural projections. 

Thus, the Minoan’s desire for creative shapes and architectural surprises was born from 

both an aesthetic and a need. 

In an effort to determine the extent of Minoan town planning, nine specific 

elements of Minoan urban organization were defined and investigated at well excavated 

towns. The individual towns were examined for each feature and then compared to one 

another. This detailed and specific assessment determined at what level Minoan town 

planning existed when held up to its own standard instead of to the standard of other 

civilizations. The nine elements were: 

1. A street system that adhered to the natural contours of the land and offered 
simple entrance to all structures and open areas 

2. Buildings arranged in irregular, attached blocks defined by the street system 
3. A large plateia or centrally located community court easily accessed from all 

parts of the town 
4. Other open spaces that also offered uncomplicated admittance throughout the 

settlement 
5. An elite building located adjacent to the large community court 
6. Purely public buildings in which there was no habitation 
7. Semi-public buildings that housed activities contributing to the public welfare 

as well as being a domicile 
8. Fortifications 
9. Extramural dependencies, which were structural features or natural areas 

outside the borders of the town proper but were an integral part of the 
community 

 

Street systems in Late Minoan I towns shared common traits. They followed the 

landscape, which resulted in many sloped or stepped streets. The stepped streets were 

typically constructed of stone. Many of the streets were paved with cobbles, stone blocks, 

or slabs. Drains were sometimes built to one side of a paved street, either by cutting into 
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the bedrock or by creating a drainage channel of stone. Some main streets were long and 

basically straight as allowed by the environment. Secondary and tertiary streets joined the 

main thoroughfare and each other at right angles or close to it where possible. Multiple 

streets in the town funneled traffic into the plateia or community court. Streets were 

designed mainly for foot traffic. The widest streets could accommodate two people 

passing each other or one pack animal, while the secondary and tertiary streets were 

narrower and allowed one person at a time to proceed. It was noted in Chapter 3, Street 

Systems, that streets seemed to follow older footpaths that were in existence prior to the 

LM I town. This was almost certainly true and was a very rational way of creating a street 

system to efficiently serve a community. These older paths were developed by animals 

and humans who followed the path of least resistance through a landscape. As a result, 

these older paths remained the most efficient routes to travel once a population and the 

number of buildings increased in a settlement. The paving of streets and the incorporating 

of stone steps into them required planning and cooperation not only in their initial 

construction, but in their ongoing use over hundreds of years. These features were placed 

where they served the public good. 

Minoan domiciles shared walls with each other, and they were arranged in 

irregular, attached blocks delineated by the town's street system. Excavation indicated 

that each individual structure had access directly to a street. Furthermore, the common 

placement of entrances into buildings was such that no two entrances were directly across 

from each other. The blocks of buildings were not perfectly square, again as a result of 
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working with the landscape and geology of the island instead of modifying it, and 

possibly as a result of personal preference as well. 

The plateia or large, centralized community court in a town was a Minoan 

contribution to world architecture. Urban planning to this day incorporates sizable open 

spaces into its layout to serve as central meeting places for both inhabitants and visitors. 

Minoans gathered in open spaces for a variety of reasons. Oral communication was the 

method of disseminating information, and thus, it was essential to be able to inform a 

populace quickly. A central open area that accommodated large numbers of people was 

the solution. Trade and exchange took place within these open spaces as well, which were 

typically flat and sometimes paved. Light industrial work was another activity in the open 

community locales. Minoans did not have large temples or religious complexes in their 

towns, and thus, rituals, ceremonies, and festivals took place in the large courts allowing 

for participation or viewing. As Hutchinson pointed out, similarly to 20th century Greek 

farmers, Minoans preferred to live in town near other people and activities and walk to 

their fields every day. They chose this style of living instead of being closer to their work 

but isolated from the rest of the community (Hutchinson 1950, 2001). This desire for 

social interaction was enhanced by the centralized community court.  

Other smaller open spaces were placed throughout Minoan communities as well. 

These served the same functions as the plateia but on a smaller scale. Some areas held 

only a few people while some were capable of accommodating a small gathering. 

Information sharing, trading, engaging in ritual, working, or socializing all took place in 

these public areas. 
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An elite building, which in many towns was the palace, was located adjacent to 

the large community court. Within each large structure functions and activities ensued 

that were of service to the populace. The location of the building adjacent to the sizable 

court allowed for easy interaction between the town’s inhabitants and the activities in the 

main building. This interaction included the sharing of information as well as the sharing 

of production facilities, finished goods, and foodstuffs. Hutchinson suggested that the 

prime site in a town was occupied by the ruler in the large house, and that the streets and 

towns clustered around it without any planning (Hutchinson 1950, 204, 207). It was 

almost certainly true that a town administrator or official worked and probably lived in 

the elite building or palace. Nevertheless, this does not mean that the site was occupied 

without any consideration to the plan of the rest of the town. The placement of the elite 

building next to the community court and the central location of both were beneficial to 

the community. This positioning contributed to the smooth functioning of daily life by 

allowing easy access to both the structure and the court where so much of day to day 

business and interaction took place.   

True public buildings were rare in Minoan towns. Excavation showed that almost 

all structures had evidence of habitation. As noted earlier, Minoan towns did not have 

large temples or temple complexes, but the few buildings that could be identified as 

public structures were related to cult and religion. They were small buildings with 

entrances designed so that there was no clear view into the interior. They were also an 

anomaly in the community because they were the only buildings that were freestanding. 

They did not share walls with any other structure and could be walked around 
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completely. Minoan public buildings were placed within the street system but were 

isolated architecturally. 

Semi-public buildings were much more common than public buildings in Minoan 

towns. Evidence showed that light manufacturing took place in numerous typical 

domestic structures in the towns. This was expected since people provided themselves 

with almost all of their needed goods, though by Late Minoan I communities were above 

a subsistence level of existence, and specialization was a regular feature in a settlement. 

Thus, when examining the evidence of light manufacturing within a domestic structure, 

certain circumstances indicated industrial specialization and the resulting interaction with 

others outside of the household as required. When copious quantities of raw materials, 

especially imported materials, existed in a structure, the quantity of finished goods was 

far more than could be used by the normal household. Accordingly, trade and exchange 

necessitated interactions with outsiders to both acquire the raw material and to exchange 

the finished products. Some residential buildings served the community by storing large 

quantities of cult paraphernalia. The location of these chosen storage facilities was 

usually such that the vessels could be removed from storage and carried in procession 

through the town. This procession ultimately ended up in the plateia, at a palace, at a 

special house, at a peak sanctuary, or at any other location where community wide 

ceremonies and festivals took place. 

Fortifications were another rarity of a Late Minoan I town. Excavations showed 

that fortifications in and around the town were far more common in the Early and Middle 

Minoan periods than they were by the Late Minoan. This paucity of built defensive 
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structures contrasted to the findings at other Aegean Late Bronze Age sites. Thus, the 

planning of a Late Minoan I town did not regularly require the incorporation of space 

available for the placement of defensive structures. 

Extramural dependencies, though not within the town proper, were an integral 

part of community life, and therefore, their placement in relation to the town was 

considered as part of Minoan town planning. Stone was the primary building material for 

Minoan structures, and the geography of the rocky island made it abundantly available. 

Minoans planned and chose the location of the quarry or quarries to open and use. They 

selected quarries that not only had the appropriate type of stone, but were located where 

the blocks could be cut and easily transported to the site. Easy transportation of large 

quantities of heavy stone blocks was often accomplished via a route across the sea. A 

good harbor near the town was advantageous for access to the sea for both transportation 

and for fishing. Agricultural and grazing land was available in close proximity to most 

settlements. Where Minoan town planning came into play was in relation to the planning 

of improving the quality of the land in some communities, thereby improving production 

capabilities and output. To achieve this goal, stone terraces were constructed to create 

more arable land, and stone dams were built to manage water availability. Regular 

fertilization of the land required community cooperation since refuse had to be gathered 

from throughout the town. With industrial specialization came the opportunity to raise the 

community above a subsistence level by exploiting the specialization for economic 

benefit. To achieve this, large industrial installations requiring the participation of many 

in the community existed outside of the towns. A community’s technical knowledge, 
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talent, and natural resources were marshaled to create economic ventures producing 

goods to trade and exchange outside of the community. Cult, ritual, and religion were a 

regular part of life in a Minoan community. In addition to cultic activities taking place 

within the town, peak sanctuaries were visited and votive offerings deposited. The peak 

sanctuary was visible from the town and thereby linked to it even though it was not 

geographically adjacent. 

The comprehensively excavated and well published LM I sites used in this study 

permitted a determination of the nine basic elements that were a part of the planned Late 

Minoan I towns. The elements were addressed individually, offering a solid 

understanding of each element and the interactions to one another. For example, the 

layout and plan of the street system created the irregular blocks of houses. The streets and 

blocks of houses were arranged around the plateia, or large, centralized community court. 

Adjacent to the plateia was an elite building. Incorporated into the street system within 

the blocks of buildings were other public open spaces that were smaller than the plateia 

and scattered throughout the community. Public buildings were housed within the town’s 

blocks, but were planned to be freestanding, whereas the typical buildings shared walls. 

Some public and semi-public buildings were located outside of the edges of town as well 

as within the irregular blocks. Every community relied partly on its extramural 

dependencies for its socio-economic health. Consequently, the community determined its 

requirements and planned the layout and location of the town with reasonable access to 

these items. Defensive walls and fortifications were uncommon on Crete though on 

occasion they did exist as part of the individual town's plan. The greater number of 
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excavated Minoan towns that were available for examination in this study as compared to 

when Hutchinson undertook his first study of Minoan town planning has enabled patterns 

of layout to emerge within and among the different sites. 

The economic basis of Minoan life did not change completely from the Early 

Minoan to the Late Minoan period. It was still based upon a community engaged in 

mixed farming, animal husbandry, and industrial specialization (Warren 1973, 374–375). 

The agricultural land, natural resources, and industrial installations were all exploitable 

by a walking distance back and forth to the town within a single day. The efficient plan of 

a town for this lifestyle was already conceived of by at least Early Minoan II, and with 

the growth of population and the development of new technologies, town planning 

became fully developed by Late Minoan I. During this period the plan became a 

standardized guideline, and it was followed to its maximum efficiency within the local 

landscape and its advantages and limitations.  
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